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ABSTRACT
The Empire stock occupies an area of approximately 
two square miles within the 10 square miles of the thesis 
area, which is located some A5 miles west of Denver,
Colorado. The stock is located in the Empire mining district 
within the Central Colorado mineral belt and has a geo­
logic setting similar to the other Laramide stocks in­
truding Precambrian metamorphics and igneous intrusives 
of the mineral belt that trends northeastward from 
Breckenridge to Jamestown (Fig. 1). The stock was in­
truded along preexisting planes of weakness in Precambrian 
metamorphic and Igneous rocks. Petrographlcally, it con­
sists of monzonitic rocks that are bordered by syenetic 
and dloritic bodies. Chemical analyses and variation 
diagrams suggest an intermediate magma with alkali-calcic 
affinities as the original source. Based on low Sr®?/Sr®^ 
ratios, the derivation of these rocks from fusion or other 
processes differentiating Precambrian country rocks is 
contested and an alternative direct origin from the lower 
or upper mantle is proposed. Several gold-silver veins 
around the border of the stock are related to late frac­
turing which accompanied the Intrusion of the stock.
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Possible emplacement of upper crust magma may explain 
the intrusion of Empire stock as evidenced by the struc­
tural deformation of the Precambrian wall rocks bordering 
the stock.
Ore deposits of the Empire stock are of the pyritic 
gold type (Goddard, 1950» P» 223). The chief metals pro­
duced were gold and silver and the veins consisted of 
pyrite, chalcopyrlte, sphalerite, galena and tenantite 
(Hutchinson, R. M., 1977) with gangue of varieties of 
quartz, calcite and fluorite.
Veins have a northeast trend and a southeast dip and 
occur primarily along the east and south margins of the 
stock. In general, individual veins are not persistent, 
though they may be wide showing heavily mineralized shear 
zones. Wall rocks along the veins are altered to sericite 
and quartz. Porphyry dikes are generally kaolinlzed.
lv
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INTRODUCTION
Problemi The present work Intends to investigate as a 
part of a comprehensive study of the Empire 
mining district, the structural and textural 
relationships of the Empire stock with the 
Precambrian country rocks, the significance 
of magmatism in the emplacement of the stock, 
the structural trends of the metallic veins and 
mineralized dikes as related to the intrusion 
of the Laramlde porphyries, the significance of 
mineraloglcal changes within the stock as well 
as In the country rocks, their alteration, and 
finally the time-space relationships of the 
stock to the Precambrian wall rocks.
These problems were investigated by detailed field 
mapping, petrographlc descriptions and limited spectro- 
graphic analyses. -A computer program was written in 
order to facilitate the calculation of normaltlve minerals.
The geology of the thesis area was mapped on USGS aeri­
al photographs enlarged to the scale of 1 in. = 630 ft.










Figure 1, Index map and mapped area.
The geology was transferred to a base map the scale of which 
Is 1 in* * 630 ft. It was enlarged from the 7i minute 
Empire topographic quadrangle map.
This thesis Is divided into three parts. The first 
describes textures and occurrences of mapped units. The 
second concentrates on mineral and chemical variations of 
the mapped units, and the third part summarizes structural 
controls, ore deposits and emplacement theories.
The Empire stock lies astride US 40 with the major 
part situated about a mile northwest of Empire. Empire 
is located approximately 45 miles west of Denver, Colorado, 
and can easily be reached by US Highways 6, 40, and Inter­
state 70*
The monzonitlc stock can be examined by-driving north 
of Empire for 1 mile along Mad Creek and turning west on 
a rough road for about four miles. The southern part of 
the stock can be reached by walking up the northeastern 
flank of the Lincoln Mountain stock.
Previous Work
An interesting work on the geology of the Empire 
Quadrangle, Grant, Gilpin and Clear Creek Counties,
Colorado, has been published by W, Braddock (1969) who 
reviewed the general geologic setting of this part of the
Central Front Range. Lovering and Goddard (1950) have 
summarized the ore deposits occurring in the Front Range. 
Hawley and Moore (1967) published the geology and ore 
deposits of the Lawson-Dumont Fall River district, Clear 
Creek County, Colorado. Sims, P. K., Drake, A. A. Jr., and 
Tooker, E. W. (1963) described the economic geology of 
the Central City district, Gilpin County, Colorado.
Harrison, T. E., and Wells, T. D. (1956) discussed the 
geology and ore deposits of the Freeland Lamartine district, 
Clear Creek County. Moench, Harrison and Sims (1963) sum­
marized the Precambrian structure In the Idaho Springs 
area. Tweto and Sims (1963) discussed the relationships 
of the shear zones and faults in the Central Front Range. 
Wells (i960) classified the Tertiary igneous rocks in the 
vicinity of Idaho Springs and Central City. These publi­
cations, describing the gross features of the Front Range 
and the Colorado mineral belt, have provided the framework 
for the writers more detailed investigations of the 
Empire mining district.
Climate
The Empire quadrangle is strongly influenced by the 
rugged topography (fig. 2a, 2b). The mean normal tempera­
ture is about 4l°F with highs of 80° in summer and lows of
Figure 2a. View of Conqueror mine site along 
North Empire Creek.
Figure 2b. Rugged topography of northern flank cf 
Lincoln Mountain stock.
5° below zero in winter. High altitudes over 11,000 feet 
are covered by snow most of the year constituting a barrier 
for field work during fall and winter. In addition the 
thesis area is covered by a heavy timber growth above 
10,000 feet concealing the major part of the Empire stock 
under a thick soil.
Geomorphology
Geomorphologically, the Empire mining district is 
similar to the Georgetown quadrangle and has a similar 
history (Ball, H. S., 1906)•
Elevation in the mapped area ranges from 8600 to 11,000 
feet above sea level (fig* 3)• Precambrian metamorphics 
and intrusives form variable topographic highs and lows 
surrounding the monzonitic stock. The core of the Empire 
stock is cut by streams running north and east along 
valleys filled by morainal deposits and glacial outwashes.
Figure 3 Southwest margins of Empire stock cut by- 
West Fork of Clear Creek. Elevation 
ranges from 9600 feet to 11,000 ft.
PETROGRAPHY
Metamorphic rocks constitute 50^ of the country rocks 
intruded by the Empire stock. Biotite gneisses and schists 
crop out in north-south trending folds in the east, north­
west and southwest portions of the thesis area. Klcro- 
cline gneiss, the principal metamorphic rock type, forms 
steep slopes covered by solufluction debris in the north­
western and southwestern portions of the thesis area.
The Precambrian Boulder Creek and Silver Plume granite 
constitute 30% of the exposed bedrock In the near vicinity 
of the Empire stock. Although highly weathered, these 
granites form ridges that are more prominent than the meta­
morphic gneisses and schists.
The Empire stock comprising about 20% of the exposed 
bedrock, occupies the central part of the thesis area 
with slopes inclined towards the center of the stock. Mad 
Creek and Clear Creek drain southward through the intrusive 
The northern fringes of the stock are heavily forested 
and outcrops are poorly exposed.
Discontinuous dikes form obvious ridges while the 
veins are mostly located in shear zones which abound In 
the northeastern part of the thesis area.
Precambrlan Metamorphic Bocks
The Precambrlan metamorphic rocks of the district belong 
to the Idaho Springs Formation, migmatite gneiss, cor- 
dierite-biotite-quartz schist and microline gneiss. They 
are thought to represent a metamorphosed succession of 
clastic sedimentary rocks (Moench, 1964). A large area 
of schists borders the eastern part of the thesis area 
while the biotite-gneiss, commonly migmatitic and contain­
ing abundant discrete bodies of pegmatite, form large and 
small lenses that are scattered to the north of the area. 
These gneisses predominate in the western and southern 
portions of the mapped area.
Idaho Springs Formation
Schists (fig. 4) and gneisses of the Idaho Springs 
Formation are generally well foliated rocks of high meta­
morphic grade (Braddock, 1967» p. 3)* Biotite gneiss is 
a fine to medium-grained rock well foliated with distinct 
light colored layers of quartz and feldspars and dark 
layers of biotite.
Quartz constitutes the major mineral with percents 
ranging from 40# to 70#. Texturally quartz is xenoblastic, 
fine-grained, granoblastic, clear, forming a mosaic of 
grains with orthoclase.
Figure 4 Schist of the Idaho Springs Formation 
from Minnesota Mine area, Empire 
mining district.
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Orthoclase and perthite also form xenoblastic grains, 
fine-grained slightly altered to kaolin. Minute crystals 
of magnetite, biotite and apatite are included commonly 
in orthoclase and perthite is characterized by myrmekitic 
intergrowths of alblte.
Oligoclase, A n ^  content constitutes with orthoclase 
and perthite the feldspathic layers of the rock. It is 
commonly granoblastic, xenoblastic fine-grained with 
obvious multllamlllae twins and marginal replacement by 
albite and kaollnite.
Cordierite is sometimes present in higher grade 
schists In subiodloblastlc, subhexagonal to rhombohedral 
outlines between plagioclase and feldspar grains (sample 
68).
Sillimanite (sample 58* fig* 5a» b) may occur in con­
centrations along quartz rich laminae and in biotite 
rich layers as fibrous bent minerals forming phylonitlc 
seams and apophyses into quartz feldspathic layers.
Biotite which reaches the percentage of 30% in 
blotite-quartz-plagioclase-mlcrocllne gneiss and over 
30̂ 6 in slllimanite-blotite-quartz-plagioclase-microcline- 
muscovite gneiss, constitute idioblastic laths and lepido- 
blastic structures forming the dark layers of the well 
foliated gneiss.
Muscovite occurs commonly as secondary mineral in
Figure 5a* Sillimanlte-biotlte-quartz-plagloclase 
gneiss at the contact of Idaho Springs 
formation and Silver Plume granite 
around Minnesota Mine area. Sample bgn 5&*
Figure S'b* Photomicrograph of sillimanlte-blotite- 
quartz-plagloclase gneiss. X-nicols. 
Field of view 2.0 cm.
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sericitlc alteration of plagloclase and sillimanite, In 
tiny flakes lntergrown with biotite and as coarse polkilo- 
blastic grains included in pliogiaclases and sillimanites. 
Sericite generally occurs in rocks with indication of 
hydrothermal alteration such as chloritized biotite 
(Braddock, 1969) and probably the sericitic alteration 
was produced by the Tertiary hydrothermal activity that 
formed the Front Range mineral belt (Braddock, 1969)*
Microcline, which may attain 20# in biotlte-quartz- 
plagioclase-mlcrocline gneiss is not very common and when 
present it Is perthitic especially in sillimanlte-biotite- 
quartz-plagloclase-microcllne mineral assemblages and 
occur as fine grained granoblastic in the quartz felds­
pathic layers.
Zircon and sphene (**4-1) are common accessory minerals 
included in quartz, and magnetite and pyrite constitute the 
major opaque minerals and commonly replace hornblende (68).
Biotite-gneiss is commonly mixed with thin to thick 
layers of poorly foliated migmatite gneiss (fig. 6).
Although commonly found as conformable layers or 
large elliptic xenoliths in much younger intrusive granites 
of Boulder Creek composition, it sometimes occurs as 
pegmatitic injection into gneisslc layers leading to the 
assumption of a much younger age for the gneiss migmatite 
than the typical well foliated biotite gneiss. The
zvzy
Figure 6 Migmatite gneiss of the Idaho Springs Formation. Eastern margins of the thesis 
area.
resulting texture is close to an augen-gneiss• An example 
of this is depicted by the sample 58 east of the Minnesota 
mine area, where sillimanite and biotite form the major 
minerals. Together, with hornblende, they delineate the 
foliation. Quartz, with minute inclusions of biotite and 
muscovite, orthoclase with granophyric intergrowths of 
quartz make up more than 60% of the granitic part.
Idaho Springs Formation also consists of a gray, 
mottled black, fine-grained, schistose cordierite- 
biotlte-orthoclase-oligoclase-quartz schist (samples 44, 
1-10) in which grains of biotite and minor hornblende 
form elongate lineaments with subparallel orientation 
denoting an obvious sedimentary origin. The relic strati­
fication and cross-strata can be observed in the change 
of orientation of biotite minerals crossing the relic 
stratification (fig. 7a, b). The quartz is granoblastic, 
equigranular fine-grained concentrated in quartz felds­
pathic layers.
Plagioclase with an A ^ ^  content has a xenoblastic 
texture, a tabular idioblastic shape. The cores are 
more calcic and the borders are replaced by albite (44-1). 
It has multilamillae twins and commonly shows granophyric 
intergrowth with quartz (when in contact with orthoclase). 
The more idioblastic minerals are least altered to kaolin 
and sericlte.
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Figure 7a. Photomicrograph of cordierite-biotite- 
orthoclase-quartz schist at Minnesota 
Mine. Sample 44-1. X-nicols. Field 
of view 3*° cm.
Figure 7b. Photomicrograph of biotite schist.
Sample Gnb 44-9• X-nicbls. Field of 
view 3*0 cm.
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Figure ?o• Photomicrograph of Idaho Springs 
Formation showing the schistosity 
locally distorted by intrusion of 
granitic material. Sample gnb 44-3. 
X-nicols. Field of view 2,0 cm.
Figure 7d* Quartz-feldspar-pegmatite structure 
in Idaho Springs Formation, Sample 
gnb 44-5. X-nicols. Field of view 2,5 cm.
Orthoclase occurs as xenoblastic medium grained; it 
is commonly sericitized and kaollnized, interlocking in 
the matrix with a seemingly aplitlc texture.
Cordierlte occurs as a distinct medium grained grano- 
blastic, idioblastic mineral in the quartzofeldspathic 
layers.
Biotite as fine-grained subparallel laths constitutes 
the schlstosity. It is commonly altered or associated to 
magnetite.
Muscovite occurs in minor amounts compared to biotite, 
but is generally associated with biotite. Zircon and sphene 
constitute the tiny inclusions in quartz; magnetite and 
leucoxene are the major opaque minerals observed.
The schlstosity is distorted locally by injection of 
granitic material (44-2). The flow structure is evidenced 
by quartzofeldspathic grains with trails of biotite and 
muscovite (44-3). Sometimes the granitic injection has 
completely disturbed the relic stratifications transforming 
the rock to a quartz-feldspar-pegmatite (44-5). This 
structure has been termed a contaminated schist (44-6) 
or a migmatite gneiss (44-10).
Mlcrocllne gneiss
Microcllne-quartz-plagioclase-blotlte gneiss is the
major metamorphic unit west and south of the thesis area.
It has a granitic appearance and was described as a granite 
gneiss by Simms (1956, p. 742), who also referred to it as
a quartz monzo.nite gneiss (fig# 8).
It Is a light to yellowish-gray rock occurring in 
conformable layers with quartz, plagioclase and microcline 
making up more than by volume percent. Gneisslc
layering is weak except in the rocks with heavy concen­
tration of biotite. Nonetheless, a semischistose struc­
ture due to the alignment of biotite, quartz, and feld­
spars, is visible in hand specimens (samples 203, 191, fig.
9).
Quartz, a major mineral, forms granoblastic Idio­
blastic grains with weak to moderate undulatory extinction.
Plagioclase, with anorthitic content ranging from A n ^  
to An^Q, shows subidioblastic outlines and consists of 
quartz feldspathic layers together with microcline in­
tensely grid-twinned and perthitic. Generally microcline 
is interstitial to quartz and plagioclase. Myrmekitic 
intergrowths of plagioclase and quartz that replace 
microcline are characteristic of irregular grains inter­
stitial to plagioclase.
Biotite is uniformly present and occurs as unoriented 
lebidoblastic commonly associated with Irregular books of 
muscovite which sometimes form polkiblastlc grains in
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Figure 8 Granitic texture of microcllne-quartz- 
plagioclase gneiss.
Figure 9a* Semischistose structure in microcline 
gneiss. North of Empire stock area*
Figure 9"b* Photomicrograph of microcline gneiss.
Sample gnm 191« North of Empire stock. 
X-nicols. Field of view 2.0 cm.
large biotite books.
Hornblende form a minor mineral mostly present in 
hornblende-rich layers of microcline gneisses.
Calo-slllcate skarn
A small body of dark rock has been mapped as skarn 
(ill) along the southern border of the thesis area. It is 
fine grained homogeneous with specks of secondary quartz 
and stained by sulfides (pyrite, sphalerite). The essen­
tial minerals consist of about of epidote, 5% aegirlne- 
auglte, 5% of interstitial quartz, feldspars and plagio- 
clases; sulfides and magnetite constitute the remaining
5%.
Microscopically, it consists of aegerlne-augite and 
epidote with abundant inclusions of wedge shape sphene 
and magnetite. Aegerine-auglte is commonly interstitial 
to epidote. Quartz present in this rock seems to be of 
secondary origin deriving from plagioclase. Interstitial 
quartz with undulatory extinction seems to have crystal­
lized late in rounded openings or vesicules. The plagio­
clase present has the composition of andesine with albite- 
pericllne twinning and a composition of Anĵ Q. Accessory 
minerals are sphene, included in aegerine-auglte, together 
with apatite and magnetite.
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Precambrlan Plutonic Hocks
Granodiorite to quartz diorlte Boulder Creek Granite 
and granite to quartz monzonite Silver Plume Granite are 
exposed in the thesis area and form large intrusive 
bodies that are generally concordant but cut locally 
across the metamorphic gneisses and schists. Boulder 
Creek Granite is most common along the eastern border of 
the mapping area, but constitutes the better outcrops 
within the thesis area. Variations are in terms of grain 
size and degree of metamorphism. The texture ranges from 
coarse, porphyrltic to medium-grained slightly schistose 
close to contacts.
Silver Plume Granite is commonly peripheral to the 
Empire stock and is exposed mostly in the northern and 
western parts of the thesis area. It is generally well 
weathered and covered by solufluction debris.
Boulder Creek Granite
The most accessible exposure of Boulder Creek Granite 
is in the eastern border of the thesis area. It forms 
steep ridges commonly fractured (fig. 10 and 11). It is dark 
gray semischistose to granular rock with sharp contacts 
that are generally concordant with adjacent Silver Plume 
Granite or Biotite-schist. It is well jointed, the major
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Figure 10. Exposure of Boulder Creek Granite 
south of Empire.
Figure 11. Contact between Boulder Creek and 
Silver Plume Granites, north of 
Empire•
joint system striking N80E. Foliation is generally marked 
by parallel alignment of biotite and lenticular xenoliths 
of biotite gneiss.
The common texture is holocrystalline, hypidiomorphic 
granular to porphyritic seriate, fine to medium-grained 
with coarse grained varieties being conspicuously por­
phyritic, showing large phenocrysts of microcline in a 
groundmass of quartz and biotite (fig. 12, samples 26, kZ)
Quartz constitutes about 36% of the volume (3» ^2) 
and occurs as anhedral grain, medium to coarse-grained 
size, commonly interstitial to feldspars, showing moderate 
to strong undulatory extinction.
Orthoclase is second in abundance ranging from 
to 72$ per volume in porphyritic seriate rocks. It 
occurs as subhedral grain.
Plagioclase makes up to 15$ per volume and accounts 
for 29$ of the total volume in coarse-grained and porphyri 
tic seriate rocks. The composition varies from An^Q to 
An28* falling within the range of calcic oligoclase. It 
shows multilamillae twins sometimes heavily covered by 
serlcite (^2-Sh) and is epidotized as illustrated in 
sample 3. It occurs as anhedral to subhedral medium to 
coarse grains with inclusions of magnetite and zircon. 
Sometimes it is slightly replaced by biotite.
Microcline is subhedral, fine to medium-grained,
Figure 12. Porphyritic medium-grained texture 
in Boulder Creek Granite.
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making up to 9$ Per volume and sometimes absent in the 
porphyritic seriate phases. Gridiron twinning is
always observable and commonly is perthitized bearing 
multiple Inclusions of spinel (picotite), an isotropic 
olive brown mineral together with magnetite, and a film 
of red hematite. Muscovite and tiny biotite plates are 
polkllitically enclosed in grains that are altered to 
kaolin and sericite.
Mica minerals make up 8$ per volume. They consist 
of biotite (5$) and muscovite (3$) In fine-grained 
varieties and exclusively of biotite and only traces of 
muscovite in coarse-grained or porphyritic seriate types. 
Biotite is fine-grained, pleochrolc in shades of brown 
colors, commonly interstitial to grains of feldspars and 
quartz, and is altered to magnetite along cleavage planes 
in fine-grained facies. It is always associated with 
sparse plates of muscovite, magnetite and clays, and 
commonly has inclusions of sphene.
Fine-grained rounded apatite crystals are also 
observed and are Included in large biotite books in por­
phyritic seriate types.
Muscovite occurs as fine-grained plates in associa­
tion with biotite and is poikilitically enclosed in 
feldspar and quartz.
Accessory minerals are sphene, zircon, magnetite, and
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sometimes spinnel. They occur only In tracesi the altera­
tion minerals are epidote and hematite, that replace oligo- 
clase and biotite.
Silver Plume Granite
This intrusive occurs as bodies of fine to medium- 
grained granite, grading to monzonite (fig. 13)• It is 
stained by hematite, giving the rock a pinkish to dark gray
color. It commonly disintegrates into blocks forming
float that covers other formations on steep slopes ob­
scuring contacts. Where well exposed the foliation in
the Silver Plume generally is parallel to the contacts of
the Empire stock. It is interpreted as primary magmatic
flow layering by Braddock (1969, P. ̂ 9).*. Pisco^dant con-
,.u /■iucUf ftca&Qt Citsk. f  £
tacts are observed in bodies thdt /'fn apophyse like pene­
trations intrude the older Boulder Creek Granite. Some 
large elliptic sills have been mapped along the eastern 
border of the thesis area and spherical plugs have been 
observed near the western border where they intrude 
Idaho Springs gneisses.
The general texture of Silver Plume Granite is a 
fine to medium-grained, holocrystalline, hypidiomorphic- 
granular to porphyritic seriate having the general com­
position of quartz monzonite. It is often cut by narrow
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FIgare 1 3 Fine-grained texture to porphyritic 
seriate in Silver Plume Granite. 
North of Empire. (Sample 6A) •
Figure 13b. Photomicrograph of sample Spg 6A.
X-nicols. Field of view 1.5 cm.
pegmatite dikes that are generally mineralized in quartz 
sulfide ores.
Quartz up to 36% in the fine-grained varieties and 
19# in the quartz monzonitic compositions, occurs as 
anhedral, medium- and coarse-grained crystals filling 
open spaces between feldspar grains and containing inclu­
sions of zircon, sphene and monazite when only mildly 
altered. Grains are slightly covered by clayey dust and 
as in sample 6A they show marginal embayment by horn­
blende and biotite often with granophyric overgrowth by 
microcline. In marginal zones, quartz has an undulose 
extinction (sample 10) with small inclusions of magnetite. 
Quartz grains are structurally subparallel denoting the 
influence of metamorphism (fig. 14). Secondary quartz is 
also present in marginal zones of fractured orthoclase 
grains and some interstitial grains have reaction rims of 
hematite (sample 10)./-  ̂ n/i*
<̂^ r t h ^ lase^onstltutes about 25% of the volume in 
fine-grained variety and up to 30# in the quartz monzonite 
variety* It occurs as subhedral tabular grains sometimes 
with hematite filling fractures. It shows Carlsbad twins 
and commonly is replaced by slightly perthitlc microcline. 
Individual grains with inclusions of quartz and muscovite 
are least altered to kaolin. Penetration twins character­
ize large euhedral grains of oligoclase and have their
Figure 14. Photomicrograph of sample Spg 
X-nicols. Field of view 3 cm.
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margins either embayed by biotite,chlorite and muscovite 
or are altered to kaolin (sample 6a),
Plagioclase is an ollgoclase with anorthite content 
varying from An2Q (6a) to An2y as in sample 1 where it Is 
mostly calcic ollgoclase. Its abundance varies from 22% 
In a fine-grained phase to J0% in a quartz monzonitic 
composition approaching the abundance of orthoclase. It 
occurs as subhedral tabular grains slightly to heavily 
dusted by brown clay. It shows fine multilamillae twins 
and usually is altered to sericlte, and hematite. Indi­
vidual grains have crenulated margins embayed by quartz 
and biotite (23) and contain inclusions of zircon. A 
marginal chloritization has been observed in more sodic 
grains as in sample 6a where strongly sericltized grains 
are replaced by secondary silica and muscovite (10, 6a).
Sanidine is present in coarse-grained phases with 
monzonitic composition but accounts for only 1% of the 
total volume. It occurs as subhedral, elongate tabular 
subparallel oriented crystals following foliation planes 
and is commonly crackled with small fissures filled by 
biotite. It is zoned when coarse-grained and encloses 
poikilltically grains of biotite. Resorbed crystals show 
oscillatory zoning and contain inclusions of quartz and 
biotite.
Microcline which accounts for 5% in fine-grained
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varieties occurs only as trace in quartz monzonite phases*
It is anhedral generally as fine-grained crystals with 
characteristic grid twins and the margins are embayed by 
biotite and hematite (1). It is clear to very slightly 
altered to clays and seemingly replaces orthoclase minerals* 
In some massive Silver Plume Granite microcline has not 
been identified (sample 10).
Ferromagnesians amount to 11# and may attain 17# in 
quartz monzonitic compositions* They consist of biotite, 
muscovite and minor hornblende*
Biotite occurs in subhedral, fine-grained books inter- 
stitially between grains of quartz and feldspar with re­
placement by magnetite along cleavage planes. In fine­
grained varieties, secondary biotite replaces ollgoclase 
or is poikilitically enclosed in them. In other samples 
collected along a massive ridge (6a), biotite, which is 
less abundant, is commonly altered to magnetite and 
chlorite. It amounts to 6% in rocks close to contacts 
with Boulder Creek Granite and up to 13# of the total 
volume in plugs with monzonitic composition where it is 
associated with groups of hornblende, magnetite and 
pyrite|( crystals which may have inclusions of apatite and 
zircon. Anhedral grains of biotite show reaction rims 
with hematite which sometimes replace biotite.
Muscovite accounts for 5% of the total volume but
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only as traces In coarse-grained varieties of Silver Plume 
Granite. It occurs as subhedral, fine-grained books with 
marginal replacement by magnetite. Primary muscovite is 
interstitial between grains of feldspars and quartz while 
secondary muscovite occurs with clays, sericite, leucoxene 
and hematite as alteration products of oligoclase (samples 
1» 6A).
Hornblende is found only in traces in fine-grained 
rocks and ranges from 1 to in coarse-grained phases. 
When present it is subhedral to anhedral (6A), fine­
grained interstitial and alters to chlorite, leucoxene 
and magnetite. Common accessory minerals are apatite, 
included in blotite and quartz, zircon included in biotite 
sphene in biotite and oligoclase. Secondary-minerals and 
alteration products include quartz as exsolution blebs in 
oligoclase and orthoclase, biotite as an alteration 
product of plagioclase and hornblende, sericite in asso­
ciation with secondary muscovite and as an alteration 
product of oligoclase, kaolinite replacing plagioclases 
and feldspars, chlorite from biotite, hornblende and mus­
covite, and leucoxene in association with chlorite and 
clays.
Opaque minerals consist of finely disseminated pyrlte 
chalcopyrite, and magnetite as inclusions in plagioclase 
and also replacing biotite and hornblende. Hematite
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occurs as a secondary product in plagioclase, sometimes 
filling cracks in quartz and feldspar grains or replacing 
biotite along cleavage planes. The percentage of opaque 
minerals can reach yf> of the total volume, especially in 
quartz monzonitic phases where pyrlte and magnetite occur 
as medium sized grains interstitial to or in association 
with biotite.
Tertiary Igneous Hocks
Tertiary igneous rocks within the thesis area are 
petrographically and genetically related. Although Wells 
(I960) has recognized thirteen types of Tertiary rocks 
that intrude Precambrian rocks and has grouped them into 
four groups with similarities in age, petrography and 
geographic distribution in the Central Colorado Mineral 
Belt, seventeen rock types have been encountered in the 
mapping area (Table ft). Based on field relationships and 
petrographic descriptions three groups have been recognized 
consisting of relatively coarse grained dike rocks of 
granodiorite composition. They consist of granite por­
phyry, biotite granodiorite, and hornblende granodiorite 
porphyry. To this group are added quartz-bearing horn- 
blende-pyroxene monzonite that constitutes the Silver 
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forming dikes and small plugs that cut Precambrian plutons 
and also are present in the Empire stock.
The Empire stock includes a monzlnitic group of 
intrusives. They constitute 6 mappable units composed of 
feldspathoidal hornblende-pyroxene monzonite, hornblende- 
pyroxene syenite porphyry, hornblende-pyroxene syenite, 
hornblende-pyroxene monzonite to dlorlte, porphyritic 
hornblende-pyroxene monzonite, hornblende-pyroxene mon­
zonite veined by leucocratic monzonite and leucocratic 
monzonite. To this group is added the quartz-bearing 
hornblende-pyroxene monzonite that constitutes the Lincoln 
Mountain stock located southwest of the thesis area.
A third group of Tertiary intrusive rocks consists 
of generally fine-grained dike rocks that are highly 
arglllized and kaolinized and usually are mineralized.
Thin silicified opaline quartz generally with accompany­
ing sulfide minerals crosscuts the central part of the 
dikes. This group consists of quartz bostonite, bostonite 
porphyry granite-apllte, rhyolite and rhyodaclte dikes 
around the periphery of the Empire stock including the 
mineralized dikes of the Minnesota and Conqueror mines.
To this group must be added pegmatite dikes that cut 
bostonite dikes to the northeast 'and granite porphyries to
i
the east of the thesis area and rhyolitic intrusive breccia 
that occupy the eastern margins of the Empire stock.
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Granodiorite Group
Quartz"bearing hornblende-pyroxene monzonite, A 
plug of about 1800 feet long and 900 feet wide crops 
out north of Empire between the Minnesota and Conqueror 
mines* It intrudes the Idaho Springs schists and 
the Boulder Creek and Silver Flume plutons. It is 
out and surrounded by the richest veins and ring dikes 
of the Empire mining district, probably as the result 
of late fracturing, and solution and magma filling after 
the intrusion of the plug. It is gray in color with 
abundant hornblende and minor biotite, has a phaneri- 
tic fine-grained texture and is slightly porphyritic 
seriate* Hornblende minerals show a subparallel align­
ment concordant to the contacts of Precambrian wall 
rocks* Being in a heavily mined area the surficial expo­
sure is covered by abundant float and mine-dump rock, which 
are heavily coated by a film of ferric oxides and 
yellow stain from oxidation of sulfides. This oxida­
tion together with mine trails, old constructions and a 
heavy stand of timber, cover the edges of the plug* 
Petrographically, this Intrusive has the composition of 
a quartz monzonite rather than hornblende granodiorite 
and sometimes shows similarities with hornblende pyroxene 
monzonite to diorite (samples 36, 37) of the Empire 
stock one mile to the west*
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Quartz which forms up to 10% of the total volume Is 
present as fine-grained anhedral crystals that are inter­
stitial with grains of orthoclase and plagioclases. It 
occurs also as small specks that penetrate orthoclase 
grains and are slightly coated by kaolinite. Inclusions 
of sphene and apatite are abundant as in the case of the 
monzonitic rocks composing the Empire stock.
Orthoclase being the major feldspar accounts for 3&% 
(sample 157) of the rock, and occurs as tabular, elongate, 
euhedral fine-grained, crystals showing carlsbad twinning 
and contact twinning. They are slightly altered to 
kaolinite.
Plagioclase, which has an approximate composition 
of An^Q is a calcic andeslne. It is tabular, euhedral to 
subhedral, fine-grained, normally zoned with cores of 
calcic An^Q and borders of sodic An£-p» and is highly 
altered to clays and sericite, sometimes with marginal 
overgrowths of orthoclase.
Hornblende la abundant as illustrated by the sample 
Thm 157. It amounts to of the total volume and
occurs as subhedral, fine-grained, pleochrolc in shades 
of green colors, highly replaced by chlorite and sometimes 
by biotite.
Pyroxene has the characteristic of a diopside-augite, 
accounting for also h% of the total volume. It occurs as
subhedral relic forms, pale brown slight greenish phachro- 
isnu It is usually replaced by epidote, chlorite and 
magnetite.
Accessory minerals, which account for consist of 
2% of sphene as isolated coarse-grained wedge shapes in 
the groundmass and as fine-grained inclusions of ande- 
sine and orthoclase, traces of apatite included in quartz, 
3% opaque minerals consisting of magnetite, pyrite, chal- 
copyrite, 3% chlorite as fibrous blebs interstitial 
between grains of hornblende and biotite and as alteration 
products of the ferromagnesians. Biotite which might be 
present in this rock forms only traces in the sample 
analyzed and sometimes is associated with alteration 
products of hornblende. The common texture of this rock 
type is a holocrystalline, hypidiomorphic-granular toi
f I / f'' / • >■ - :meguigranular, fine-grained, slightly porphyritic, quartz, 
diopside-augite, hornblende, andesine orthoclase quartz 
monzonite porphyry.
Blotlte-auartz monzonite porphyry. A body of 
quartz rich monzonitic rock occupies the eastern bor­
der of Empire stock with a sharp contact with volcanic 
intrusive breccia. It is intruded by small bodies 
of aplo-granlte along its western margins. Its 
penetrative contacts into leucocratic monzonite along
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the southern edge and into the sill-llke body of hornblende- 
pyroxene syenite along the western margin suggest a younger 
age than the other Empire stock monzonites but an older 
age than the mineralized dikes of the bostonite group. 
Another body of similar composition is situated along the 
northwestern border of the Empire stock intruding Silver 
Plume Granite and microcline gneiss. It has assimilated 
Precambrian minerals such as biotite and abundant quartz. 
Common monzonites of the Empire stock are devoid of abundant 
quartz and seldom contain biotite which generally is secon­
dary after hornblende. Because of this difference in 
composition, it is included in the granodiorite group.
Dikes of biotite-quartz monzonite porphyry composi­
tions are encountered about a mile north of Empire. They 
are about *?QQ feet maximum length and 40 to 60 feet wide 
across Boulder Creek and Silver Plume granites. Similar 
dikes cut leucocratic monzonite of the Empire stock 
series. A fine-grained sample analyzed (1?0) is texturally 
holocrystalline hypidiomorphlo-granular, medium-grained 
and is composed mainly of muscovite, biotite, orthoclase, 
microcline and oligoclase (fig. 15)* Quartz in this sam­
ple ranges up to 22% and occurs as anhedral, medium- 
grained, clear crystals with undulose extinction. Second 
in abundance is orthoclase, up to 31% of the total volume.
It occurs as anhedral, coarse-grained, perthitic crystals
Figure Photomicrograph of biotite quartz mon-
zonlte of sample 170 showing abundant 
biotite, muscovite microcline and undu- 
lose quartz* X-nicols. Field of view i*9
Figure 16* Porphyritic texture in biotite quartz-
monzonlte porphyry* South east of Mad Creek
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replacing microcline, and is altered commonly to clays and 
poikilitically encloses tiny flakes of biotite. Some 
grains show Carlsbad twins and have marginal myrmekitlc 
overgrowth and emPayment of quartz. Individual grains 
often enclose biotite, muscovite and plagioclase grains 
poikilitically. Microcline up to 12# of the volume/occurs 
as anhedral to euhedral-elongate, coarse-grained perthitic 
crystals and is slightly replaced by quartz. Large grains 
enclose biotite and quartz poikilitically and are slightly 
altered to clay,
Biotite occurs as fine- to medium-grained. It ranges 
up to 10# of the total volume and is commonly altered to 
chlorite and hematite. Finer flakes are interstitial to 
quartz and feldspars.
Muscovite makes up 6# of the total volume and is an­
hedral, medium-grained and commonly is altered to magnetite 
Hornblende, with light brown to strong brown pleo- 
chroism with a low 2V angle, makes up about 2# of the total 
volume. It is commonly interstitial and altered to biotite 
The common plagioclase in this rock is a calcic oligo­
clase with the average composition of It ranges up
to 15# of the total volume and is anhedral to subhedral 
medium-grained, with multilamillae twins and commonly is 
altered to kaolinite, sericite and muscovite. Major 
accessory minerals are pyrite and magnetite which make up
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about 2% of the total volume• Also, tiny inclusions of 
apatite and zircon are present in quartz and orthoclase 
grains•
The other common texture observed in this unit is 
fine-grained porphyritic as observed in sample 35^
(fig, 16), Composite minerals are strongly kaolinlzed 
and most biotite minerals are bleached, Handspecimen 
are tan to gray with fine-grained rounded feldspars 
and subhedral fine-grained plagioclase phenocrysts in 
a very fine-grained to aphanitic groundmass of feld­
spars, biotite and quartz. The essential minerals are 
phenocrysts of highly kaolinized oligoclase (An^g) with 
replacement of biotite along cleavage planes, orthoclase 
perthite with similar alteration, bleached biotite some­
times replaced by magnetite, and rounded to anhedral quartz 
which is strongly kaolinized, Phenocrysts occupy about 
40# of the section analyzed while the groundmass is 
60# of the total volume. The major opaque mineral is 
magnetite rimmed by hematite. Some orthoclase pheno­
crysts show marginal overgrowth of quartz and poikili­
tically enclose smaller plagioclase grains, Calcite is 
present in the groundmass and commonly replaces the 
feldspars.
Hornblende granodiorite porphyry. Dikes 
of dark gray to pinkish porphyritic seriate
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to hiatal, highly chloritized and kaolinized hornblende 
granodiorite porphyry cut Precambrian granites in the 
south and southeast part of Empire stock. They usually 
strike NE and are characterized by intensive hydrothermal 
alteration. They also contain pegmatite or quartz veins 
that are strongly silicifled and kaolinized. The texture 
varies from hypldiomorphic, porphyritic hiatal at the 
boundaries to seriate in the center, and medium-grained 
with phenocrysts of quartz and orthoclase in fine-grained 
groundmass of plagioclase quartz, biotite and hornblende. 
Sometimes the texture is allotrlomorphic granular, with 
a graphic appearance probably due to the alteration of 
feldspars.
Quartz forms 28# of the rock (sample 13) and occurs 
as large euhedral and anhedral phenocrysts. It is often 
highly fractured with biotite and hematite filling the 
openings. It also has euhedral microplates of muscovite 
as inclusions. Quartz is characterized by undulatoiy ex­
tinction and generally is interstitial to plagioclase 
minerals. The groundmass is composed of highly sericitized 
plagioclase Identified as oligoclase with An20 content In 
sample 27. Orthoclase amounts up to 46# of the rock.
The plagioclase has altered to kaolinite, sericite and 
biotite which conceal the cleavage planes. When least 
altered, the plagioclase is subhedral to anhedral,
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coarse-grained, commonly in clusters with Interstices 
filled by tabular biotite plates and rounded muscovite 
flakes,
Orthoclase forms 10£ of the rock* it is anhedral, 
coarse-grained, and constitutes the large phenocrysts.
Some crystals show Carlsbad twinning and are perthitized 
along cleavage planes (27-1) and their margins are em­
bayed by quartz and oligoclase. They are commonly altered 
to biotite which fill the cracks,
Euhedral elongate tabular microcrystals of sanidine 
both with Carlsbad twins and untwinned are also observed 
in the groundmass.
Biotite amounts to 7% of the rock and occurs as inter­
stitial brown colored microflakes between feldspars and 
plagioclase grains. Sometimes interstitial biotite 
flakes are replaced by chlorite and are associated with 
alteration masses of zircon, apatite muscovite, hematite 
and calcite.
Muscovite constitutes 5% of the rock (sample 13) and 
occurs as subhedral to euhedral, fine- to medium-grained 
plates, also interstitial to feldspars and quartz grains 
and are altered to magnetite. In some other occurrences, 
as in sample 27, muscovite is fibrous, and highly replaced 
by hematite. Hornblende is present making about 2% of 
the total volume. It occurs as euhedral, fine-grained,
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Is highly altered to clays and magnetite and Is com­
monly associated with biotite. Opaque minerals con­
sist of magnetite, pyrite and chalcopyrite. The com­
mon accessory mineral is sphene included generally in 
orthoclase. Apatite may also be present (27) and 
is associated with concentrations of biotite and 
muscovite.
Plagioclase in this rock alters to sericite, mus­
covite to kaolinite and ferromagneslan alters to hema­
tite and chlorite.
Biotite granodiorite. A small dike of hornblende- 
blotite-quartz-orthoclase granodiorite cuts the Boulder 
Creek Granite 2000 feet north of Empire along Lion 
Creek. It strikes N55°E and dips 30° to the northwest. 
Handspecimens are gray-white, mottled black by abundant 
biotite minerals that impart to the rock a banding 
which parallels the walls of the dike. This rock is 
medium-grained to porphyritic seriate, and is composed 
principally of hornblende, biotite, quartz, oligoclase 
and orthoclase (fig. 17).
Orthoclase, which makes up UrZ% of the rock, has the 
characteristics of anorthoclase showing very fine grid 
twins. It is subhedral to tabular in form, coarse­
grained, having granophyric intergrowth of quartz along
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Figure 17* Biotite granodiorite. North of 
Empire.
the borders of oligoclase grains (fig. 18).
Quartz, making up 20# of the total volume, is anhedral 
fine-grained with slight undulose extinction and commonly 
is interstitial between grains of feldspars, and has 
tiny inclusions of biotite.
Oligoclase also constitutes 20# of the total volume 
and has the average composition of An2<p. It occurs as 
medium-grained, subhedral tabular crystals with albite- 
pericline twinning poikilitically enclosing biotite and 
magnetite, and usually is altered to sericite and kao­
linite.
Biotite makes up 13# of the rock and occurs as fine­
grained books interstitial' to feldspars, commonly has a 
subparallel orientation that reflects the flow banding 
of the rock. Biotite is sometimes in association with 
hornblende that accounts for 2# of the rock and commonly 
is altered to magnetite.
Opaque minerals that amount to 2# of the rock consist 
of abundant pyrlte, magnetite and leucoxene. Pyrite has 
a red reaction rim of hematite, magnetite is in subhedral 
grains and Is Interstitial and occurs with ferromagnesian 
minerals. Leucoxene with some chlorite are observed as 
alteration products of hornblende. Other accessory minerals 
are sphene (1#), zircon and apatite.
Figure 18. Photomicrograph of biotite granodiorite. 
Scale 5mm. Sample 125« X-nicols.
Field of view 1.9 cm.
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Granite porphyry. Dikes and rounded to elliptic 
bodies have been described as graphic granite to granite 
porphyry (fig. 19) • They are light gray, with conspicu­
ous yellowish stain from hydrothermal alteration, and 
a thinly porcelaneous appearance? sometimes they have 
graphic structures with strong alteration of feldspars, 
which usually are silicified. Microscopic texture is 
holocrystalline, allotriomorphic granular to porphyritic 
seriate, medium-grained. Essential
minerals consist of 39$ of quartz grains which occur as 
large anhedral phenocrysts, coarse-grained, that often 
are cut by veinlets that are filled with hematite and 
an isotropic mineral identified as analcite. Elongate 
crystals have a subhedral outline and undulatory extinc­
tion, and are generally fractured with alteration to 
biotite and magnetite. Orthoclase accounts for 17$ 
of the total volume. They and about 43$ of sericitized 
and kaolinized plagioclases constitute the major 
minerals in the groundmass.
Muscovite and biotite occur as microflakes in the 
groundmass ranging up to 1$ and also as rare inclusions 
in quartz together with hematite.
Micrograins of epidote are also observed (14) probably 
resulting from alteration of feldspars and plagioclases.
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Traces of hornblende or other ferromagnesian minerals are 
present as shown by the relic prismatic outlines of grains 
that underwent a complete silicification and kaolinlza- 
tlon. The groundmass is composed of an aphanitlc mass 
of clays, sericite and quartz. Common accessory mineral 
is apatite. Alteration pattern Includes silicification, 
kaolinization and sericltization (fig# 20).
Monzonlte-Syenlte Group - Empire Stock
As previously introduced, the monzonites form the 
major group of Tertiary lntrusives observed in the thesis 
area. It consists of seven rock types closely related in 
texture and mineral composition. Variations are observed 
in two different zones. One that is in close contact 
with the Precambrian rocks is dark colored and contains 
abundant pyroxene and the lowest amount of quartz, nepheline 
and sodalite. It is a feldspathoidal pyroxene monzonite 
with syenitic differentiates close to Precambrian contacts.
The core of the stock has more porphyritic texture 
and finer grained rocks than the border zone. It consists 
of hornblende-pyroxene monzonite grading to dlorite, por­
phyritic hornblende-pyroxene monzonite, and leucocratic 
monzonite which also approaches the composition of leuco­
cratic syenite. Large and small inclusions or roof
Figure 19• Granite porphyry. Sample 1^ from a
dike north of Empire. Intense kaolin!- 
. zatlon and silification have modified the 
original texture to a graphic texture.
Figure 20. Photomicrograph of granite porphyry.
Sample Tgl4. North of Empire. Field of 
view 3*0 Intensive sericitization
and kaolinization of feldspar and 
plagioclase.
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pendants of magmatite gneiss of the Idaho Springs Forma­
tion and Silver Plume Granite are distributed close to 
the eastern margins of the stock. Small bodies of pyroxene 
and hornblende-pyroxene syenite have been observed in this 
group which are texturally and petrographically different 
to the enclosing light colored monzonite rocks. They 
have been described by Braddock (19&9) as Precambrian in­
clusions in Tertiary rocks. In this report, as field data 
did not show any assimilation pattern of the Precambrian 
rocks except the Precambrian intrusives (Boulder Creek 
Granite and Silver Plume Granite) which have locally con­
spicuous xenoliths (203) of schists and gneiss magmatite, 
small bodies of Precambrian rocks observed within the 
monzonitic stock have been considered roof pendants or 
remnants of the Precambrian rocks because of forcible 
emplacement of monzonitic intrusives.
As to the petrographlc characteristics, the Empire 
stock group of monzonite rocks can be subdivided into two 
sub-groups, the undersaturated group and the intermedi­
ate group.
The first group consists of feldspathoidal hornblende 
pyroxene monzonite; the second consists of hornblende- 
pyroxene syenite, hornblende pyroxene monzonite grading 
to diorlte, porphyritic-hornblende pyroxene-monzonite, 
and leucocratic monzonite. To this sub-group must be
added the quartz-bearing monzonite porphyry which is not 
encountered in the Empire stock but constitutes the 
Lincoln Mountain stock in the southwestern part of the 
thesis area.
Undersaturated subgroupi
Feldspathoidal hornblende-pyroxene monzonite. This 
rock has a greasy lustre, is dark gray in color and is 
exposed for 1800 feet along US 40 along the southwestern 
border of Empire stock (fig. 21). It Is bordered on 
the north by hornblende-pyroxene monzonite grading to 
diorite, to the east by hornblende pyroxene monzonite 
veined by leucocratic monzonite and to the west by 
trachitoldal hornblende pyroxene syenite. The southern 
border consists of hornblende-pyroxene syenite with small 
bodies of hornblende pyroxene monzonite veined by 
leucocratic monzonite and porphyritic hornblende- 
pyroxene monzonite. The southeastern border is com­
posed mostly of dark gray phaneritic, trachitoldal, 
fine-grained hornblende pyroxene monzonite grading 
to diorite.
The characteristic greasy lustre is due to the presence 
of nepheline (Braddock, 1969# P« 22). Texturally, the rock 
holocrystalline, porphyritic hiatal to seriate, fine-grained 
and is composed of phenocrysts of aegirine-augite bordered
Figure 21. Exposure of feldspathoidal hornblende- 
pyroxene monzonite along US^O, west of 
Empire.
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by arfedsonite, sodalite, andeslne, in a medium- to 
fine-grained groundmass of nepheline, orthoclase, 
sodalite and minor quartz (sample 186, fig. 22).
Andeslne, which constitutes 27% of the total vol­
ume has an An^0 content of a calcic andeslne. It ranges 
up to 50# In the border zones of the body where the 
feldspathoidal hornblende-pyroxene monzonite shows a 
more trachitoldal structure and a more granular tex­
ture.
It occurs as subhedral crystals, and is fine-grained 
with thin multilamellae twins (186). Some grains show 
albite-pericline twins and constitute the seriate ground­
mass.* Smaller grains are poikilitically enclosed in 
arfedsonites. In another sample (188), the anorthite 
content reaches An^g, and the plagioclase is coarse­
grained, multilamellae twinned, zoned and with a con­
spicuous trachitoldal structure. It is slightly altered 
to sericite and partly replaced by calcite.
Orthoclase and isoorthoclase are the major potassium 
feldspars accounting for 19% in sample 186 and 16% in 
sample 188, where it is clearly isoorthoclase with a posi­
tive biaxial figure. It is commonly anhedral, fine- to 
medium-grained, slightly sericitized and constitutes 
the groundmass, The coarse-grained isoorthoclase variety 
has a 2V angle of 80° and a rapakivi texture with rims
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Figure 22. Feldspathoidal-hornblende-pyroxene 
monzonite* Sample 188* Collected 
along US 4ofl west of Empire.
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of andesine. It also is a major component of the ground- 
mass and commonly is altered to sericite and clays.
Nephellne, which ranges up to 11^ in the border 
zones, occurs as anhedral grain with multiple tiny inclu­
sions of apatite and sphene and is found in irregular 
patches in the groundmass. Commonly, nephellne is en­
closed by plagioclase in border zones of the feldspathoidal 
body.
Sodalite, which is up to 6% (186) in the main body (fig.23) 
and only as traces in the border zones (188), occurs as 
anhedral, fine-grained, clear to isotropic in irregular 
patches. It is generally interstitial to orthoclase or 
polkllitically enclosed in plagioclase minerals (fig. 24).
Ferromagnesian minerals consist predominantly of 
pyroxenes, with minor amounts of amphiboles. The pyroxene 
is commonly aegirine-augite with extinction angle 
Z C = 50°, positive, occurring in subhedral to anhedral 
grains, uratlllzed replaced by arfedsonlte and constitute 
phenocrysts in clusters with primary arfedsonlte. Sub­
hedral grains are generally parallel oriented and general­
ly are altered to amphibole which consists of arfedson- 
ite in (186) and common hornblende in (188). They 
occur with magnetite and have inclusions of apatite. A 
slight epldote alteration is also observed in highly 
uralitized minerals. Aeglrine-auglte accounts for 12
Figure 23. Photomicrograph of feldspatholdal
hornblende-pyroxene monzonlte. Sample 
Tmf 186. X-nicols. Field of view 2.0 cm. 
Phenocrysts: aegirine-augite bordered 
by arfedsonlte, sodallte and andesine. 
Groundmassi nephellne, orthoclase, 
sodallte and minor interstitial quartz.
Figure 24. Photomicrograph of feldspatholdal horn­
blende -pyroxene monzonlte. Sample Tmf 188. 
X-nicols. Field of view 2.0 cm.
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to 2̂ r% of the total volume. The amphibole making up 9^
In typical feldspatholdal hornblende-pyroxene monzonlte
and 6% in border zones (188) is an arfedsonlte with a
small to moderate 2V angle and an extinction angle 
oZi\C *= 25 • It is a common hornblende in the border 
zone with extinction angle ZAC = 9°« Arfedsonlte is 
strongly pleochroic in dark green colors, secondary 
after aegirine-augite minerals and occurs as isolated 
phenocrysts with Inclusions of plagioclase, apatite and 
magnetite; it alters to calclte and magnetite. Horn­
blende appears to be more fibrous with alteration to 
chlorite, calclte and magnetite.
Magnetite and other opaque oxides form between 2 
to h% of the total volume. Other accessory minerals are 
apatite found in the groundmass and included in ferro- 
magneslan minerals, sphene sometimes coarse-grained in 
association with ferro-magnesians, calclte in Isolated 
patches in the groundmass and commonly rimming amphibole 
minerals.
Intermediate subgroup:
This group consists of hornblende-pyroxene syenite 
porphyry, hornblende-pyroxene syenite, hornblende-pyroxene 
monzonlte to dlorite, porphyrltic hornblende-pyroxene
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monzonlte, monzonlte porphyry and leucocratic monzon­
lte •
These Intermediate intruslves are light gray, with 
a  fine-grained to aphanltic groundmass, porphyritic 
seriate with sparse to abundant ferromagneslan minerals 
consisting of major pyroxenes and minor amphiboles with 
very little quartz* They compose the core of Empire 
stock to the exception of quartz-bearing monzonlte 
which composes the Lincoln Mountain stock and syenltic 
rocks which border the Empire stock*
They differ slightly in the amount of ferromag- 
nesians which abound in the oldest members and are 
sparse in the youngest, suggesting a progressive dif­
ferentiation from more mafic to more felsic members 
as the magma Intruded and progressively crystallized.
Hornblende-pyroxene syenite. Hornblende-pyroxene 
syenite is the oldest rock unit in the intermediate 
group. Representative samples analyzed are* 167»
169 and 189 (fig. 25).
Handspecimen are gray, mottled black to green 
because of abundant pyroxene minerals that are re­
placed by amphibole. They have a fine-grained to 
Aphanitic groundmass composed mainly of plagioclase 
and feldspar.
Texturally, they are holocrystalllne, hypidlomorphic
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Figure 25. Hornblende-pyroxene syenite. Sample 
Tps 189. Southwestern border of 
Empire stock.
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granular with a fine-grained groundmass. Varieties of 
these rocks (16?) are porphyritic seriate, fine-grained, 
with phenocrysts of hypersthene being replaced by oryhorn- 
blende, and subhedral tabular, zoned Ca-andesine (An^) 
slightly altered to kaolin and biotite.
Andesine with An content varying from A n ^  (sample 
189) to An^^ (samples I69-I67) occurs as subhedral fine- 
to medium-grained which are commonly zoned with pericline 
twinning, and poikilitically enclosed in large orthoclase 
crystals (sample 189)• Individual grains show a marginal 
replacement by albite (sample 167) and an alteration to 
clays and biotite. Common inclusions are hornblende, 
apatite and pyrhotite (sample I69) and sometimes sphene 
as in sample 189* Also a slight sericitic alteration 
and a replacement by calclte often is present (sample 
189)* In porphyritic phases, andesine is present as 
phenocrysts as well as as components of the groundmass.
Its volume percent is variable from 15 In sample 167 to 
47 in sample 189.
Orthoclase occurs as anhedral, fine-grained crystal, 
interstitial to plagioclase, slightly covered by clayey 
dust and is a major constituent in the groundmass (sample 
167) where it ranges up to 52#. In other varieties as 
in sample 169, orthoclase is subhedral to euhedral, 
elongate with Carlsbad twins. Individual grains show
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microperthitic reactions with albite (sample 189t fig.
26a, b)•
Quartz is present only in minor amounts, accounting 
for 1% in samples 167i 169* When present, it is anhedral, 
fine-grained and Interstitial in andesine.
Ferromagneslan minerals consist of auglte varying 
to diopsidic-augite and to aegirine-augite, oxyhornblende 
and hornblende. See samples 167, 169 to 189.
Augite which makes up to 19^ of the total volume 
of sample l67» occurs as subhedral, and medium-grained•
It is strongly replaced by oxyhornblende around margins.
Pyroxene in sample 169, has been identified as diop­
sidic-augite with an extinction angle (2A C) of 35° is 
biaxial positive with a high 2V = 80°. It occurs as 
subhedral grains with marginal replacement by hornblende. 
Inclusions of apatite and sphene are common and pyroxene 
alters to pyrrhotite.
Aegirine-augite which ranges up to 13^ of the total 
volume in the hornblende-pyroxene syenite to the southwest 
of Empire stock, occurs as subhedral, medium-grained 
crystals commonly replaced by hornblende and polkilitically 
enclosing andesine, apatite and magnetite.
Oxyhornblende with crystallographic properties of 
biaxial negative sign and a high 2V angle of - 85° and a 
low extinction angle of 6° occurs commonly as a secondary
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Figure 26a* Photomicrograph of hornblende-pyroxene 
syenite* Sample Tps 189* X-nicols. 
Field of view 2.0 cm.
Figure 26b. Same sample in plain light. Field of 
view 2.0 cm. Pyroxene is mantled by 
amphibole and biotite is interstitial 
to feldspar grains.
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mineral. It replaces augite in sample 167»
Hornblende, which is the most common amphibole with 
extinction angles ZAC varying from 19 to 25t makes up from 
1 to 12# in the western body. Hot only does it occur as 
secondary after replacement of pyroxene, but also as 
isolated grains or phenocrysts. It is commonly subhedral, 
poikilltically enclosing plagioclase. Fibrous grains are 
replaced by magnetite along cleavage planes. Individual 
grains show alteration to chlorite, magnetite, calclte and 
have inclusions of apatite. Small amounts of muscovite 
and biotite are observed in the western body due to the 
contamination of Precambrian wall rocks. Together they 
can make up to 2% of the total volume, occurring as fine­
grained books in the groundmass and commonly are In asso­
ciation with other ferromagnesian minerals. Sometimes 
they occur as alteration products of hornblende minerals 
(sample 189)• .accessory minerals are abundant to sparse 
and their volume varies from one to five percent. They 
consist of apatite in euhedral, fine-grained crystals 
included in andesine, sphene and zircon in the groundmass, 
magnetite and other sulfide minerals like pyrrhotlte, 
pyrite. They are commonly secondary after amphibole 
minerals in association with pyroxene and as minute in­
clusions in plagioclases•
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Hornblende-pyroxene syenite porphyry. This intru­
sive is dark gray to greenish because of abundant ferro- 
magnesian minerals (fig. 27) • The common texture is phanerltic, 
porphyritic medium-grained. Phenocrysts consist of 
uralitized aegirine-augite in a groundmass of feldspars.
The main body forms an elliptic plug about $00 feet long 
and 40 to 50 feet wide north of the feldspathoidal 
monzonlte body of the Empire stock. Smaller bodies have 
been observed to the east and southeast margins of the 
stock. Field relationship of this body is uncertain 
although some samples show a lighter color with the 
composition approaching the monzonlte to diorite bodies 
as if it were assimilated by the hornblende-pyroxene 
monzonlte to diorite.
Samples 77 and 230 reveal very little quartz in this 
rock and when present it does not exceed 1% of the total 
volume (230) (fig. 28a, 28b). Essential minerals consist 
of aegirine-augite amounting up to 6h% (sample 77) which 
occur as subhedral, medium and coarse-grained crystals 
which are replaced by hornblende and arfedsonlte and 
abundant inclusions of magnetite and apatite and sometimes 
coarse-grained wedge-shaped sphene.
Second in abundance is arfedsonlte which constitutes 
from 10 to 15# of the total volume. It occurs as subhedral
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Figure 27. Float of hornblende-pyroxene syenite 
porphyry from the Empire stock.
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Figure 28a. Photomicrograph of hornblende pyroxene 
syenite porphyry. Sample Tsp 230. 
X-nlcols. Field of view 2.5 cm.
Figure 28b. Plain light. Field of view 2.5 cm.
Figure 28a. Photomicrograph of hornblende pyroxene 
syenite porphyry. Sample Tsp 230. 
X-nicols. Field of view 2.5 cm.
Figure 28b. Plain light. Field of view 2.5 cm
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grains, is pleochroic and generally rims aegirine- 
augite. The ratio of plagioclase/K-feldspars is varia­
ble from Ii2 to almost exclusively K-feldspar as in 
sample 77* The common feldspar is orthoclase which is 
slightly perthitic and ranges up to 20# of the total 
volume. The plagioclase is a calcic andesine, An^0 
which frequently encloses pyroxene minerals ophitically. 
It varies from 1 to 12# of the rock. Accessory minerals 
consist of wedge-shaped sphene interstitial and included 
in ferromagnesian minerals, apatite and magnetite, 
included in pyroxene minerals and traces of biotite. 
Secondary products are calcite replacing feldspars, 
kaolinite and magnetite replacing feldspars and ferro­
magnesian minerals. The texture of this rock is holo- 
crystalline, idlomorphic, ophitlc to porphyritic. It 
is an apatite, sphene, arfedsonlte, aegirine-augite 
syenite porphyry.
Hornblende-pyroxene monzonlte to diroltei The horn­
blende-pyroxene monzonlte to diorite is a leucocratlc, 
gray to very dark gray (185) holocrystalline, hypi- 
diomorphic, phaneritic, medium- to fine-grained rock 
composed of pyroxenes and amphiboles showing a weak to 
strong compositional layering with feldspar-rich layers.
The major plagioclase is an andesine with An^0 to
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A n ^  anorthlte content. It is the major mineral which 
constitutes 62-68# of the rock (samples 36, 37)* It occurs 
as euhedral to subhedral elongate, tabular, fine- to medium- 
slze crystals with multilamillae twins sometimes combined 
with pericline twinning (fig. 29a, b).
Orthoclase makes up 12 to 17# of the total volume 
and occurs as anhedral, equigranular crystals which are 
slightly altered to clays. It is usually perthitic and 
contains inclusions of topaz and zircon. Tabular grains 
of sanldine associated with orthoclase are present.
Quartz makes up A# of the rock and occurs interstitially 
within feldspars and as fine grains. The ferromagnesIans 
consist of aegirine-augite and hornblende which make up 
from 6 to 13# of the total volume with aegirine-augite 
more abundant than hornblende. Aegirine-augite occurs as 
subhedral fine- and medium-grained crystals with sub­
parallel orientation giving the rock a weak flow banding. 
Hornblende is euhedral with prismatic forms and is com­
monly altered to magnetite.
The dark gray variety of hornblende-pyroxene monzon- 
ite grading to diorite is holocrystalline, hypidlomorphic, 
flne-gralned. It borders the feldspathoidal-hornblende- 
pyroxene monzonlte. It is strongly dark, granular fine­
grained and trachitoidal (185)» texturally different from 
the light colored feldspatholdal types which have a por-
Figure 29a* Photomicrograph of hornblende-pyroxene
monzonlte grading to dirotie. X-nicols. 
Field of view 3*1 om. Tabular andesine 
minerals.
Figure 19b. Plain light. Field of view 3.1 cm.




The major mineral is aegirine-augite (Z'C *= 63°) making 
up of the total volume (180g - 185). It occurs as 
subhedral to euhedral prismatic, pale green to pale 
brown crystals, with replacement by hornblende along 
cleavage planes (fig. 30a* b).
Andesine is the major plagioclase with the composi­
tion of An/̂ 2 an<l represents 27% of the total volume. It 
occurs in subhedral forms, fine- to medium-grained tex­
ture, showing albite-pericline twins and makes up most of 
the groundmass.
Orthoclase, which accounts for of the rock, occurs 
as fine grains in the groundmass. Quartz may be present 
in the groundmass, up to 2% and is very fine-grained.
Hornblende is commonly a secondary alteration product 
of a aegirine-augite. It makes up an estimated 2% of 
the total volume. Biotite occurs in amounts up to y% 
in the more silica contaminated areas and occurs inter- 
stitially between aegirine-augite and also is secondary 
after the pyroxene minerals.
Accessory minerals consist of abundant magnetite 
and sulfides which range up to 13^» Sphene is associated 
with biotite and apatite. It is a major inclusion of 
aegirine-augite. Common alteration products are uraliti- 
zation of pyroxenes, chloritizatlon of biotite and slight
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Figure 30a, Photomicrograph of sample 185, >Empire
stock, X-nicols, Field of view 2,0 cm.
Figure 30b. Plain light. Field of view 2.0 cm.
Abundant pyroxene and amphibole minerals 
in semitrachitoidal structure.
sericitization of feldspars.
Porphyritic hornblende-pyroxene monzonite. This 
intrusive is light to dark gray, holocrystalline, 
hypidiomorphlc, and distinctly porphyritic. Pheno­
crysts include pyroxenes which are commonly uralitized, 
and which occur in random orientation in a microphaneri- 
tic to aphanitic groundmass composed of feldspars and 
plagioclase (fig* 31)* It is observed in the north­
western end of the Empire stock with small elliptic 
plugs intruding hornblende-pyroxene monzonite at the 
southern border of Empire stock. The microscopic 
texture of sample 21Qg shows a glomeroporphyrltlc tex­
ture (fig. 32) with clusters of aegirine-augite, horn­
blende and magnetite forming isolated phenocrysts 
groups in a medium-grained groundmass of andesine 
and orthoclase microperthite which sometimes mantle 
andesine grains. Pyroxenes are slightly uralitized 
and generally with alteration to calclte. Accessory 
minerals are apatite, sphene and magnetite. Quartz 
is present as fine-grained intergrowths in the feld­
spars. Table XII summarizes different norms from 
analyses of this rock.
Quartz-bearing monzonlte porphyry 1 The quartz- 
bearing monzonite porphyry at Lincoln Mountain along
AjJJMR LAKES UBRARV 




. Photomicrograph of aplogranite, Con­
queror Mine area* Sample Tag ■
X-nicols, Field of view 3,0 cm.
Figure 37. Photomicrograph of aplogranite with
quartz vein. North of Empire, Sample 
Tag 21, X-nicols, Field of view 1,8 cm.
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the southwestern border of the thesis area is a 
light-gray, holocrystalline, hypidiomorphic, por­
phyritic seriate rock. The phenocrysts of plagioclase, 
sanidlne and orthoclase occur in an aphanitic to very 
fine-grained groundmass consisting of plagioclase, 
alkali feldspars and minor quartz and fluorite.
The plagioclases are moderately zoned with a 
composition varying from An^Q to An^Q. Alkali feld­
spar commonly forms mantles around the plagioclase. 
Other phenocrysts consist of clinopyroxene, amphibole 
and biotite and make up lO# of the rock (Braddock,
1969, P- 32). The pyroxene is altered to pale-green 
hornblende; crystals of biotite occur in anhedral 
grains. Hornblende is highly altered to chlorite 
and calclte and the biotite are chloritized.
Hornblende pyroxene monzonlte veined by leuco- 
cratic monzonlte. The core of Empire stock is also 
composed of hornblende aegirine-augite monzonite veined 
by leucocratic monzonite, suggesting an older age to 
leucocratic monzonlte (fig. 33)• A similar rock has 
been mapped to the southwest of the Empire stock, 
intruding hornblende-pyroxene syenite. Handspecimen 
are gray and are mottled black by abundant ferromag- 
nesian minerals cut by aplite as well as leucocratic 
monzonite showing high concentration of epidote,
Figure 33. Hornblende-pyroxene monzonite veined by 
leucocratic monzonite* Empire stock*
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pyrlte and chalcopyrite (sample 3^5^). Internal flow 
structure in this rock shows a foliation which trends 
from N60E to N75E s-nd dip from N50°W to N75°W. Thin 
shears of half an inch to an inch wide are common in 
this rock. They strike approximately N65E and dip to 
the NW. They are filled with gouge and sometimes 
with a sheared and argillized aplogranlte. Veinlets 
within these shears contain malachite and azurite at 
Station 398 five feet north of US 40.
Microscopically, this rock is composed of hQ% per- 
thitized orthoclase interlocking with about 3 of sodic 
andesine (An^) j both minerals are generally fine-grained 
and subhedral in form. Often orthoclase is somewhat 
larger than andesine and quartz is almost non-existent. 
When present quartz occurs in Irregular patches inter­
stitial to feldspar grains and is slightly sericitized. 
Ferromagnesian minerals consist of ll>b aegirine-augite 
(2V = 65» positive, ZrO = 46°), commonly replaced by 
green hornblende in subhedral grain always associated 
with aegirine-augite, accounting for Qfr of the total 
volume. Common accessory minerals are epidote, sphene, 
apatite, pyrlte and magnetite. This rock has been 
propylltized. Epidote replaces hornblende and aegirine- 
augite, sericlte and minor kaolinite replace feldspars, 
calclte occurs in the groundmass and chlorite, magnetite
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and pyrite have formed from hornblende. The texture is 
holocrystallinef hypidlomorphlc to allotriomorphic (389) 
granular, fine-grained to slightly porphyritic, Pheno­
crysts, where present, are aegirine-augite mantled by 
hornblende and epidote,
Leucocratic monzonlte. The northeastern border of 
the Empire stock is composed of leucocratic monzonite 
(fig. 3^) which is a pinkish, aphanitic rock, with a 
porphyritic seriate, fine-grained texture. Isolated 
phenocrysts of pyroxene and amphibole occur in an 
aphanitic groundmass of feldspars. Andesine makes up 
of the total volume and occurs as subhedral fine 
crystals in the groundmass and as phenocrysts largely 
covered by kaolinite.
Orthoclase makes up to ^6/6 of the rock. It occurs 
as coarse-grained phenocrysts and medium-grained anhedral 
patches in the groundmass. Quartz is present in this 
rock, up to k% of the total volume. It occurs as fine 
anhedral grains in the groundmass with orthoclase.
The pyroxene is hypersthene with Z - C. It is 
partly altered to ferrohastingsite (Z^C = 38° and 2V 
close to 25°). Together they make up 6% of the total 
volume. Accessory mineral consists of coarse- and 
fine-grained sphene commonly as wedges. It ranges up 
to 2% of the total volume. There is 1% magnetite and
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Figure 3^* Leucocratic monzonite with inclusion of 
Precambrian basic rock. East of Lincoln 
Mountain,
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pyrite and traces of zircon as minute inclusions in 
feldspars•
Bostonite, granlte-apllte groupi
This group consists principally of dikes that are 
associated with strong hydrothermal alteration. Kao- 
linization and argillization occur in the adjacent wall 
rocks and usually silicification accompanied by serici- 
tization has developed within the dike rocks. These 
dikes consist of granite-aplite, rhyolite, rhyodacite, 
quartz bostonite and bostonite prophyry. To this group 
must be added the rhyolitic intrusive breccia that cross 
the eastern border of Empire stock and then pegmatites 
that intersect both aplo-granite and bostonite to the 
northeast of the thesis area and cut granite porphyry 
on the slope just north of Empire.
Granlte-apllte. Granlte-aplite is exposed as a 
series of plugs north of the Conqueror mine and seven 
microgranite-aplite dikes are exposed about one mile 
northwest of Empire cutting both Silver Plume granite 
and Boulder Creek granite (fig. 35)• They strike 
northeasterly and dip from 60° to vertical. Small 
elliptical plugs of the same composition intrude the 
Tertiary biotlte quartz monzonite at the mouth of Mad
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Figure 35, Generalized X-section showing association of 
aplo-granite dike and opaline quartz/vein 
material with sulfides
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Creek northwest of Empire, The more trachytlc variety 
as illustrated by sample 14-3 is a seriate, porphyrltic 
rock with a pale brown aphanitic groundmass. It con­
tains pink to white phenocrysts of feldspars and minor 
elongate laths of ferromagnesian minerals that impart to 
the rock the flow layering or trachytoidal texture that 
parallels the northeast trend of the dike,
Plagioclase accounts for 30-40#. It is a calcic 
oligoclase and occurs as euhedral to subhedral lath-like 
phenocrysts that commonly are roughly parallel. Albite- 
pericline twins are present. They are sericltlzed and 
kaolinized.
Orthoclase makes up from 40 to 60# of the rock and 
occurs as subhedral grains in the groundmass and also as 
phenocrysts.
Ferromagnesian minerals make up 6# of the total vol­
ume and consist of blotite and hornblende altered to 
chlorite which clearly is subparallel in orientation.
Accessory minerals consist of euhedral grains of 
sphene altered to magnetite-hematite, and apatite and 
zircon which are in trace amounts.
The more granitic and aplltlc rock (21, 24) (figs. J6 
and 37 ) are white-gray, phaneritic fine-grained, 
hypidiomorphic granular rocks consisting of equigranu- 
lar kaolinized feldspar grains, quartz, minor ferro-
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Figure 36* Photomicrograph of aplogranite* Con­
queror Mine area* Sample Tag 1^3n« 
X-nicols* Field of view 3*0 cm*
Figure 37* Photomicrograph of aplogranite with
quartz vein* North of Empire. Sample 
Tag 21* X-nicols. Field of view 1.8 cm.
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magnesian minerals and abundant fine-grained dissemi­
nated pyrlte is also present* Veinlets of quartz cut 
these dikes.
Orthoclase grains constitute of the rock
and occur as anhedral to subhedral, tablular, fine­
grained crystals. They are altered to clays and 
sericlte. They have inclusions of fluorite with asso­
ciated magnetite and muscovite. Sometimes tourmaline 
is included in larger grains of orthoclase.
Individual orthoclase grains have their margins 
Invaded by quartz and are altered to an iron rich cal- 
clte and epidote. Microcline-perthlte which ranges 
up to 5^ of the rock occurs as anhedral to subhedral, 
medium-grained phenocrysts. Plagioclase (22$) almost 
completely coated by sericite and kaolinite is a sodic 
oligoclase and occurs in the groundmass and as coarse­
grained crystals. Quartz amounts for 26$ of the rock 
and occurs as anhedral fine- to medium-grained crystals
Muscovite accounts for only 1$ In the sample 
analyzed (21). It occurs interstitially as anhedral 
to subhedral microflake-s between feldspar grains. 
Accessory minerals are tourmaline and fluorite which 
are included in feldspar crystals. Carbonate occurs 
in quartz veins and as an alteration product of feld­
spars •
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Epldote in fine granules occurs as alteration product 
of feldspar together with siderite. Serlcite is the 
common alteration of plagioclases and generally is 
accompanied by kaolinite.
fthyollte. Dikes of highly mineralized rhyolite 
cut the quartz monzonite stock of Silver Mountain to the 
east of the thesis area, and form small plugs 
in the granite porphyry body along the southeastern 
margin of Empire stock (samples 59* 1^2, 80) (fig.
38a, b, 39a» b* ^0).
These dikes are greenish-gray, aphanitic, micro- 
porphyritic with phenocrysts of feldspars, a quartz and 
plagioclase that are variably white, crystal look, 
lilac-pink and black. When mineralized, as in sample 
59* they contain abundant disseminations of pyrite and 
chalcopyrite• Essential mineral consists of 2 to 
10# a quartz, in euhedral forms, fine-grained, slightly 
covered by clayey dust. In oxidized dikes as in 
sample 80, a quartz is commonly fractured with clays 
filling cracks and forms phenocrysts that account only 
for 2% of the total volume. In well mineralized dikes, 
both a and £ quartz are present mostly forming aggre­
gates with marginal alteration to chlorite.
Orthoclase makes up 7# of the rock and occurs as 
euhedral tabular phenocrysts with Carlsbad twinning
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Figure 38a. Photomicrograph of rhyolite. Minne 
sota Mine area. Sample Trh 59• 
S-nicols. Field of view 3.0 cm.
Figure 38b. Same sample, plain light. Field 
of view 2.3 cm.
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Figure 39a* Rhyolite. Sample Trh 142* Conqueror 
Mine area.
Figure 39b. Photomicrograph of rhyolite. Sample
Trh 142. X-nicols. Field of view 3.0 cm.
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Figure ^0* Photomicrograph of rhyolite* Sample 
Trh 80* East of Lincoln Mountain 
stock* X-nicols* Field of view cm*
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(142). In a well mineralized dike, orthoclase consti­
tutes the only feldspar observed. It forms fine-grained 
phenocrysts and composes with quartz the groundmass.
In similar dikes somewhat deficient of quartz, nephe- 
llne makes up 7% of the total volume (sample 80). It 
is distinctly euhedral, of low relief and colorless.
It contains irregular cleavage planes filled with kao- 
linite and commonly bear inclusions of altered plagio- 
clase minerals. In these nepheline-bearlng dikes, 
orthoclase is a minor component making only 3% of the 
total volume. It occurs as euhedral phenocryst with 
carlsbad twinning, poikilltlcally enclosing altered 
plagioclase•
Oligoclase (An2£)» when present as in -samples 80 
and 142, occurs in euhedral relic forms strongly re­
placed by epidote, zoisite, calcite and leucoxene.
It ranges up to 25% of the total volume in sample 80 and 
only 5% in sample 142.
Blotite (3%) in euhedral forms, constitutes fine­
grained phenocrysts that are commonly altered to hema­
tite. Thin books of biotite are enclosed poikllitically 
in plagioclase. In sample 59» muscovite is the most 
common ferromagneslan mineral observed. It is fine­
grained and generally is altered to chlorite. Biotite 
and hornblende were not directly observed through polarized
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light in sample 59* However the analysis through reflec­
ted light revealed relic parallel cleavage planes in 
the euhedral grains of pyrlte that are characteristic 
of ferromagnesian minerals. This is an indication of 
a complete replacement of biotite/hornblende by iron 
ores in rhyolites that have been subjected to the 
action of hot-spring and fumarolic activities. Simi­
lar alteration of rhyolites has been documented by 
Williams, Turner and Gilbert (195^» P« 129) stating 
that "in hot-spring and fumarolic areas such as Yel­
lowstone Park, txidymite, secondary quartz, and alkali 
feldspar may develop by alteration of the groundmass, 
or the rhyolites may be extensively converted to mix­
tures of opal, clay and alunite. Mafic minerals usually 
change to chlorite and iron ores."
The groundmass consists of 60 to 7 ^  of the total 
volume and is composed of isotropic material probably 
glass. In sample 80 the groundmass consists of aphani- 
tic masses of quar.tz, feldspars, plagioclases, which 
are highly hematitized. Opaque minerals range from 
trace amounts to abundant and constitute 3 to more 
than 5% in the well mineralized dikes. Accessory min­
erals are garnet (glossularite), which is dark brown, 
isotropic, with perfect hexagonal form, occurring as 
inclusions in muscovite and chlorltic areas of the
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groundmass (59). and sphene. In sample 142, apatite 
is a common Inclusion In quartz and zircon is Included 
In plagioclase In sample 80. The most representative 
texture is microcrystalline to holocrystalllne, hypi- 
dimorphic porthyritic, fine-grained, to aphanitic. 
Phenocrysts are quartz, orthoclase and plagioclase 
within a felsic to glassy groundmass which is chlorl- 
tized, kaolinized and sericltlzed* Pyrite and magne­
tite grains are abundant.
Rhyodaclte. A rhyodacite dike about 10 feet wide 
cuts the hornblende-pyroxene monzonite to diorlte and 
leucocratic monzonite in the core of the Empire stock 
(fig. 41), west of Mad Creek and 2 miles from its mouth 
northwest of Empire. It is a lilac-purple, holocrys­
talllne, porphyrltic aphanitic fine-grained rock with 
phenocrysts of white feldspars and plagioclase strongly 
kaolinized in a pinkish gray aphanitic groundmass of 
quartz and feldspars. Phenocrysts account for 38# of 
the rock and the groundmass about 55^ of the total 
volume (fig. 42). Tabular plagioclase phenocrysts 
are altered to glassy material and clay minerals.
The more anhedral grains with spongy glassy replace­
ment which are strongly kaolinized may represent ortho­
clase phenocrysts. Phenocrysys of quartz are rare 
to non-existent and ferromagnesian minerals occur
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Figure ^1. Rhyodacite. Sample Trd 35. Empire stock.
Figure 42. Photomicrograph of sample Trd 35.
Empire stock. X-nicols. Field of view 
2*3 cm.
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in rhombohedral, prismatic relic forms. They may be 
either pyroxene diopsldlc-auglte or hornblende. How­
ever, they are strongly replaced by epidote and hema­
tite. Zircon occurs rarely as an inclusion in feld­
spars and also is disseminated in the groundmass. The 
plagioclases are sausseritized by clays, epidote, zoi- 
sitei ferromagnesian minerals are replaced by epidote 
and hematite.
Quartz-bostonite porphyry. Quartz-bostonite por­
phyry occurs as a long dike that intersects an intrusive 
breccia along the eastern border of the Empire stock.
It is a pale red to grayish rock with a very fine­
grained groundmass which is highly kaolinized and 
phenocrysts of feldspars are strongly silicified. The 
overall texture is holocrystalline, fine-grained 
porphyritic seriate. The groundmass is very fine­
grained to aphanitic, and is highly silicified. Wea­
thered surfaces are pitted by selective removal of 
ferromagnesian minerals, and the kaolinlzation and sili- 
clfication are sometimes so extensive (sample 3 )̂ that 
structures are obscured. Microscopic determination is 
easily enhanced by abundant secondary quartz minerals. 
Similar rocks observed by Wells (i960, p. 250) consist 
of 10 to 25/C of quartz, 70 to 80 percent of anorth- 
oclase and 6 to 10^ magnetite with trace amounts of
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apatite, zircon and fluorite. In the sample observed 
within the thesis area, nearly all feldspars and plaglo 
clases have been replaced by quartz with euhedral forms 
similar to that of quartz-bostonite. However, a small 
euhedral phenocryst of microcline with reaction rims 
of hematite has been observed in the groundmass.
The initial quartz together with replacement 
quartz constitute between 10 and of the rock. It 
occurs as euhedral to subhedral translucent grains 
with minimal alteration. The microgranular quartz 
forms a mosaic of subhedral grains that are coated 
by kaollnite. Inclusions of tiny flakes of mus­
covite and reaction rims of magnetite are charac­
teristic •
Muscovite occurs in euhedral, fine-graln books 
and subhedral elongate plates in the groundmass. 
Secondary minerals are very fine-grained euhedral 
elongate tabular crystals of pink tourmaline. They 
are Included in quartz. Pleonaste, a very fine-grained 
green to blue-green isotropic mineral occurs as inclu­
sions in quartz and also is in association with mag­
netite as fracture filling between quartz crystals.
The major alteration types are silicification and 
kaolinization. In addition, there is heavy hematitic 
alteration around quartz grains. Magnetite with
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granules of pyrite rim quartz grains and sometimes 
penetrate fractured phenocrysts. Euhedral pyrite 
grains are enveloped by an alteration film of hematite. 
The microscopic texture of the groundmass is holo- 
crystalline, idiomorphic, porphyrltic seriate to 
hiatal, medium- to fine-grained and consists of altered 
quartz, orthoclase and magnetite and phenocrysts 
of plagioclases, orthoclase, microcline and quartz.
Bostonite porphyry. Seven dikes of bostonite 
porphyry were mapped. They are pinkish-gray to green­
ish, porphyrltic seriate with an aphanitic ground­
mass and medium-grained phenocrysts of feldspars com­
monly subparallel aligned giving flow structure to 
the rock parallel to the dike trend (fig. ^3).
Feldspar phenocrysts have been altered to illite and 
sericlte and ferromagnesian have been altered to leu- 
coxene•
Phenocrysts are composed of plagioclase, which 
are highly altered.but probably are oligoclase.
They constitute between 25 and 29> of the rock, 
and have been completely replaced by illite and 
sericite and sometimes secondary muscovite. Border 
zones of the plagioclases show a granophyric over­
growth of albite, quartz and orthoclase (fig.
4^).
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Figure 43. Bostonite porphyry. Conqueror Mine 
area. Sample Tb 1*1*7 •
Figure 4**. Photomicrograph of bostonite porphyry.
Sample Tb 1^7. Plain light. Field of 
view 2.0 cm.
The major unaltered feldspar is anorthoclase 
which makes up 29-3^ of the rock. Larger grains are 
irregularly fractured. Ferromagnesians make up from 
8 to 80;6 of the rock and consist of fibrous horn­
blende altered to biotite; biotite and muscovite com­
monly are chloritized. Quartz accounts for between 23 
to 29̂ > of the rock. It occurs as anhedral large grains 
and fine-grains interstitial to feldspars. Red- 
brown hematite is present from trace amounts to 2% 
of the rock. Some grains of magnetite and chromite 
with metallic lustre and red edges are disseminated 
in the groundmass.
Tertiary intrusion breccia. In the northeast 
part of Empire stock, leucocratic monzonite,- and bio­
tite quartz monzonite are cut by a zone of intrusion 
breccia. It is intensely altered and no petrographical 
determinations were possible. It contains fragments 
of both Precambrlan and Tertiary rocks. This ob­
servation suggests relative age as older than quartz- 
bostonite, which cuts across it. Three mines were 
developed in this breccia along a lineament that 
constitutes the trend of the Tertiary quartz bos­
tonite.
Pegmatite. Dikes of coarse-grained, quartz, 
feldspars, plagioclase pegmatites ranging in thick-
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nesses from 2 feet to 10 feet and from 10 feet to 
more than a mile in length have been mapped cutting 
Precambrian gneisses and granites. The longest 
dike terminates the Empire stock along its northwes­
tern border, separating mlcrocline gneiss and Silver 
Plume granite from the biotite-quartz-monzonite body 
and the hornblende-pyroxene monzonite porphyry.
It strikes N40E and dips 45° to the southeast. About 
600 feet north of Mad Creek is another important pegma­
tite dike striking N40W and dipping 65° to the north­
east across Silver Plume granite body. Smaller dikes 
are encountered to the southeastern margins of Em-
a
pire stock crossing generally Silver Plume granite in 
northwestern trends. They are generally highly altered 
and the wall rocks argillized and kaolinized. Some 
smaller dikes cut Tertiary granite porphyry dikes 
consequently they may be younger than granite porphyry, 
but other pegmatites intrude only Precambrian rocks.
To the northeast of the thesis area a small pegmatite 
dike cuts a bostonite dike. Some veins consist of 
pegmatite material like the vein that crosses Boulder 
Creek/Silver Plume contact about 1800 feet north 
of Empire.
Petrographically, the pegmatite dikes consist of
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60 to 80$ of large anhedral crystals of quartz, ortho- 
clase-perthlte from 15 to 30$ of the rock, 5 to 10^ of 
sericitlzed oligoclase and minor amounts of musco­
vite.
Geologic Setting of the Tertiary Dikes and Veins
Dikes and veins are abundant around the peri­
phery of Empire stock and similar stocks within the 
thesis area. Their major trend is northeast although a 
northwestern trend is also observed, especially, but 
not as well emphasized as the first major trend.
They seem to occupy linear fractures, zones of weakness 
that preexisted since Precambrian time (Wells, i960, 
p. 263)1 (Moench, 196 ,̂ p. A^l). Veins are concen­
trated mainly in shear zones and appear to be fissure 
fillings that may in part be Precambrian in age.
The majority appear to be post-deformational frac­
tures that accompanied the intrusion of the Laramide 
porphyries. Most dikes are concentrated in the 
northeastern part of the thesis area in the well 
mineralized part of the Empire mining district. The 
southern dikes and veins are related to the intrusion 
of Lincoln Mountain as well as the southern part of
Empire stock.
Dikes
Eleven types of dikes were mapped by the present writer 
within the limits of the thesis area. They consist of 
hornblende-pyroxene syenite, pegmatite, granite porphyry, 
biotite granodiorite, biotite quartz monzonite porphyry, 
hornblende granodiorite, leucocratlc monzonite, bostonite, 
aplogranlte, rhyolite, rhyodacite. Only three types of 
veins have been observed in the thesis area; they consist 
of quartz-pyrite veins, quartz-sphalerite-pyrite veins, 
and quartz magnetite veins.
The dikes and small cylindrical plugs have been 
separated into five types that have similar petrography 
and locations.
The first type consists of pyroxene-rich syenite 
dikes which form very small elliptic plugs and dikes 
that intrude Precambrian Silver Plume Granite (230) and 
form small remnant plugs 10 to 20 feet long in the 
Empire stock. They have been described by Braddock 
(1969, p. 18) as hornblende diorite and Precambrian 
basic dikes. In this report the group will be called 
the pyroxene-rich syenite group.
The second type consists of pegmatites that usually
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cut Precambrian granites to the southeast and northwest 
of the thesis area. Generally, their correlation is dif­
ficult due to the occurrence of other small pegmatite 
dikes that cut younger Tertiary rocks. They are commonly 
mineralized and consist also of quartz veins which common­
ly are associated to them.
The third type of dikes are of the granodiorite 
group which consist of granite porphyry, hornblende grano­
diorite porphyry, and biotite granodiorite porphyry.
The fourth type is a monzonitic group that consists 
of biotite quartz monzonite porphyry dikes whose age rela­
tionships are problematic as plug rocks form the eastern 
margins of Empire stock and dikes cut Precambrian granites 
To this monzonitic group is added the leucocratic monzonit 
which forms dikes that cut Empire stock porphyries.
The fifth type consists of bostonite porphyries, 
granite-aplite, rhyolite and rhyodacite, which contain les 
amounts of ferromagnesian minerals. They show a strong 
to broad trachytic. structure and are usually coated by 
hydrothermal solutions and strongly mineralized dikes in 
the thesis area. Every type of dike has been described 
under the appropriate group of Tertiary rocks.
Veins
Veins encountered in the thesis area are generally
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located in the eastern and southern parts of the Empire 
stock in preexisting fissures and zones of weakness that 
accompanied the intrusion of Precambrian plutons. They 
are characteristically hydrothermal. They were formed by 
hydrothermal solutions and gases that filled fault fis­
sures, and are similar in mineralogy, texture and struc­
ture to mesothermal deposits as classified by Lindgren 
(1933* P* 529)* Hutchinson, (note, field trip, 197*0.
The vein minerals are pyrite, sphalerite, galena, chalco- 
pyrite, and tenantite. Argentiferous galena and blende 
might be associated with them. Less common metallic 
minerals are enargite, native gold, tellurides and pitch­
blende. Gangue minerals consist of quartz, barite and 





The objective of this chapter Is to clarify the petro- 
graphlc relationships between the Precambrian metamorphlc, 
igneous and Tertiary intrusive rocks. Compositional and 
variation diagrams will be used relating to the modal and 
chemical analyses. Emphasis will be made on the transi­
tion from Precambrian igneous to Tertiary igneous rocks 
rather than from the Precambrian metamorphics.
Petrology of the Precambrian Metamorphlc Rocks 
Idaho Springs Formation
Mineral variation
Only estimated modal analyses have been determined 
under the microscope because of the abundance of published 
data on the thesis area and the literature. However, two 
chemical analyses on biotite schist of the Idaho Springs 
Formation and microcllne biotite gneiss were performed 
on samples bk and 19 *̂
Assemblages of Idaho Springs Formation that have been 
recognized by Braddock (1967) (Table I) throughout the
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Tabu 1.— M in e ra l assemblages in  •a u ra l varieties o f bioiile gneiss, in  voltant percent
I-— i
Mineral anambtaffi BtotJtaepurti-plaidociaa*(Coanmoa anarnhUt*. fl Illimani tic rartetU* an nn)
Sample No—...— ....--—-- — *FVeldNo---------------  *-7*B 1t-uo 11-WD 4 0 « 7 S BM* 0-170A 3-131 B-lZlB 8-101A 1-30 UHSA 111-B3B 13HI
Qoam_____________   -u “30 S* 83 “30 “34 a*) “30 •«! >M |l «r
 “ 70 ‘jo W  ^80 ii6 “ 34 * ~1 «
Btt'u^.'— IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII “ BO  »  S  “ 30 “ 30 “ 30 ' “ X  “ 10 '' " »3 "  o  a
otb^-c” ii".T illi” "i-'-i'ii-i--------------------— — i  * < i .1.11..i i—. " » mis m i  i im i——in iim i—im in ii i i  i  " "<iof .. _ -- Aim Ao»   A no Aim Ana Aim Ann Ana —     Asm ......................6k»|UteoordUUUai >........A3-Z7 lAMt.1 77.2-42.4 33.3-01.2 39.4-LVS 1L 0-43.0 14.3-43.7 A0-1AT 7.4-31.1 L 9-30.1 23.0-47.7 AO-2.4
BiU lm aerta-biottte-qnertx : T h tttte  ipm m  p l» r4ntoe* m lnw llne
(K a n  — l oaal l r  fanaetUereoA m inor (Common w m M ig , m inor tu u n m ie )
m uacorue)
Sample N o—. Field N o ......
Qoartt...  .......Microeliae ... ..Plapoclaae....   ....SUltmanite..........--...
B u rm a  ________________
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O t m t . .................. . . . .
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“17













403 m as_ <i U 7 30 <1 ____ 102 IS “4 *0 . 01 * i3 _____S______ <1 <1 3 •7 1 <1 <1 3
. 7.1-37.0 A4-U.7 33. 8—1A 4 34.0-22.7 84.B-A1 B0.4-33.7 AnaSAS-«0l0 A1-30.3 3A 0-28.0 3AB-A3 22.3-43.0 28.4-11. 7
Wfltitnanita-blotite-qtgim-piaolnciean mlmrrUn* mowna (Common iimtiUft. Garnatiierou* varletm an nn)
Sample No., Field No-
Q uart*— . . .  
M kreebao.. 
Plajpociaee.. 
S iliijn a m ie ..
B io titc  _
Muacoalta—Giro* I...Other .
Mieroclln*.   ..Pleraeiaae......
SlUunaiuta .
Blouta................ . . . . .
XUSOnrrlta............Oirnet— .... .
Other...........................
37 38 20 80 SI 33 38 04 34 380-147 0-31 13-70 0-143 0-40B 0-19BA 0-143A 1-340 3-182B 1-40
23 30 30 30 SI 32 S3 38 38 43<4 IB IB 0 37 38 0 13 1 12 11B 0 12 0 0 8 14 e 17 S12 0 0 11 8 0 7 18 8 237 27 34 31 a 40 30 33 30 80.. .. 17 B 1 4 11 8 1 4 ..<1 . 03 .. 3 . <1 1Ana Ana . Ana .. Ana A&a.. 32.2-42.8 LB-20.8 17-80l3 A 4-10 29.8-313 1A3-SA1 2A 8-51.0
Bimgmhta-hmtlta-̂ uartx-puywlm m«mrHn—mnaceelte(Common aasembUce. Garnetuarous rtntum are ran)—Continued
*1 ■ 38 80 40 41 43 48 44 44 40 4711-64 3-78 BMC 1-41B >40 0-184 B 3-1S2A 0-78 4-101B 4-168A 4-1993
44 44 44 00 80 44 80 80 01 00 73- 11 4 0 13 3 8 B 7 <1 0 4U 0 10 30 16 4 S 18 32 13 1414 14 4 1 14 <1 3 <1 <1 1a a 19 13 30 It 0 13 13 13 3i 4 .. 10 3 1 S S <1 1
o -------........ 3 <1 ............. I 1 ............. - ... ..........Ana Ana Ato . Ana Ana A-a Ann15. 8-88.1 A 8-10 318-80.4 114-414 L 7-30.1 1L 8-811 44-2.1 AB-1A7 L 7-39.1 A 7-50.3
TABLE I - Mineral assemblages in varieties of biotite gneiss
(After Braddock, 1969)
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Empire quadrangle and adjacent areas consist of»
blotite-quartz-plagioclase gneiss with rare 
sillimanitic varieties
- blotite-quartz-plagioclase-microcline gneiss 
with sillimanitic varieties
- sllllmanite-biotite-quartz-plagioclase-microcllne- 
muscovite gneiss with rare garnetiferous varieties.
In the first assemblage, modal quartz varies from 
15 to 65# of the total volume, microcline is absent and 
all the plagloclase consists of calcic ollgoclase to 
sodic andeslne with anorthite content varying from An^g 
to An^, Its volume percent ranges from 1 to 75# of the 
total volume. Biotite, which is rare, ranges locally 
from 2 to 20^. Muscovite is also rare, amounting to 
only 5# in certain samples.
In the second assemblage, quartz is the major mineral 
varying from 27 to 56# of the total modal volume. Micro­
cline accounts for 1 to 22# in the mlcrocline-rich rock.
Plagloclase, with average composition of An to An is
O  3 5
commonly a calcic ollgoclase and its volume varies from 
17 to 45#. Sllllmanite is rare but when present consti­
tutes up to 20% of the total volume. Biotite constitutes 
from 5 to 20# in some samples, and muscovite, which is 
very rare, forms only 1# of the total volume.
ARTHUR LAKES LIBRARY 
COLORADO SCHOOL O'-' W  
GOLDEN,CO 804Q!
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In the third assemblage, quartz may attain ?Q% of the 
total volume, microcline up to 13#, plagloclase varies 
from 5 to 16%, sillimanite 2 to 15#» and biotite is the 
major ferromagnesian mineral with volume percent up to
20. Muscovite is secondary, amounting only to 2#.
The plagloclase has the general composition of oligo- 
clase with an Ang^ composition.
Chemical variation
In order to ascertain the primary origin of schists 
and gneisses of the Idaho Springs Formation a comparative 
chart of average chemical composition, in percent of 
biotite gneisses from the Central City district, has been 
compared to the chemical composition of sample gnb 4^-1. 
Both compositions are compared to the average composition 
of graywackes, sandstones, and mudstones (Table II).
This chart not only shows the close similarity in chemical 
composition between different gneisses but also denotes 
their probable origin from common sedimentary rocks.
The quartz feldspathic-schist of Idaho Springs Formation 





Comparative chart of chemical compositions of biotite 
gneisses and schists with common sedimentary rocks.
Gnb-44-1
o 3 D /
Sl°2 67.2 70.54 68.23 71.1 69 64.7 64.2
" 2°3 14.9 12.97 15.32 13.9 13 14.8 16.3
Feo0_ 2.7) 2.30) 2.11) Tr 5.4 5.4 .72
>5.9 ) 5.82 ) 7.47
FeO 3.2) 3.52) 5.36) 2.7 4.1
MgO 1.5 1.58 2.10 1.3 2.5 2.2 1.9
Tl°2 .48 .50 • 00 o .50 — .05 .70
MnO .035 — — .05 — .1
CaO 1.7 2.49 .69 1.8 4.4 3.1 1.4
Na,0 3.0 3.55 1.19 3.7 3.2 3.1 2.2
k2o 2.3 1.57 2.84 2.3 2 1.9 3.7
CX)2 14.09 — — .12 — 1.3 Tr
P2°5 1.1 .12 .01 .10 — .2 .14
h2o+ 1.1 .49 1.00 1.9 — 2.4 3.4
98.8 99.63 99.65 99.47 99.5 99.25 98.76
Gnb -44-1: Quartz feldspathic-schist or biotite-quartz
plagioclase-microcline gneiss of the Minnesota 
mine area (present work)
2: Calculated chemical composition of average
biotite-quartz-plagioclase gneiss from Central 
City district (Sims and Gable, 1964, p. 28).
Calculated chemical composition of average 
sillimanitic biotite-quartz gneiss from 
Central City district (Sims and Gable, 1964)
Composite graywacke sample from Wellington 
district, New Zealand (Reed, 1957t P* 16 in Sims and Gable, 1964).
Average composition of sandstones (graywackes) 
from eugeosynclinal environments, arithmetic 
mean of 7 major oxides (Middleton, i960,p. 1011).
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Microcline Gneiss
SlgnlfIcanoe of chemical analyses In blotlte-musoovite-
mlorocllne-gnelss
Data from whole rook analysis of sample Gnm 191 Is 
compared to average compositions calculated from modal 
analyses as well as from total wet chemical analyses 
(whole rock analyses) of microcline gneiss, Quartz Hill 
layer, as referred by Sims and Gable (1964, p. C15).
A direct analysis of data show some discrepancy 
in values of data which are explained by possible errors 
when calculating the average chemical composition from 
the modes (Sims and Gable, 1964, p. 113)• A small amount 
of quartz finely intergrown in mynneklte was not counted, 
nor the albitic rims or other myrmekitic Intergrowths.
This explains the discrepency in rocks that are mineralogi- 
cally similar.
The closest composition matching that of muscovite- 
biotite-microcline gneiss of sample Gnm 191 is the average 
composition of arkoslc sandstones in column 3# by Petti- 
John.
Ite^O/K^O va -̂ue Is 0.70 in sample Gnm 191 and 0.73 In 
arkoses reported by PettiJohn. This leads to the assump­
tion that the microcline gneiss outcropping within the 




Comparative chart of WR chemical analyses of 
sample An 191 and calculated composition and 
inodes of microcline gneiss, Quartz Hill layer 
with average compositions of sedimentary rocks.
Gnm 191 1 2 3 4
Sl°2 73.1 71.76 74 .79 75.57 74.43










) 2 .55 
1.35)
0.82)




MgO .41 .58 .33 0.72 1.30
Tl°2 .28 .27 .20 0.42 0.83
MnO .023 .06 .94 0.05 0.04
CaO .47 2.05 1.66 1.69 1.17
Na2° 3.2 4 .95 4.03 2.45 1.63
K2° 4.6 2.02 2.67 3.35 1.74
co2 .09 .054 .10 0.51 0.48
P2°5 1.5 .04 .04 0.30 0.18
h 2°+ .09 .03 .16 0.05 0.20
Gnm 191 : WR chemical composed of biotite-microcline
gneiss representative of the microcline gneiss 
metamorphic in the present work.
1: Chemical analysis of microcline gneiss by L.N.
Torrant, sample A-13, from Essex mine, in Sims 






Chemical analysis of microcline gneiss 
sample S^-16-52 Lab 5F 762 from dump of 
Egyptian mine, in Sims and Gable*
Average chemical composition from 3 
analyses of Torriolonian arkoee by 
Kennedy, 1951» P. 858 in Pettijohn, 
1957* P. 32k.
Average chemical composition from 
subgraywacke of carboniferous Stanley 
Shale near Meno, Arkansas, by B. Brunn, 





Aegirine-auglte-epldote skarn that forms an elongate 
body to the southern border of the thesis area could be 
of metasomatic origin.
Similar rocks described by Sims and Gable, 1964, have 
been associated with amphibolite. The assemblage typically 
representing skarn within the thesis area is clinopyroxene- 
hornblende-epldote and these rocks can grade into felds- 
pathic skarns containing garnet and pyroxene. The origin 
of the skarn is problematic as pointed out by many eminent 
geologists.
They could have been derived from calcareous sedimen­
tary rocks and have been converted through metasomatism 
which took place during recrystallization and reconstitu- 
tion that accompanied plastic deformation.
Hotz (1950) associates similar types of skarns to 
metasomatic solutions which were derived from mobile vola­
tile phases that accompanied the plastic deformation of 
the region.
He added that "such solutions could have relatively 
replaced carbonate rocks, perhaps In a manner similar to
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the metasomatic replacement of carbonate rocks by Iron 
in the Triasslc lowlands of New Jersey and Pennsylvania•*'
Origin of the Precambrlan Metamorphlc Rocks
In view of chemical and petrographlc records analyzed 
previously, metamorphlc rocks outcropping within the 
thesis area may have been derived from a common group of 
sedimentary rocks, such as argillites, graywackes and 
arkoses, This conclusion Is in accord with one of the 
latest petrological and geochronological record published 
by Hutchinson (1976)*
.In his paper on the Precambrlan geochronology of 
western and central Colorado, including southern Wyoming, 
he statest
1* *'The earliest recorded geochronological 
history throughout Colorado is in the 
accumulation of an Immensely thick sequence 
(100,000-125,000 ft.) (30,600-38,850 m) of 
sedimentary and volcanic rocks probably in 
an enslmatic to euslallc eugeosynclinal 
environment.
2. Deposition occurred prior to 1,750 m.y.
3* From 1,250 to 1,690 m.y. ago, rocks were 
Involved in deformation and regional 
dynamothermal metamorphism accompanied 
by orogeny.
4. Sediments were metamorphosed to medium and 
high grade facies and underwent three 
distinct and separate periods of Precambrlan 
plutonism at 1,710-1,690 m.y. 5 at 1,*4-70-1,390 
m.y. and at 1,040-980 m.y. ago.1
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Petrology of the Precambrlan Plutonic Hocks
TABLE XV, Modal Analysis Data of Precambrlan Plutonic 
Rocks. (Point count data by the present 
writer)•
beg 3 beg 42SH beg A2FR SPG-1 SPG 12 spg ;
Quartz 36 33 2 35 32 19
Orthoclase 31 26 75 25 37 30
Microcline 9 — — 5 3 mm mm
Sanidine — — — — 1
Ollgoclase 15 29 3 22 26 31
Andesine — — — — — --
Biotite 5 9 16 6 1 13
Muscovite 3 Tr 2 5 Tr
Am phi bole — — mm  mm — — 2
Pyroxene — — --- -- — —
Magnetite 1 3 --- 2 1 3
♦Iron ores 
Zircon Tr Tr Tr Tr Tr Tr
Sphene Tr Tr Tr Tr Tr Tr
Apatite Tr Tr 2 Tr Tr Tr
Total 100 100 100 100 100 100
An Content 20 28 28 27 30 20
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Boulder Creek Granite
Data from point counting analysis have revealed that 
the Boulder Creek Granite has an average volume of 
quartz, 29# orthoclase, 5% microcline (probably secondary 
or of replacement), 22# ollgoclase (average An^^), 7# 
biotite, 2# muscovite, 2# magnetite and iron ore, and 
traces of zircon, sphene and apatite. This average falls 
within the range of quartz monzonites as described by 
Braddock, 1967* Sample beg 42FR, which is an exception, 
shows strong discrepancies in silica, alkalis and secondary 
minerals. Sample bog 42FR represents a different compo­
sition approximating an alkali syenite.
Silver Plume Granite
In the Silver Plume Granite the average volume per­
cent of quartz is 29#. Orthoclase, which is the most 
abundant alkali feldspar, averages 31#* Kicrocline is 
secondary after orthoclase, and makes up only In sample spg 
12. Sanidlne is rare and is only present in samples with a 
low percentage of quartz where it ranges up to 1#, Plagio- 
clase has the composition of ollgoclase with an average 
content of An2^ and constitutes 26#. The remaining 
minerals include 7# biotite, 2# of muscovite, 2# of 
opaque minerals, and only traces of sphene, zircon and
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apatite. This average modal composition compares favor­
ably with the average range of 41 samples analyzed by 
Braddock as quartz monzonite (Braddock, 19^7» P. 19)•
Streokelsen classification of major Precambrlan 
plutonlc rocks
This classification is based on essential mineral 
contents and the color index of igneous rocks. Strechei- 
sen’s Igneous rock classifications were modified following 
the 1972 International Geological Congress (D. N. Hyndman, 
1972, p. 33).
Criteria used in setting up the classifications are*
1. Actual modal mineral compositions (measured 
In volume precent),
2. The classification applies to all “igneous- 
looking rocks, regardless of their origin11,
3* The following minerals will be used as the
corners of the double triangle classlficationi 
Q =  silica minerals (quartz, tridymlte, cristo- 
balite)
A = alkali feldspars (orthoclase, microcline, 
sanidine, perthite, anorthoclase, 
alblte AnQ_^)
P = plagloclase ( ^ 5-100  ̂* scapolite 
F *= feldspatholds (leucite, pseudoleucite,
T 2027
TABLE V
Components of Streckeisen Classification in beg .
Sample Q1 A1 P1 F1 Total Q A P F Cl
bcg^3 36 40 15 91 40 44 16 — £
beg 42SH 33 24 29 86 38 28 34 - 14
beg 42Fr 2 72 3 77 3 93 4 - 22
Avbcg 35 34 22 91 39 37 24 — 11
*Avbcg B 28 13 43 — 84 33 16 51 — 15
Avgm B 28 26 35 - 33 26 41 - 14
**AvgdsS 20 22 42 - 84 24 26 50 - 15
Spg-1 35 30 22 - 87 40 35 25 - 13
Spg-12 32 40 26 -  • 98 33 41 26 - 2
Spg-23 19 31 31 - 81 24 38 38 - 19
Aspg 29 34 26 - 89 33 38 29 - 11
*Avspg B 28 31 30 - 89 31 35 34 - 11
**Avbmg S 30 26 34 - 90 33 29 38 - 12
* Avbcg B: average modal analysis of granodiorite
facies in bdg by Braddock, 1969, p. 17.
Avspg B: average modal analysis of quartz monzo-
nite facies in spg by Braddock, 1969, 
p. 19.
** Avgds : average modal analysis of granodiorite





average modal analysis of biotite- 
muscovite granite (equivalent of 
Silver Plume Granite) by Sims and 
Gable, 1964, p. C39.
average modal analysis of Boulder Creek 
Granite in the present work.
average modal analysis of Silver Plume 
Granite in the present work.
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nepheline, sodallte, nosean, hauyne, 
analclme, cancrinite, etc.)
Cl *= color indexi Total mafic minerals and 
accessories.
Although different in time span of intrusion, both 
the Boulder Creek Granite and the Silver Plume Granite 
analyses fall within the area of quartz monzonite or monzo- 
granite after Strecheisen (1970), and A. Rittman (1973) (fig* 
A5). These lntrusives also include facies composed of major 
salic minerals and only minor femic, thus correspond respec­
tively to quartz monzonitic facies of the Boulder Creek 
Granite and Silver Plume Granite of Braddock (196^, p. 19), 
or biotite muscovite granite and granodiorite of Sims and 
Gable, 1964. Sometimes border phases consist of granodiorite 
as described by previous authors. Boulder Creek Granite 
is cut by an alkali syenite (sample A2 tr) dike which is 
different from the group previously described.
Origin of Precambrian Plutonic Rocks
The close spatial and temporal relationships would 
indicate a common origin but again recent work (Hutchin­
son and Hedge, 19&7) separate the Boulder Creek orogeny 
and Silver Plume orogeny by at least a 300 m.y. Interval. 




orogeny at 1,710-1,690 m.y., at 1,470-1,390 m.y. and at 
1,040-980 m.y. ago.
The 1,750 m.y. old Boulder Creek orogeny Includes the 
development of the late syntectonic Boulder Creek plutons 
with a catazonal depth-zone style of emplacement.
Silver Plume Granite was intruded after a 300 million- 
year interval of apparent tectonic and plutonlc inactivity, 
This group of plutons intruded during a period of distur­
bance and thermal activity 1,470 to 1,390 m.y. ago, known 
as the Silver Plume Disturbance-Thermal Event (Hutchinson 
and Hedge, 1967)#
The last plutonic event which culminated with the 
intrusion of Pike’s Peak Granite at 1,040-980 m.y. is 
not represented within the limits of the thesis area.
The Precambrlan plutons are of magmatic origin (Sims and 
Gable, 1964, p. C40). Contacts with gnelssic rocks of the 
Idaho Springs Formation are sharp, although locally concor­
dant foliation with the gneissic rocks occur as a result of 
metasomatism during the Intrusion of the magma. In other 
instances inclusions of Idaho Springs Formation are ellip­
soidal with evidence of rotation. Igneous foliation generally 
is Independent of structures in Precambrlan metamorphics. 
Granophyric texture is present locally as differentiated 
from a non-granophyric texture typical of granitization 
or replacement. The major mica is biotite with ratio of
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5 to 10 times the amount of muscovite (modal analysis); 
plagloclase is commonly twinned. Similar relationships 
were noted by Harrison and Wells (1959)t Loverlng and 
Goddard (1950), Sims and Gable,(1964), and Braddock (1969).
Petrology of Tertiary Igneous Bocks
Three subgroups are distinguished according to major 
minerals such as quartz and ferromagnesians•
Granodiorite group
In the granodiorite group, quartz is the major com­
ponent with volume percents ranging from JO to 45 and 
the essential alkali feldspar is orthoclase with volume 
percents ranging from 17 to 45* This group consists es­
pecially of dike rocks that cut Precambrian rocks and a 
small plug that intrudes metamorphlc and Precambrian 
plutonics at Minnesota Mines area. Major plagloclase 
ranges from andesine composition to calcic ollgoclase 
and the essential mica minerals are biotite and muscovitef 
particularly abundant in sample 214.
Monzonlte-syenlte group
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Modal Analyses for Tertiary Rocks 






















14?Quartz 4 4 2 4 4 4 22 26 29 23 2 10
Orthoclase 17 12 4 45 47 46 31 44 34 29 10 6
Microcline — —_ n- 12 5 . —
Sanidine — — — - — __ .-- __ 2
Nepheline
Sodalite
Oligoclase — — — — 33 15 22 29 25 -, 5
Andesine 68 62 27 42 — 41 25 —
Biotite — — 3 — — — 10 — 2 5 — 3
Muscovite 6 1 2 4 — —
Amphibole 1 5 2 1 3 3 2 - T 4 11 — —
Pyroxene 5 8 49 5 10 3
Magnetite 3 5 13 2 2 1 2 2 Tr 3 3 —
+Iron Ores 
Sphene 2 - 4 Tr .5 1 2
Zircon .5 — — — Tr





based on the abundance or scarcity of quartz and feldspa— 
thoids. The feldspathoid-rich rocks are deficient in 
normative quartz and are composed essentially of plagio- 
clase and ferromagneslans. Plagloclase, generally of ande- 
slne composition, has a volume percent range from 15 to 27*
Principal alkali feldspar Is orthoclase although some 
anorthoclase may be present in altered samples. The volume 
percent varies from 16 to 19. Feldspathoids consist of 
nepheline and sodalite with amounts varying from 5 to 11% 
(Table VI). The major ferromagnesian is Ca-Mg pyroxene with 
ratios to amphibole of 1 to 3. Its volume percent varies 
from 12 to 24, while amphibole, which is commonly hornblende, 
has Volume percents ranging from 6 to 9. These rocks are 
particularly rich in iron ores and common accessories 
are sphene, apatite, with secondary calcite* The horn- 
blende-pyroxene-rich diorite, monzonite to syenite have 
a maximum volume percent of 4 (Table VII).
Orthoclase constitutes the major feldspar mineral 
with volume percent ranging from 4 to 42 In the more 
syenltic compositions. Common plagloclase is an andesine 
with variations from 15 to 62% (Table VII). Generally, 
these rocks are devoid of biotite and muscovite, which 
are only present along the Precambrian contact.
The quartz-rich monzonites have from 10 to 22% quartz
130
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TABLE VIII
Components of Streckeisen Classification in
Tertiary Rocks
Sample Q1 A1 p 1 F1
Tg 14 39 17 43 —
Tg 16 45 51 ---- —
Tg 214 30 45 8 —
214* 25 30 4 —
Ifog 125 20 42 20 —
Thg 13 28 10 46 —
Thm 107 5 36 41 —
Him 157 10 38 36 —
157* 11 29 30 —
Tmf 186 — 19 27 13
TadE 188 — 16 51 12
188* — 36 34 4
Tps 167 2 52 15 —
Tps 169 1 44 47 —
Tps 189 5 33 29 —
Tps 33 11 38 14 —
©rd 36 4 17 68 —
Tad 37 4 12 62 —
Trod 180 2 4 27 —
Tpm 210 4 45 42 —
210B* — 18 51 3
Tpm 212 4 47 33 —
Tim 173 4 46 41 —
Ibgml70 22 43 15 —
Tag 21 26 49 22 —
Tag 143 29 34 29 —
143* 43 37 ' 6 —
lb 147 23 29 25 —
Trh 80 2 10 25 —
Trh 142 10 8 5
Trd *35 72 3 6
Total Q A P F C l
99 39 17 44 . . . 1
96 47 53 — — 4
83 36 54 10 — 17
79 32 38 30 — 18
82 24 51 25 — 18
84 33 12 55 — 16
32 6 44 50 — 17
84 12 45 43 — 16
70 16 41 43 22 28
59 — 32 46 15 41
79 — 20 65 5 20
74 — 49 46 — 23
69 3 75 22 — 32
92 1 48 51 — 8
67 8 49 43 — 33
83 13 70 17 — 17
89 4 19 77 ■— 12
78 5 15 80 — 22
33 6 12 82 — 67
91 4 50 46 — 9
72 — 25 71 4 25
84 5 56 39 — 16
91 4 51 45 — 9
80 27 54 19 — 20
97 27 50 23 — 3
92 31 37 32 — 8
86 50 43 7 — 23
77 30 38 32 — 23
37 5 27 68 — 3
23 43 35 22 —


































and the major alkali feldspar is orthoclase attaining 38# 
in sample 157* Plagloclase is generally andeslne with 
volume percents ranging from 36 to 41 but in border zones 
with Precambrlan wall rocks, the composition changes to 
ollgoclase (sample 1?0)* Common ferromagnesian minerals 
are hornblende and aegirine-augite with pyroxene-amphlbole 
ratios over one* Magnetite and sulfide minerals abound 
and traces of accessory apatite and sphene are common.
A chlorltic alteration of ferromagnesian minerals seems 
to be characteristic to this group (sample 157)•
Bostonlte, granlte-apllte group
This group consists of dikes that are light gray to 
reddish yellow due to the hydrothermal alteration. Quartz 
constitutes 2 to 23# of the total volume percent and 
orthoclase makes up 44#. Sanidine may be present with 
percents attaining 2. Microcline also has been observed 
in rocks with a granitic to aplitic texture as in sample
21. Major plagloclase is ollgoclase with amounts from 
5 to 29#* Andesine can be also observed in sample 80, 
but commonly ollgoclase remains the characteristic plaglo­
clase. These dike rocks contain biotite and muscovite 
with almost no pyroxenes and amphiboles and should be 
called granlte-aplite or rhyolite to daclte than quartz
bostonites.
A close analysis of this diagram (fig. 47) leads to 
various interpretations picturing spatial relationships 
of rocks that compose Empire stock. The center part of the 
stock consists of feldspathoidal hornblende-pyroxene mon- 
zonite surrounded by non-feldspathoidal homblende-pyroxene 
monzonite that differentiated from porphyrltic members to 
leucratic seriate rocks. Peripheral zones consist of 
syenitic to dloritic compositions that show contamination 
of Precambrian wall rocks by the presence of biotite and 
muscovite. This zoning is confirmed by field relation­
ships (Plate I) (Double triangular plot after Eittman, 1973t 
fig. 47).
The observed zoning in Empire stock confirms the 
order of emplacement and age relationships between the mon- 
zonitic rocks. The older members occupy the bottom of the 
diagram, the younger, the upper part of the diagram (see fig.
In the rhyolite-quartz bostonite group, dikes that 
fall within the granitic field are geographically related 
and have the general composition of granite-aplite rather 
than bostonite.
Dikes that have an extrusive type groundmass occupy the 
quartz latlte, rhyolite and rhyodacite fields. They may 
be related to the "local explosive activity" (Wells, 19^0, 
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intruded after the emplacement of Tertiary igneous rocks 
as late stage of magmatic differentiation in Tertiary rocks.
Fourteen samples representing all Tertiary rocks and 
dikes that outcrop within the thesis area have been analyzed 
for the major oxides* S102, A120^, Fe20^» FeO, MgO, Ti02, 
MnO, CaO, Na20, K20, FrO, C02, ^2^5 an(̂  ^en out 
fourteen ranging from hornblende granodiorite porphyry 
through quartz—bearing monzonite porphyry have silica con­
tent between 52-66, which is the range of intermediate 
rocks. The felslc rocks consist only of dike rocks such 
as granite porphyry, quartz bostonite, rhyolite and rhyo- 
daclte with a silica content exceeding the limit of 66% 
for felsic rocks. In view of these data, one can ob­
viously conclude that the Tertiary rocks that intrude 
Precambrian metamorphics and plutonic rocks are of Inter­
mediate composition. With the exception of felsic dikes, 
the alumina content is constant within the range of 14 to 
20#. The highest percentages are encountered in relatively 
silica-poor members and the oldest rocks seem to be com­
posed of higher alumina percentages than the youngest 
rocks. This also is true for iron and magnesia. Titanate, 
occurring in sphene, is constant in all members. It is 
the characteristic essential accessory within the thesis 
area. Manganese also abound in silica-poor members as 
well as calcium oxide. CaO/Na^O ratios are almost constant
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with values ranging from 1 to 2 uniforms to the modal 
analysis in which essential plagioclases are of inter­
mediate composition1 except late differentiate in a series, 
granodlorite or monzonitlc groups are richer in soda 
than calcium oxide. Potash is also constant throughout 
Tertiary rocks to the exception of silica-poor members 
which are richer in calcium oxide. The remaining P, SrO,
CO2 and P2O5 a**e similar throughout leading to the assump­
tion that Tertiary igneous rocks that outcrop within the 
thesis area are in close to the same composition, a fac­
tor which leads us to assume a common origin.
Variation Diagram of Tertiary Rocks
Tertiary igneous rocks cropping out within the thesis 
area have been found to group close spatially as well as 
composltionally (fig. 47,48). A common origin has been presumed 
through classification and triangular plot. If this is 
the case, variation diagrams with silica weight percentage 
plotted against different oxides will show this petrologi­
cal relation. Oxide curves then will be compared to 
Ideal conditions with continuous differentiation of the 
same suite of rocks. The smoothness of the curves will 
show the probable trend of differentiation, kinks are 
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separation from the normal trend of differentiation to a 
new trend due to phase changes or appearance of a new 
mineral phase. Scatter of points at mafic end of the 
curve is due to crystal accumulation (N. L. Bowen, 192B, 
p. 98i and Donald W. Hyndman, 1972, p. 88).
Although numerous analyses are required for such an 
evaluation, data from this thesis study are assumed to 
represent the Tertiary rocks within the limit of the 
thesis area.
From variation diagrams three discontinuities are 
observed within intermediate rocks composing Empire stock, 
Lincoln Mountain stock, and Silver Mountain plug (fig.
49# 50).
li A break is conspicuous between feldspatholdal 
hornblende-pyroxene monzonite and the rest of 
monzonitic rocks.
2« A kink appears between compositional variations
of porphyritic hornblende-pyroxene monzonite (212) 
and diorltic hornblende-pyroxene monzonite 
porphyry (36)•
3* A long kink links the Empire stock suite with 
the Lincoln Mountain and Silver Mountain compo­
sitions.
The breaks that occur between feldspatholdal rocks 
and the rest of Empire stock was explained by Braddock
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(1969* p. 44) as the compositional change of the same 
parental magma due to the removal of 10 to 20^ of pyroxene 
which also can be interpreted as crystal accumulation of 
feldspatholds and early ferromagnesian minerals before 
the differentiation continued. A kink that occurs between 
sample 212 and 36 is obviously due to the appearance of 
the diorltic phase within the same magma. The reason 
for the change has not been well documented. Finally, 
the long kink on both sides of hornblende monzonite (157) 
is due to the introduction of similar compositions which, 
however, do not constitute the same Empire stock suite.
With ideal conditions and not considering Lincoln 
Mountain and Silver Mountain compositions, a smooth curve 
appears to join all differential compositions of the 
Empire stock, which confirms the close genetic relation 
of the suites that compose Empire stock.
Normative Variations in the Tertiary Igneous Rocks
Proportions of standard mineral or normative mineral 
components calculated from the chemical composition of 
rocks appear to be an indispensible tool in petrologic 
studies that deal with genetic relations of rocks.
As emphasized by Barch (1952) and Hyndman (1972), 
norm is essentially a statement of magma composition
142
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Variations in chemical compositions















sru2 - 71'. 4 " ■6"Z".D 59.3 63.7 53.5 51.3 58.13
A12°3 14.0 17.7 14.9 17.6 22.1 19.3 19.6
Fe203 1.1 3.0 3.0 2.6 2.3 4.6 2.9
FeO 1.5 2.0 , 3.4 1.5 1.9 3.8 1.9
MgO .57 1.4 1.8 1.0 1.3 2.2
Ti02 .45 .50 .85 .53 .50 .55 .72
MnO .056 .11 .16 .039 .052 .12 .081
CaO 1.1 5. 9 j 3.2 1.9 9.4 7.1 5.5
Na20 3.1 5.3 3.1 3.5 5.0 4.3 5.4
k 2° 5.4 2.3 3.5 5.4 .78 3.6 3.4
F .097 .06 .18 .078 .088 .10 .062
SrO .033 .01 .069 .11 . 83 .48 .38
co2 .09 .02 .09 .09 .09 .09 .2
P2° 5 1.10 .45 .55 . 72 .86 .25 .45




















sio2 58.13 57.7 63.5 62.4 72.9 73.2 76.2
A12°3 19.09 20.3 18.3 16.8 14.4 12.3 15.5
Fe2°3 3.2 3.1 1.7 3.7 1.4 .33 .31
FeO 1.7 1.4 .79 2.1 .21 .60 .28
MgO 1.1 .80 .31 1.2 .17 .29 .059
Ti02 .70 .75 .69 .64 .43 .25 .25
MnO .19 .17 .06 .15 .017 .02 .023
CaO 4.8 5.3 1.4 2.6 .18 .46 .10
Na20 5.0 5.27 7.0 5.0 .31 1.3 .05
K2° 5.0 4.2 4.9 4.0 6.4- 5.7 .37
P .09 .02 .08 0.01 .066 .03 .064
SrO .01 .09 .15 .060 .017 .014 .019
co2 .01 .03 .09 .09 .09 .09 .09
p 2o5 .21 .18 .79 .44 .89 .45 .99




Variation of Major Oxides in Tertiary Rocks
Sample
sio2 K 0 2 Na O 2 CaO FeOtFe2° 3 MgO
Al2°3
Tg 214 71.4 5.4 3.1 1.1 2.6 .57 14.0
Thg 13 62.0 2.3 5.3 5.0 5. 1.4 17.7
Tbg 125 59.3 3.5 3.1 3.2 6.4 1.8 14 .9
Thm 157 63.7 5.4 3.5 1.9 4.1 1.0 17.6
Tmf 188 53.5 .78 5.0 9.4 4.2 1.3 22.1
Tmp 210 58 .0 3.4 5.4 5.5 4.8 1.1 19.6
Tps 189 51.3 3.6 4.3 7.1 8.4 2.2 19.3
Tmd 36 58.13 5.0 5.0 4.8 4.9 1.1 19.1
Tpm 212 57.7 4.2 5.3 5.3 4.5 .80 20.3
Ting 74 62.4 4.0 5.0 2.6 5.8 1.2 16.8
Tim 173 63.5 4.9 7.0 1.4 2.5 .31 18.3
Tag 143 72.9 6.4 .31 .18 1.6 1.7 14.4
Trh 142 73. 2 5.7 1.3 .46 .9 .25 12.3




Norm of Tertiary Igneous Rocks*
N Tg 214 Thg 13 Tbg 125 Thm 157 Tmf 188 Tps 189 Tmp
0 24.99 2.51 “ Id.04 10.78 .00 .00 .00
c 2.66 10.28 1.95 4.14 2.65 1.86 2.50
OR 29.55 10.74 13.27 28.63 4 .37 17.35 17.91
Ab 23.30 35.24 22.22 25.61 31.97 9.46 32.17
An .99 14.09 9.66 3.90 34 .25 19 .55 18.24
Lc .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00
Ne .00 .00 .00 3.86 10.93 10.93 3.16
Nc .20 .04 .19 .21 .18 .18 .43
81.69 72.90 62.34 73.25 77.31 59.83 75.00
Total
Salic
Ac 2.95 6.86 7.67 6.75 6.31 11.17 7.43
Ns 4.64 6.39 3.15 4.18 7.43 3.95 7.01
DiMg .77 1.25 5.49 1.75 .07 5.21 .06
DiFe .89 1.44 6.29 2.00 .08 5.97 .07
WO .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 . 00 .00
HyEn 1.81 2.52 3.20 2.76 .00 .00 .00
HyFs 2.37 3.31 4.21 3.62 .00 .00 .00
O Fo .00 .00 .00 .00 1.45 2 .53 1.52
O Fa .00 .00 .00 .00 2.10 3.66 2.20
Mt 1.48 3.44 3.84 3.07 3.16 5.60 3.75





Norm of Tertiary Igneous Rocks*
N Tg 214 Thg 13 Tbg 125 Thm 157 Tmf 188 Tps 189 Tmp 210
Hm .00 .00 .00 .21 .00 .00 .00
Tn .70 .97 1.84 1.17 .00 .00 .00
Pf .00 .00 .00 .00 .81 .79 1.09
Ru .13 .11 .13 .13 .17 .12 .16
Ap 1.59 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00
Fr .00 .03 .24 .03 .02 .13 .04
CC .19 .04 .18 .18 .19 .17 .41
Tbtal
Femic
18.31 27.10 37.66 26.75 22.69 40.17 25.00
N Tmd 36 Tpm 212 Tim 173 Ting 74 Tbg 143 Trh 142 Trd 35
Q .00 .00 .00
—  , — 
1.56 42.57 43.27 72.12
C 1.79 1.78 .93 .80 5.49 4.27 13.32
Or 23.94 20 .02 24 .02 20.23 37.10 34 .40 2.24
Ab 20.56 22.09 38.64 35.29 1.52 10 .14 .66
An 12.11 15.74 1.28 8.23 4.22 .05 5.48
LC .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00
Ne 7.38 7.36 5.20 .00 .00 .00 .00
Nc .02 .06 .18 .19 .21 .22 .22
Total 
Sal ic
65.81 67 .05 70 . 25 66 .30 91 .11 92.35 94.04
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TABLE XII (continued)
Norm of Tertiary Igneous Rocks*
N 'Tmc 36 Tpm 212 T m 173 Tmg 74 Tag 143 Trh 142 Trd 3.
Ac 7.50 7.23 4.08 9.16 1.34 .98 .59
Ns 5.98 6.39 10.15 5.79 .00 2.10 .00
DiMg 5.03 5.01 5.15 4.92 1.57 .04 .41
DiFe 5.77 5.74 5.90 5.64 1.80 .05 .47
Wo .00 .00 .00 .00 .67 .00 1.70
HyEn .00 .00 .00 .2^ .00 1.07 .00
HyFs .00 .00 .00 .38 .00 1.41 .00
OlFo 1.64 1.22 .31 .00 .00 .00 .00
O Fa 2.37 1.77 .45 .00 .00 .00 .00
Mt 3.30 2.33 .62 4.59 .72 .49 .17
1L 1.08 1.15 1.09 1.04 .47 .49 .49
Hm .32 .89 .99 .00 .41 .00 .00
Tn .00 .00 .00 1.34 .43 .04 .63
Pf .97 1.03 .63 .00 .00 .00 .00
Ru .12 .11 .20 .21 .14 .24 .15
Ap .00 .00 .00 .15 1.15 .54 1.16

















* Data from computer calculated normative minerals (Appendi 
III) .
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expressed In terms of potential minerals. Computer cal­
culated norms In the present work will be used to deter­
mine the crystallization index (Cl) which measures the 
progression of partial magmas or igneous rocks from the 
primitive system anorthlte-diopside-fosterlte (Polder- 
vaart and Parker, 1964), and the differentiation index 
(DI) as the sum of salic minerals less anorthite in 
different rocks of the Empire area (Thornton and Tuttle, 
i960). Normative silica will be plotted against the 
crystallization index in attempt to show the order of 
emplacement within the Tertiary composite rocks of the 
thesis area.
Crystallization Index of Tertiary Ingeous Hocks
After Poldervaart and Parker (1964), the crystalliza 
tion index (Cl) is expressed in weight percent and is 
defined as:
CX = (An + Dl1 + Fo1 + Sp ) in which
An = normative anorthite
DI1 = magneslan dlopside, Ca Mg ca3-cu3-ated
from dlopside
Fo^ a? normative fosterite plus normative enstatite 
converted to fosterite
T 2027 1**9
Sp1 *= magnesian spinel, Mg A120^, calculated from 
normative corundum in ultramafic rocks*
Sp1 will not be used in the present work 
treating non-altramafic rocks 
CI = (An + DI1 + Fo1)
Following conversion factors are used in calculating 
DI1 and Fo1
DI1 = 2.157003 End 1 (En of normative dlopside)
Fo1 c Fo t 0.700837 En hy (En of normative hypersthene)
2.157003 c mol, wt Ca Mg
mol. wt Mg SiO^
0.700837 = Mg2S3-°A
2 x mol. wt MgSiO^
Origin and Order of Emplacement of 
Tertiary Igneous Rocks
When plotting,CI as ordinate against DI (Fig. 5^)t 
linear feature appears through the whole suite of Tertiary 
rocks cropping out within the thesis area. DI, measuring 
essentially felsic minerals, is higher in the late differ­
entiate while CI, which measures femic minerals, is highest 
in the early differentiates. If all samples composing
the crystallization differentiation line came from the
ARTHUR LAKES LIBRARV 





Data for Computation of CI







Beg 42 1.2/ “D7V9" 0.0r 2. U2 2.354 1.4157 4732"
Spg 6A 0.08 0.07 0.0 0.82 0.1510 0.5747 0.80
Tg 214 0.99 0.77 0.0 1.81 1.6609 1.2685 3.92
Thg 13 14.09 1.25 0.0 2.52 2.6962 1.7661 18.55
Tbg 125 9.66 5.49 0.0 3.20 11.8419 2.2427 23.74
Thm 157 3.90 1.75 0.0 2.76 3.7748 1.9343 9.61
Tmf 188 34.25 0.07 1.45 0.00 0.1510 1.4500 35.35
Tmf 210 18.24 0.06 1.52 0.00 0.1294 1.5200 19.89
Tps 189 19.55 5.21 2.53 0.00 11.2380 2.5300 33.32
Tmd 36 12.11 5.03 1.64 0.00 10.8497 1.6400 24.60
Tpm 212 15.74 5.01 1.22 0.29 10.8066 1.2200 27.77
Tmg 74 8.23 4.92 0.000 0.00 10.6125 0.2032 19.05
Tim 173 1.28 5.15 0.31 0.00 11.1086 0.3100 12.70
Tgb 143 4.22 1.57 0.00 0.00 3.3865 0.0000 7.61
Trh 142 0.05 0.04 0.00 1.07 0.0862 0.7499 0.21
Trd 35 5.48 0.41 0.00 1.00 0.8844 0.000 6.36
* DI1 = D^Mg x 2.157003
** FO1 = OLFo + HyEn x .700837





= normative Q + Norm Or + Norm Ab + Norm Neph
Data for Computation of Differentiation Index
Q Or Ab Ne DI = £ (Q+Or+Ab+Ne)beg 4z "21."9 " — 2‘6~73~ 23T3 _  — 71.5
Spg 6A 29.2 40.6 17.6 — 87 .4
Tg 214 25 29-5 23.2 — 77.7
Thg 13 2.5 10.7 35.2 — 48.4
Tbg 12 5 10.04 18.3 22.2 — 50.54
Thm 157 10.8 28.6 25.6 — 65
Tmf 188 — 4.4 32 3.9 40.3
Tmf 210 — 17.9 32.8 3.2 53.9
Tps 189 — 17.9 9.4 10.9 38.2
Tmd 36 — 23.9 20.6 7.4 51.9
Tpm 212 — 20 22.1 7.4 49.5
Tmg 7 4 1. 6 20.2 35.3 — 57.1
Tim 173 — 24 39.6 5.2 65.2
Tgb 14 3 42.6 37.1 1.5 -- 81.2
Trh 142 43.2 34 .4 10.1 — 87.7
Trd 35 72.1 2.2 .7 75
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same magma, the succession as shown on the graph would 
represent not only the differential series but also the 
order of emplacement* At the best estimate the following 
sequence represents age of emplacement of Tertiary rocks 
within the mapped area* From the youngest to the oldest 
rock unit the succession is as follows*






Blotite quartz-monzonite porphyry Tbgm*
Hornblende-px qtz monz* Thm
Leucocratic monzonite Tim
Hornblende-pyroxene monzonite















* plotted with reference to field relationships
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Figure 51 • Crystallization/Differentiation diagram 
showing the order of emplacement of 
Tertiary igneous rocks.
PETROGRAPHIC RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN PRECAMBRIAN ROCKS 
AND TERTIARY INTRUSIVES OF THE EMPIRE STOCK
Classification
Previous work by others has shown that Precambrian 
rocks differ from Tertiary rocks not only by age but also 
by bulk composition (Hart, i960, p. I3I5 Braddock, 1969, p.
If essential minerals such as modal quartz, alkali feld 
spars, plagioclase and feldspathoids are plotted on a double 
triangle after Strecheisen (Hyndman, 1972, p. 34, 35)» Pre­
cambrian rocks fall within the range of acidic rocks in the 
granitic group between syenogranitic compositions to grano­
diorite, while Tertiary intrusive show a bulk composition of 
intermediate rocks to slightly undersaturated rocks with 
the exception of dike rocks which show acidic assimilation 
ranging within the fields of granitic rocks (fig. 48).
Alkall-llme Index
In order to test the genetic relationships between 
Precambrian and Tertiary rocks within the thesis area with 
regard to a possible magmatic consanguinary relation, the 
alkali-lime index has been plotted for respective differ­
ential series. Weight percentages of silica (SiC^) is plot­
ted against weight % of CaO and K2O + NagO to reveal the
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alkalinity index where CaO and Na^O + K^O cross (Peacock, 
1931> and Barth, 1952, p. 170). Precambrian rocks have 
an index that varies from 48.5 to 54 with an average (fig* 
52, 53, 5*0 of 50, which classes them within the alkalic 
series. Tertiary intrusive rocks have an average index 
of 52 which classifies them with the alkalic to alkalic- 
calclc series and major dike rocks range within the calc- 
alkallc to calcic series with an average index of 60.
From this observation it appears that Tertiary intrusives 
evolved from a magma that differed in composition from 
the Precambrian intrusive magma. Braddock (19&9, P» **'**’) 
had also recognized the nature of an Intermediate magma 
more specifically two magmas for the generation of Ter­
tiary rocks within Empire and bordering mining districts 
of granodloritlc and monzonitic compositions. Confining 
the study to the Empire stock, a monzonitic magma seems 
to represent the parental source of the rocks that compose 
the stock. Evidences of a parental magmatic origin are 
supported by petrographic criteria.
1. Tertiary Intrusives of Empire area have an 
overall uniform textural pattern.
2. The repetition of aegirlne-auglte andesine and 
orthoclase phenocrysts reinforce the regularity 
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Figure 53« Alkali-lime index of Tertiary rocks.
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Figure 54. Alkali-lime index of Tertiary dike rocks.
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3* Individual minerals, especially the early formed 
pyroxenes, are subhedral with sharp boundaries 
and the phenocrysts are euhedral.
4. Sphene, apatite, magnetite are major inclusions 
which represent those of earlier crystallization 
from the magma,
5« The presence of sphene and apatite in all 
samples, suggests a magmatic consanguinity.
The only petrographic relationship between Tertiary 
rocks of Empire area and Precambrlan wall rocks seems to 
be reaction with Precambrlan hornblende rocks to produce 
feldspathoidal monzonitic rocks, while the rest of the 
monzonitic rocks evolved from a normal magmatic differen­
tiation from the same parental monzonlte magma.
From the isotoplc study of rocks of Empire stock,
Margaret Kruder Larsen (1968) concluded that as Precambrian
ft *7 86rocks average Sr'/Sr ratios of .72 - .80 and average 
Rb/Sr ratios of .3 - 1*6, fusion of Precambrlan rocks 
could not produce the isotopic and Rb/Sr ratios observed 
in the Laramide porphyries with low Sr®^/Sr®^ ratios of 
0.705 - 0.706.
From strontium data also, Larsen (1968) concluded 
that magmatic differentiation did not play an important 
role in the development of different porphyrltic types 
and that assimilation of Precambrlan upper crustal material
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occurred to a minor degree
Porphyritic rocks of Empire area only could have 




Foliation data collected during field mapping 
constitute the basis of the structural analyses of 
the present work. Large areas were covered. However, 
non-continuous outcropping units with abundant float, 
solufluction debris and heavy forest cover constituted a 
barrier to a systematic structural analysis. Conse­
quently, the study of lineation or Implications related 
to fold systems were not carried out. For this reason, 
structural control data presented by previous authors 
of the Central Colorado Mineral Belt, constitute the 
framework of the present structural analyses.
Method of Analysis 
Structural analysis was carried out by mesoscopic anal­
yses as opposed to macroscopic domains which deal with large 
folds and bedding (Turner, Weiss, 19^3# P» ?6). Planar struc­
tures or fabric elements visible in handspecimen were analyzed 
together with exposures such as foliations, cleavage and joint 
planes. In this context foliations deals with preferred di­
mensional orientation of mineral grains, compositional 
layering in metamorphic rocks and primary flow structure in 
intrusive rocks expressed as a planar alignment of tabular 
minerals or tabular inclusions in wall rocks.
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Fracture cleavages consist of closely spaced discrete 
parallel fractures Ideally Independent of any planar pre­
ferred orientation of grains (Francis T. Turner and 
Lionel E. Weiss, 1963t P* 77)•
Joints consist of regularly spaced subparallel planar 
fractures which may be open or cemented. Poles of these 
planar fabric elements, carefully measured in the field, 
are plotted on an equal area stereographlc net or Schmidt 
net to reveal the density point diagram. This diagram is 
then superimposed on the counting net after Kalsbech (1963) 
in (Ragan, 1973)• Contours of equal density are drawn to 
show the concentration of poles whose maxima give the 
directions of true dips of foliation planes (Badgley,
1959)* Individual contour maximums are joined at the 
center of the net by lines and planes drawn perpendicular 
to these lines represent the statistical strike of 
foliation sets.
Structural Analysis of the Ketamorphlc Rocks
Figure 55 reveals contours of 2 - 4 - 5 &nd 6% per 
\% area. Two strong pole maxima trend 30°»N 46°W and 
30°,S 24°E and two weak maxima trend 44°, S 78°W and 36°,S 
44°W. Perpendicular to these directions are lines of 
strikes and dips N 44°E, 60°NWj 66°E, 60°SE; N46°w, 54°SW|
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N 12°W, 46°SW. Additional secondary and very weak
directions have poles that trend 30°9 S 50°E with strike 
plane N 30°E, 60°SE; 90°, N 12°W with strike plane N 78°E,
90°? 54°, S 30°W with N 46°W, 36SW and finally 56°,
S 66°W with N 24°Wt 36°SW. These trends represent statis­
tical preferential strikes and dips of foliations encoun­
tered in metamorphlc rocks. When grouped within the NNE 
and ENE limits with their conjugate directions recognized 
as representing major directions of deformation during 
Precambrlan Time, four conjugate sets appear as follows.
Strongest Trends
N44°E, 60oNW (NNEgBo) n66°E, 60°SW (ENE = By)
The existence of these four sets is explained by the nature 
of metamorphlc rocks analyzed which consist of blotite 
gneiss and mlcrocline gneiss which obviously reacted 
differently to the deformational stresses.
If a girdle circle is drawn across the two pole maxima, 
a B axis or a statistical fold axis is obtained as the pole 
of the girdle circle. The B axis trend 40°, N52E. The
N46°W, 54°SW (Aq) N12°W, 46°SE ( Ay)
Weakest Trends
N30°E, 60°SE (NNE, Bo)
N24°W, 40°SW (A10)














Figure 55« S-pole. diagram of metamorphic rocks, 
determined from the plot of 84 strike 
and dips of foliations.
Contour densities: 2 - 4 - 5 - 6%
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pole circle or the great circle joining the pole maxima 
show a 120° angle (fig. 56) representing the separation 
between two limbs of the open fold already recognized in 
Precambrlan metamorphics in adjacent mining districts.
The eastern limb pole trends 80°,N k8° W and the western 
limb pole, 30°, S 1^° E. At the best estimate, symmetrical 
folds resulted from both deformation periods during Pre- 
cambrian time in the thesis area. This is also evidenced 
by the presence of symmetrical folds at both ends of the 
area, including the Lawson syncllne and the Witter Peak 
syncline (Braddock, 1969».Folds and faults in the Empire 
mining area). (Figure 57)•
Structural Analysis of the Precambrian Plutonic Rocks 
Foliations in Boulder Creek granite
Diagram (fig. 58) represents contours of 3 - 6 - 9 
and 12$ per 1$ area of foliations poles in Boulder Creek 
Granite. Maxima are 58°, S 48° E and 30°9 8 66° W, Per­
pendicular to lines that join pole maxima to the center 
of the net are lines of preferential strikes of foliation 
planes in the unit trending N ^3° E, 32° SE and N 23° W, 
60° SW. These directions are closely parallel to Bo 
directions as previously described in metamorphlc rocks 







Figure 56. S pole diagram in Precambrlan metamorphlc rocks 
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Figure 57* Folds and faults in Empire area
(After Braddock, 1969)
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Figure 58* S pole diagram of foliation in Precambrlan 
Boulder Creek granite
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concordantly emplaced during the old deformation Bo. 2*he 
younger deformation only slightly affected this unit as 
represented by weak strike directions N 48° W, 40° NW and 
N 75° W, 550 SW, both in the Ay direction.
Foliation in Silver Plume Granite
Figure 59 shows contours of 3 - 5 - 8 and 10^ per 1% 
area of foliation poles in Silver Plume Granite cropping 
out within the thesis area. Strongest pole concentration 
trend 56°,S 25° E. Two weakest maxima trend A0°,S 28° W 
and 30°, S 70° W. Perpendicular to these directions are 
preferential strike lines in order of importance N 6^° E, 
44° SE (ENE strike), N 62° W, 50° SW, (Ay) and N 20° W,
60 SW (A*y). These directions parallel By, Ay deforma- 
tions as observed in metamorphic rock, suggesting that 
the Silver Plume Granite obviously was also concordantly 
emplaced during the second Precambrian period of deforma­
tion (By, Ay).
Joints in Precambrian Plutonic Rocks
Figure 60 shows contours of 1.5 - 3 - ^«5 - per 
1% area of joint poles in Precambrian plutonic rocks.
The highest concentration trends 30°,S 24°E followed by 
weak concentrations 12°,S 5^°E> A6°,N12°W. Perpendicular
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Figure 59* S pole diagram in Silver Plume Granite 
Plot of 40 foliation measurements 
Contour densities: 3 - 5 - 8 - 10%
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Figure 60. S-pole diagram Joint in
Precambrian Plutonic rocks.
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to these directions are lines of strikes and dips N 66°E, 
60°SE (By), N°36 E, ?8°SE, N ^4°E, 35°SE (Bo ), N 78°E,
46°NW (By). Additional weakest directions are N 12°W,
60°SW (Ay), N 26°W, 60°SW (Ac), N 52°W, 80°NE (Ae).
These observations lead to the conclusion that Jointing
occurred in plutonic rocks during both periods of deforma­
tion and were accentuated during the younger period of 
deformation (By) as shown by the strongest preferential 
Joint strike line N 66° E.
Structural Analysis of Tertiary Plugs
Figure 61 shows contours o f 2 - ^ - 5 ^ 7  and 9% per 
1% area of foliation poles in Tertiary intrusive rocks 
within the thesis area. Strongest pole concentration trend 
32°, S 69°w followed toy 30° S ^5°E, and 20°, N 70°W. 
Preferential strike and dip lines are N 21°W, 58°SWj 
N 46°E, 60°SE and N 20°E, 70°NW. These trends are parallel 
to By, Bo directions and conjugate directions suggesting 
a strong influence of preexisting structural control 
features since Precambrian time. The fact that Tertiary 
lntrusives were emplaced along preexisting Precambrian 
fractures, Joints, foliation surfaces, contacts, faults 
and axial planes of folds is recognized by various 
















Figure 61. S-pole diagram of 56 foliation measurements 
in Tertiary rocks
Contour densities of 2 - 4 - 5 - 7 - 9%
i m
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I960). The preexistent structural fabric of Precambrian 
rocks also controlled the emplacement of dikes and veins 
as shown by figures 55» 56, 57•
Structural Analysis of Tertiary Dikes and Veins
Figure 62 shows contours of 2 - k - 7 - 8^ per 
area of dike and vein poles plotted from trends measured 
in the field. Highest concentrations are 90°#S 
90°, ft and 3 0 °  ,S 20°E. Preferential strikes and
dips are ft 46°E, 90 &nd N 70°E, 60°SE. Other strike 
directions are ft 10°E, ft 18°W and ft 82°w, still closely 
parallel to preferential trends described in Precambrian 
metamorphlc as well as in plutonic rocks. The width 
varies from 1-inch to 2-feet for most veins and up to 
50-feet for many dikes.
Emplacement of Tertiary Intruslves in Empire Area
The emplacement of the Tertiary intruslves and dikes 
of the Empire mining district is best understood in the 
framework of the regional tectonic evolution. The 
pre-Tertiary topography and Precambrlan structures 
of the Front Range Influenced the localization of 
folding and faulting that accompanied the Laramide Orogeny. 
Structural and textural natures of Precambrlan wall rocks
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Figure 62. S-pole diagram of dikes and veins trends 
Plot of 96 points
Contour densities: 2 - 4 - 7 - 8% per 1% area
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controlled the arrangement of fold systems and determined 
the positions of zones of weakness for Laramide intrusions.
During early and middle Paleozoic time, the Front Bange 
region remained persistently positive (Warner, 1956)•
Crustal movements began In late Mississlppian or early 
Pennsylvanian times with a group of uplifts that consti­
tuted the Ancestral Rocky Mountains. In Mesozoic time 
parts of the Ancestral Rockies positive elements per­
sisted with Intermittent rejuvenation (Warner, 1956).
During Late Cretaceous time, crustal equilibrium was 
again disturbed by the accumulation of marine sediments in 
most of the eastern Bocky Mountain region. Laramide 
crustal movements resulted in a rearrangement of previous 
positive and negative elements in the region (Warner,
1956)• Deformation occurred mostly in a north-trending 
zone of folding, faulting,and thrusting which is extensive 
in the central part of Colorado known as the Colorado 
Mineral Belt and includes the thesis area (see map fig.
63)• Milder deformation took place along the northwest 
zone of uplifts and thrusting particularly along the north 
side of the Uinta Mountain (Warner, 1956, Hansen, W. R., 
195*0. Other milder deformations resulting in folds 
and thrusts occurred along a northeast-trending lineament 
(Warner, 1956), which controlled the emplacement of the 
belt of Tertiary intruslves including the Empire stock.
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F ig u re  8. T h ru s tin g  ond tronscurrent fa u ltin g  in the cen tra l part o f the Front P ange. F , transcurrent fau lt; K L ,  
base o f L aram ie  formatter.; L i ,  Laram ide in trus ion ; R, reverse  fa u lt; S, syn c lin e ; T ,  thrust fa u lt w ith  upthrown 
side. Arrows denote re la t iv e  movement on northeas t fa u lts .
Figure 63• Thrusting and transcurrent faulting in 
the central Front Range* (After 
Warner, 1956)
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Two sets of transcurrent faults occur within the central 
part of the Colorado Mineral Belt (Warner, 1956)• They 
are believed to have developed before or accompanied 
the Laramide deformation, and controlled the Empire stock 
as well as the stocks that intrude Precambrlan rocks in 
the central part of the Mineral Belt. The predominant 
trends of these faults are northeast and northwest as 
shown in the structural diagrams.
The monzonitic magma and genetically related differ­
entials intruded and forced apart the semi-plastic Precam­
brian wall rocks. The forcible mode of emplacement thus 
has been adopted as the major means of intrusion of the 
oblong ME trending Empire stock. Favorable conditions 
(Hyndman, 19?2, p. 1*0) for such means of emplacement as 
the presence of plastic rather than brittle country rocks, 
a constant upward motion, an outward over-imposing pres­
sure, and a compressional environment, are evidenced by 
field relationships, as well as the following synthetic 
interpretations *
1• Structural analyses diagrams demonstrate the 
presence of Bo structural direction, although not domi­
nant in this area. The lack of Precambrian xenoliths 
points to the semi-plastic state of the Precambrian rocks 
at the time of intrusion (Hyndman, 1972, p. 1*0)• In the 
field the Precambrian rocks Included within the Empire
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stock represent more wall rock remnants or roof pendants 
than inclusions because no strong evidence of assimilation 
is apparent, except the presence of biotite and muscovite 
in the western syenitic body and in the biotite quartz 
monzonite body along the eastern border of the stock.
They appear to have been incorporated in monzonitic magma 
during its forcible emplacement along fractures within 
the Precambrian rocks.
2. Chamberlain (1955)» in his paper on the basement 
control in Rocky Mountain deformations, stated that in 
the Laramide orogeny the basement control operated most 
noticeably first in vertical zones of faulting which 
formed cross-sets roughly NS-EW. These directions have 
been detected in the structural diagrams and second in 
accentuation of old Precambrian “domed structures” which 
developed in the Laramide ranges. He concluded that
the Laramide orogeny in the Rockies was controlled by 
compressive stresses that formed long anticlines and 
synclines (see mapi. Braddock, 19&9)»
3. Regional structures such as foliation and fold 
trends are concordantly wrapped around the Empire stock.
4. These foliation trends commonly develop in the 
border zones of the stock (Plate I).
5. Although not particularly studied in depth, 
boudinage lineations and small-scale folds have been
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noted by Moench, Harrison and Sims (196*0 in the Ac 
direction in Precambrlan wall rocks.
Faults and Shear Zones
When observing the many glacial valleys that inter­
sect the Empire area (Geologic map), one is tempted to 
relate them to thrusting and transcurrent faulting in the 
central part of the Front Range (after Warner, 1956,
P* 139) (fig* 6b). The northeast and northwest trends of 
these valleys would correspond to two sets of steep faults 
that strike NE and NW. Movements on most of these faults 
are thought to have been mainly horizontal (Warner, 1956, 
p. 140)• Intensive glacial moraines and subsequent valley 
fill cover bedrock exposures. Consequently evidence of 
displacement has not been established. In the present 
work, they are considered as glacial valleys, although 
the regularity of ME and MW trends indicates a possible 
tectonic origin.
Minor faults and shear zones are present around the 
Empire, Silver Mountain and Lincoln Mountain stocks.
Their major trends range from N 80E to N 70V/, with strong 
preferences to trends that approximate N 10 - 20E and 
N 10W, corresponding to Bo and Ao Precambrian fold direc­
tions. These are believed to be of Precambrian age.
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Figure 6*f. Laramide structure in Central Colorado. 
(After Warner, 1956)
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Tertiary faults and shears occupy intermediate 
directions northeast and northsouth (fig* 65)* They are 
the mineralized systems.
Northeast faults are best developed to the NE and SE 
of the thesis area* They are mostly filled by gouge, 
breccia and oxidized materials. Wall rocks of these 
faults are highly hydrothermally altered.
These fault zones range in width from i of a foot to 
10 feet wide (South Lion Creek). The offset on faults east 
and south of Silver Mountain plug, generally is left lateral 
Faults north of Lincoln Mountain stock also are left lateral 
The relative displacement confirms the idea of conjugate 
strain and stresses that accompanied the emplacement of 
Laramide intrusives in Central Colorado (fig. 6^).
Northwest trending faults are best developed just 
north of Empire in the Empire stock. Displacements are 
left lateral. These sets of faults are narrow and show 
less alteration and filling by hydrothermal products 
than the NE sets. They are poorly mineralized and usually 
are covered by solufluction debris.
These two sets of fractures (NW and NE major trends) 
also appear to be related to conjugate shears whose com­
posite motions have tended to cause shortening in the 
central part of the Front Range, implying that the range 
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Laramide deformation and tectonic framework* (After Warner, 1956)
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Rose diagrams (fig. 66» 67) of faults and faults and 
mineralized fractures indicate that 10$ of the faults 
strike between N 10 - 20°E and N 60 - 70°E with intermedi­
ate directions from N 80°E to N 80°W. When faults and 
mineralized fractures are combined the preferential direc­












• Rose diagram of veins and faults (52 measurements of strike trends).
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ORE DEPOSITS OF THE EMPIRE AREA
The ore deposits in the Empire area consist of sul­
fide-bearing quartz veins type that contain precious 
metals and uranium. Accounts of these occurrences of 
gold, silver and uranium have been noted by Loverlng and 
Goddard (1950), Ball (1917), Bastin and Hill (1917),
Wells (i960), Maurice, Chaffee (1972). These ores were 
formed in early Tertiary time and are related to the 
intrusion of the porphyritlc Igneous rocks of the area.
Most of the veins and mineralized dikes follow linear zones 
of weakness that developed in Precambrian time.
Distribution of Mineralized Veins and Dikes
Veins occur in largest numbers northeast of the thesis 
area and southwest of Empire stock. Most of the mineralized 
dikes are confined to the area northeast of the thesis area 
on both sides of North Empire Creek. The abundance of 
veins and mineralized dikes appears to be related to the 
number and character of zones of intense fracturing that 
are related to the intrusion of a Tertiary stock or plug 
with subsequently developed ring structures. This is 
demonstrated by the zone within and surrounding the quartz 
monzonite stock of Silver Mountain.
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Types of Mineralization
Veins seem to be of two types*
1. Hydrothermal veins which fill Precambrian fis­
sures formed during two stages of fracturing under a 
regional compressional stress (Harrison, 1955)•
The first set of fractures developed parallel to 
the N-NE trending (N 2UE in the diagram) axial planes of 
major Precambrian folds. Subsequent fractures formed in 
the NE and NS ends (see map). The north-northeast 
trending fractures were filled by strong quartz pyrite 
veins (sample ^1) with gold, chalcopyrite and tetrade- 
drate. Galena, sphalerite and quartz with quartz gangue 
and minor pyrite, chalcopyrite, tetrahedrate and carbonate, 
filled the second stage fractures (sample 139)*
These veins, as recognized by many previous authors 
of the Front Hange Mineral Belt, show a well-defined 
hypogene zoning consisting of a central zone of pyrite 
gold bounded by galena-sphalerite.
2. The mineralization in the second set of veins 
is attributed to meteoric waters circulating through 
the crushed zones along main slips and narrow fractures 
( sample 13)•
The chief minerals in these veins are pyrite and 
chalcopyrite with a quartz gangue; galena and sphalerite
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being minor (fig. 6?).
3. Replacement ores have been noticed in contact 
metamorphic rocks that surround the Tertiary intrusive 
rocks (sample 111). They consist of hornblende and 
pyroxene replaced by sphalerite and galena with some gold.
Nature of Mineralized Dikes
Spectrographic analysis performed by the Skyline Lab 
(January, 1978) on 6 rock chip samples (Appendix II) indicate 
traces of gold and uranium in hornblende granodiorite (sample 
13)» granite porphyry (sample 14)f rhyolite (sample 59) and 
vein material (sample 109). Sample 59 in particular, shows 
concentration of 6.1 ppm of gold and less than 2 ppm of 
uranium. Sample 109 has .26 ppm of gold and 4 ppm of uranium. 
Other major elements related to these dikes have been Zn with 
10,000 ppm in sample 109 and Ti up to 7000 in sample 111, Mo 
up to 300 ppm in sample Tg 1433. The gold-pyrite mineraliza­
tion, together with occurrences of galena-sphalerite associations, 
show pyrite and gold replacing ferromagnesian minerals.
The uranium as documented by Wells (I966) in these 
dikes was recognized as a late phase differentiate.
Ore Mineral Textures
Quartz-p.vrite ore: A study under reflected light of
sample 41 shows that pyrite was primary, which after
Figure 68. Sphalerite and galena in quartz gangue.
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brecciation and fracturing was filled by quartz. Spahlerite 
crystallized in a later phase in bordering zones and 
appears to replace pyrite. Sample ^3, collected at Minne­
sota mine area (fig. 69a),shows the replacement of country 
wall rock minerals by pyrite which sometimes occupies 
fissures between feldspars and quartz grains.
Sample 111 (fig. ?0) demonstrates the replacement of 
hornblende by sulfide minerals along cleavage planes.
Argentite occurs along cleavage planes in sphalerite 
and galena in sample 109A. This sample shows, in addition, 
the paragenetic relations of these ores (fig. 71)*
Euhedral galena grains appear to be replaced by 
sphalerite which in turn is invaded by argentite (?)•
Quartz, which appears in isolated grains as well in
the wall rock, seems to be earlier than galena, sphalerite,
argentite.
Wall Rock Alteration
Replacement of rock minerals by ore forming hydro- 
thermal solutions along minute fractures, in wall rocks 
bearing pyrite quartz veins, as described by S. H. Ball 
(in Spurr et al., 1908, p. 397) has been observed by the 
writer in the eastern border of the thesis area. Ortho- 
clase and plagioclase are altered to sericite, and blotlte
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Figure 69a. Schematic diagram of disseminated and
replacement pyrite. Field of view 2.5 cm. 
Sample ^3 from Minnesota minef Empire.
f r a c t u r e d  p y r i t e  in 
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b
Figure 6 9b. Schematic diagram of fractured pyrite 
in quartz gangue. Field of view 2.5 cm. 
Sample 109B, East Lincoln Mountain, south­
west of Empire.
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Figure 70, Schematic diagram of replacement of 
hornblende by bornite along cleavage 
plane in skarn, Field of view 5 cm. 
Sample 111, east of Lincoln Mt,, 
southwest of Empire,
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Figure 71. Quartz-galena-sphalerlte-argentite ore texture and paragenesis. Field of view 
2.5 cm* Sample 109* East of Lincoln 
Kt•p southwest of Empire.
and hornblende are altered to chlorite. Generally, the 
intrusive rocks show varying degrees of alteration with 
the intensity of alteration decreasing outward. Feldspars 
generally are kaolinized and sericltized. Ferromagnesians 
are commonly chlorltized. Epidotization accompanied by 
carbonizitation may be predominant. Individual pyroxene 
minerals are commonly saussuritized. The alteration re­
sulted mostly from late magmatic or deuteric solutions 
(Wells, 1960)5 and later, hydrothermal solutions, 
Intensified the alteration in the veins.
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SUMMARY STATEMENTS ON RELATIONSHIPS OF EMPIRE STOCK 
WITH PRECAMBRIAN WALL ROCKS
Origin and Mode of Emplacement of Precambrian Rocks
The oldest rocks In the Empire area are gneisses of 
the Idaho Springs Formation which have a fine- to medium- 
grained texture and well foliated segregation layering 
between light colored layers of quartz and feldspars and 
dark layers of biotite.
The age relationship of microcline gneiss with gneisses 
of the Idaho Springs Formation has not been well established, 
Lovering and Goddard (1950, p. 23-25) and S. H. Ball (in 
Spurr and Garrey, 1908, p. 46-49) believed that microcline 
gneiss which they described as quartz monzonite gneiss, was 
the oldest intrusive rock, and that its gneissic texture re­
sulted from later deformation, Sims and Gable (1964, p. C3,
C6) have combined the oldest metamorphic rocks into a layered 
succession consisting of biotite gneiss *'sandwiched1 between 
two microcline gneiss units, the Lawson layer and the Quartz 
Hill layer. Thus, the oldest unit is microcline gneiss.
Moench (1964, p. a 32, A33) however, has described microcline 
gneiss after biotite gneiss assuming an older age for the 
biotite gneiss of the Idaho Springs Formation, The writer 
has followed the same pattern by lack of sufficient documentation.
Comparative whole rock chemical analyses of biotite
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gneisses of the Idaho Springs Formation and an average 
composition of biotite-quartz plagioclase gneiss of the 
Central City district with common sedimentary formations 
as graywackes, argillites and sandstones from various 
places of the world, show similarities suggesting a 
common sedimentary origin for the Idaho Springs Formation.
This sedimentary origin is also confirmed by comparing 
data from whole rock analyses of microcline gneiss to 
feldspathic arkoslc sandstones. Na^O/K^O ratios slightly 
below one unit suggest that microcline gneiss of Empire 
area originated from an environment rich in arkoses.
Calc-silicate gneiss or skarn which forms a small elongate 
body to the south of the thesis area could be of metasomatic 
origin.
Metasedimentary rocks are cut by Boulder Creek and Silver 
Plume granites which form older intrusive plutons and sheets 
that are generally concordant to foliation trends In meta- 
morphic rocks.
Coarse porphyritic granodiorite quartz monzonite rocks 
grade to a medium-grained, slightly schistose rock close to 
contacts.
In the Boulder Creek Granite, the proportion of biotite 
exceeds that of muscovite and the common accessory mineral 
is apatite.
Foliation in Silver Plume Granite generally parallels 
contacts of the Empire stock and has been considered as
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primary magmatic flow layering.
Discordant contacts are observed in bodies that in­
trude Boulder Creek Granite in apophysis like penetrations.
Silver Plume Granite petrography is also dominated 
by the presence of the two K-feldspars, microcline and 
orthoclase and replacement of biotite by magnetite along 
cleavage planes. Secondary biotite replaces plagloclase 
and muscovite. It is commonly rimmed by magnetite.
Modal analysis, together with the triangular plot, 
after Streckelsen, reveals a close affinity to quartz mon- 
zonitic types for samples analyzed from the Boulder Creek 
and Silver Plume Granites (Table IV, fig. 45).
' The close spatial temporal relationship would Indicate 
a common origin but Boulder Creek and Silver Plume Granites 
are separated by at least 300 m.y. in time.
Precambrian plutons appears in three separate periods 
of orogeny (R. M. Hutchinson, 1977) at 1,710-1,690 m.y., 
at 1,470-1,390 m.y. and at 1,040-900 m.y. ago.
Boulder Creek Granite was intruded during Boulder 
Creek orogeny (lt750 m.y. ago) with the development of late 
syntectonic plutons and catazonal depth zone style of 
emplacement•
A 300 m.y. interval of apparent tectonic and plutonic 
inactivity followed. Then the Silver Plume Granite Intruded 
(1,470-1,390 m.y. ago) during a period of tectonic instability.
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The last plutonlc event was the intrusion of Pike's 
Peak Granite at 1,0*10-980 m.y., which is not represented 
within the limits of the thesis area.
With regard to compositional variations as well as 
contact relations with Precambrian metamorphics, the Boulder 
Creek and Silver Plume plutons are of magmatic origin and 
stoplng has been recognized as their means of emplacement.
Petrographlc relations of Precambrian and Tertiary 
rocks of the Empire area are of minor importance as small 
bodies of Precambrian gneisses and granites encountered 
within Empire stock show little assimilation by the en­
closing monzonite porphyries. They have been considered 
as remnants or roof pendants of Precambrian wall rocks.
Origin and Mode of Emplacement of Tertiary Rocks
Three groups are distinguished in Tertiary rocks, ac­
cording to their major rock forming minerals such as quartz 
and ferromagnesians. They are the granodiorite group, the 
monzonite group and- the quartz bostonlte group.
Triangular plot after Strechelsen established the 
compositional fields within Tertiary rocks.
Dikes of the granodiorite group have various composi­
tion from basic granodiorite to alkali-granite.
The monzonite group is separated into three fields.
The oldest in the series is a feldspathoidal-rlch monzonite, 
which is bordered by syenitic to diorltic monzonites and 
differentiates through monzonites porphyries that form the 
core of Empire stock.
Close observation of the double triangular diagram led 
to various interpretations of the spatial and compositional 
relationships of rocks that constitute the Empire stock. A 
zoning from feldspathoidal hornblende-pyroxene monzonite to 
leucocratlc monzonite is apparent and illustrates differential 
emplacement or age relationships of the monzonitic rocks.
Variations diagrams resulting from the plot of major 
oxides against silica have shown that Tertiary rocks cropping 
out within the thesis area are closely related by chemical 
analyses and originated from a consanguinous magma that had 
characteristics differing from Precambrian rock magma. The 
Tertiary intrusive rocks are differentiates of monzonite magmas.
Variation diagrams also have shown a regular differen­
tiation trend in Tertiary rocks from a more mafic to a more 
felsic composition. Breaks and minor discontinuities in 
the differential trend have been explained as (a) crystal 
accumulation of feldspathoids and early ferromagnesian 
minerals in feldspathoidal hornblende-pyroxene monzonite 
before the continual emplacement of other Empire stock por­
phyries and (b) the introduction in the same differential 
series of monzonitic rocks that form stock and plug outside
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the Empire, Silver Mountain and Lincoln Mountain stocks.
Order of Crystallization in Tertiary Rocks
The plot of the crystallization index against the 
differentiation index revealed the same linear differentia­
tion trend that characterizes Tertiary rocks of Empire 
area discussed on the basis of variation diagrams on pages 
137 to 15^« Feldspathoidal hornblende-pyroxene monzonite 
is the oldest and rhyolite to rhyodaclte dikes are the 
youngest rocks.
Petrologic Relationships of Tertiary Intruslves 
with Precambrian Wall Eocks
Precambrian wall rocks differ from Tertiary rocks not 
only by the age of emplacement but also by the overall petro 
logic and chemical compositions.
The Streckeisen diagram picturing the distribution 
of the lithologic units within the thesis area (see fig. ^8) 
shows that the Precambrian rocks are grouped into the felsic 
fields of compositions whereas the Tertiary rocks with the 
exception of dike rocks, fall within the intermediate fields 
The alkali-lime index as devised by Peacock (1931) is 
an excellent means by which to characterize igneous rock 
suites (see figs. 52, 53» 5^)* The Precambrian rocks of the
Empire area pertain to the alkalic rock series while the 
Tertiary rocks belong to the alkali-calcic to calcic rock 
series. Assuming that analogous types of rock series develop 
In consequence of the same physico-chemical and geological 
processes (Goldschmidt, 1922, in Tom F. W. Barth, 1952, 
p. 169) the Precambrian and Tertiary rocks of the thesis 
area obviously evolved from non-consanguinous magmas.
Structural Controls of Precambrian Rocks and
Emplacement of Tertiary Hocks
A plot of poles of foliation planes and joints has 
revealed two major trends, N ^5E and N 3OW, which corres­
pond to some degree to the deformational trends Ey and 
Ay in Precambrian basement rocks of the Central Colorado 
Mineral Belt.
Plutonic rocks, however, have shown a preferential 
orientation that parallels the Bo for the Boulder Creek 
Granite and the By direction for the Silver Plume Granite. 
Observation of trends in Tertiary rocks have revealed a 
concordant relation to the Precambrian directions, leading 
to the assumption that the structural and textural fabric 
of the Precambrian rocks strongly controlled the locations 
of zones of weaknesses into which the Tertiary intrusive 
rocks of Empire area were injected. In this tectonic frame­
work, monzonitic magma rose and during the final stage
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of emplacement, is believed to have forced apart the 
semi-plastic Precambrian wall rocks. Favorable conditions 
enhancing this type of emplacement are* the presence 
of plastic rather than brittle country rocks, a constant 
upward motion, an outward overimposing pressure and a 
compresslonal environment. These have been noted in 
field relationships as well as by synthetic approaches 
(refer to p. I79-I8O).
Relation Between Precambrian Structures and
Mineralization in the Empire Mining District
Ore deposits of the Empire area include sulfide quartz 
veins that contain gold and silver and some uranium. These 
ores were formed In early Tertiary time and are closely 
related to the porphyritlc igneous rocks of the area both 
in space and time (Lovering and Goddard, 1950* Wells, I960, 
Hutchinson, R. M., 197*0 •
The concentration of veins and dikes appears to be
related to the degree and character of fracturing which
is related to the intrusion of Tertiary stocks.
Genetically, they seem to be of three types 1
a) Hydrothermal veins which filled preexisting Precam­
brian faults which formed under two stages of regional
compresslonal stress (Harrison, 1955)* The first set
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of fractures developed parallel to the axial planes 
of major Precambrian folds which trend N-NE. Subse­
quent fracturing developed as extensions of the early 
fractures (Harrison, 1955)* In some instances later 
fractures cut through the earlier. Quartz and auriferous 
pyrite with chalcopyrite and tetrahedrate filled the 
early fractures, and galena, sphalerite and quartz 
filled the second stage fractures.
b) Veins which originated from direct action of 
meteoric waters circulating through crushed zones 
along narrow fractures Include strong pyrite and 
chalcopyrite within a quartz gangue.
c) Heplacement veins consist of sphalerite, galena, 
gold and silver mineralization. They occur in asso­
ciation with the contact metamorphic skarn Just south 
of the thesis area.
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APPENDIX I 
ANALYTICAL PROCEDURES FOR 
WHOLE ROCK CHEMICAL ANALYSES
(Analyses performed by Skyline 
Labs, Inc., January, 1978.
Chief Chemisti Charles E. Thomson)
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ANALYTICAL PROCEDURES FOR
WHOLE ROCK CHEMICAL ANALYSES
SiO- .05 gram sample dissolved in HF__Aqua Regia in 
a teflon bomb at 90°C for one hour. The 
resulting solution is diluted with 5% HC1 to 
which boric acid is added. Si is determined 
by atomin absorption.









.1 gram sample dissolved in HF+HNO3+HCIO4 in
teflon beaker, taken to dryness, residue 
dissolved in HC1, diluted to 5% and concen­
tration of each constituent measured by atomic 
absorption, except SrO and RbO which are 
measured by flame emission spectroscopy.
Pe2^3 represents total iron minus ferrous iron
expressed as Fe^^-
FeO .5 gram sample dissolved in HF+H2SO^, diluted
with water, boric acid added, and titrated with 
standardized potassium dichromate.
TiO, .2 gram sample dissolved in HF, taken to dry­
ness, residue fused with potassium pyrosulfate, 
fusion product dissolved in 1.7M H2SO^, diluted, 
and Ti content measured colorimetrically using 
TIRON.
P2°5 .1 gram sample is fused with potassium pyro­sulfate, the fusion product dissolved in HNO3,. 
and phosphorus content of resulting solution 












.025 gram sample is fused with sodium hydrox­
ide, the fusion product dissolved in ammonium 
citrate solution, diluted to 100 ml, and the 
fluoride ion activity measured with a specific 
ion electrode.
1 gram sample is heated at 10 5°C for 2 hours and 
the weight loss measured on an analytical 
balance.
The dried sample from the moisture determina­
tion is ignited @ 1000°C for 2 hours, and the 
weight loss measured on an analytical balance.
1 gram sample is reacted with 20 ml of 1:1 
HC1 in a reaciton flask, and the volume of 
C02 evolved is measured on a carbon dioxide 
apparatus,
10 gram sample is ignited at 600°C to oxidize 
sulfide minerals and carbonaceous material.
Gold is dissolved by bromine in hydrobromic 
acid, extracted into MIBK, and the gold content 
of the MIBK is measured by atomic absorption.
.2 gram sample is dissolved in HF+HNO^+HCIO^,
taken to dryness, and the residue is taken up in cone HNO3. An excess of aluminum nitrate
solution is added and U extracted into MIBK.
An aliguat of MIBK is pipetted onto a 2 percent 
sodium fluoride flux, evaporated, fused, and 
the uranium content measured fluorometrically 
in a Galvanek-Mossisson-type fluorometer.
Emission spectrographic analyses are performed 
on a 10 milligram sample that is mixed with 
graphite powder and burned to completion in a 
12 amp D.C. arc. The light emitted is passed 
through a 1.5 meter Wadsworth mount spectrometer, 
exposed on Eastman Kodak SA-1 film, which is de­
veloped in an automatic film processor. The 
density of the appropriate spectral lines for each 
element is compared visually against standard films 
prepared by burning known concentrations of 
spectrochemically pure oxides of each element.
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APPENDIX II
REPORT OF WHOLE ROCK AND SPECTROGRAPHIC ANALYSES
(Skyline Lab., January, 1978.
















1. bcg-3 14.5 72.8 6.0 3.1 .27
2. SPG-6A 14.2 74.2 7.2 2.3 .263. gdi-8 14.5 67.2 4.7 3.0 1.94. SPG-23 15.5 62.9 3.9 3.0 2.95. Tag-24 13.8 73.4 6.6 1.9 .14
6. Trhd-35 15.5 76.2 .37 .10 .107. bcg-42 16.6 67.2 4.8 1.3 1.3
8. gnb-44-1 14.9 67 . 2 2.8 1.7 1.79. Tmg-74 13.2 77 .9 4.9 .38 .38
10. Tg-79 14. 7 73.4 6.1 3.0 3.0
11. Trh-80 17.6 67.2 5.3 .15 .15
12. Tbg-125 14.9 59.3 3.5 3.2 3.2
13. Trh-142 12.3 73.2 5.7 .46 .4614. Tag-14 3A 14.4 72.9 6.4 .18 .1815. Thm-157 17.6 63.7 5.4 1.9 1.9
16. Tlra-173 18,3 63.5 4.9 1.4 1.417. Tmf-188 22.1 53.5 .78 9.4 9.418. Tps-189 19.3 51.3 3.6 7.1 7.1
19. Gnm-191 12.8 73.1 4.6 .47 .47
20. Gnm-2 09 14.0 74.4 5.8 .57 .57
21. Tpm-210B 19 .6 58.0 3.4 5.5 5.5
22. Tg-214 14.0 71.4 5.4 1.1 1.1
23. Tsp-230 14.2 48.1 2 . 0 13.6 13.6
216
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REPORT OF ANALYSIS(continued) 










1 . bcg-3 .36 1.6 .60 .028 .032
2. SPG-6A .21 .60 .66 .021 .038
3. gdi-8 1.2 2.6 2.2 .066 .0304. SPG-2 3 1.5 2.1 3.0 .061 .0245. Tag-24 .26 1.4 .24 .014 .034
6. Trhd-35 .059 . 31 .28 .019 .0047. bcg-42 .71 2.0 1.3 .043 .029
8. gnb-44-1 1.5 2.7 3.2 .021 .020
9. Tmg-74 .21 .16 .47 .021 .027
10. Tg-79 .31 .73 .34 .021 .042
11. Trh-80 .37 2.2 .34 .045 .032
12. Tbg-12 5 1.8 3.0 3.4 .069 .022
13. Trh-142 .29 .33 .60 .014 .029
14. Tag—143A .17 1.4 .21 .017 .031
15. Thm-157 1.0 2.6 1.5 .11 -031
16. Tlm-173 .31 1.7 .79 .15 .016
17. Tmf-188 1.3 2.3 1.9 .83 .004
18. Tps-189 2.2 4.6 3.8 .48 .015
19. Gnm-191 .41 2.1 .73 .012 .013
20. Gnm-2 09 .16 .71 .49 .012 .043
21. Tpm-210B 1.1 2.9 1.9 .38 .014
22. Tg-214 5.7 1.1 1.5 .033 .037

















2 . SPG-6A .6 .1 .20 .052 .1 .086
6. Rhd-35 5.6 .1 .25 .023 .1 .0647. bcg-4 2 1.2 .1 .75 .021 .1 .158. gnb-44-1 1.0 .1 .48 .035 .1 .14
14. Tag-143A 2.4 .1 .43 .017 .1 .066
15. Thm-157 1.1 .1 .53 .039 .1 .078
17. Tmf-188 1.2 .1 .50 .0 52 .1 .088
19. gnm-191 .5 .1 .28 .023 .1 .098
21. Tpm-210B .2 .1 .72 .081 .2 .062
22. Tg-214 .6 .1 .45 .056 .1 .097
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REPORT OF SPECTROGRAPHIC ANALYSIS
Values reported in parts per million, except where noted 
otherwise, to the nearest number in the series 1, 1.5,
2, 3, 5, 7 etc.
Sample Number
Element gdi-8 gnb-9 Thg-13 Tg-14B Tbg-31
Fe 5% 10% 10% 1% 3%Ca 1% .2% .2% .02% .1%Mg .5% .2% .2% .1% .1%Ag 1 1 1 1 1As 500 500 500 500 500
B 10 10 10 10 10Ba 1,500 70 70 500 200Be 2 2 2 2 2Bi 10 10 10 10 10Cd 50 50 50 50 50
Co 5 15 5 - 5 5Cr 10 500 10 10 10Cu 10 200 3 15 15Ga 10 15 10 10 10Ge 20 20 20 20 20
La 300 20 50 20 50Mn 500 500 300 100 5,000Mo 2 5 2 200 10Nb 30 20 30 20 50Ni 5 150 5 5 5
Pb 30 10 500 20 500Sb 100 100 100 100 100Sc 10 15 15 10 10Sn 10 10 10 10 10Sr 500 100 100 200 100





REPORT OF SPECTROGRAPHIC ANALYSIS (continued)
Values reported in parts per million, except where noted 
otherwise, to the nearest number in the series 1, 1.5,
2, 3, 5, 7 etc.
Sample Number
Element Trh-59 Trh-80 109 111 Trh-14
Fe 10% 1.5% 15% 10% 1%Ca .02% .05% ■ .02% 15% .2%Mg .2% .2% .1% 2% .2%Ag 2 1 20 1 1As 500 500 500 500 500
B 10 10 10 10 10Ba 10 700 5 5 10Be 2 2 2 2 2Bi 10 10 10 10 10Cd 50 50 50 50 50
Co 5 5 20 20 5Cr 10 10 10 70 10Cu 2 10 200 10 2Ga 15 10 10 10 10Ge 20 20 20 20 20
La 20 100 500 20 20Mn 30 200 50 3,000 300Mo 15 2 10 2 2Nb 20 20 20 20 30Ni 5. 5 5 20 5
Pb 10 15 2,000 10 20Sb 100 100 100 100 100Sc 10 10 10 20 10Sn 20 10 10 10 10Sr 100 500 100 200 200




Analysis of 6 Rock Chip Samples
Au U
Item Sample No. (ppm) (ppm)
1. gnb-9 .03 2
2. Thg-13 .02 2
3. Tg-14B .02 2
4. Trh-59 6.1 2
5. Tv-109 .26 4




CALCULATION OF NORMATIVE MINERALS
by
Kako s s o-y-Rama zanl 
(Rules outlined in Hutchison, C.S., 197*+» P» *+15)
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SUBROUTINE SN0RM1CSI021,AL2031»FE2031 *FEOl«MG01 *T1021*MNO 1,CAO 1, 
1NA2 01*K201*F1 ,SRO1,C021*P2051,J)
DIMENSION AC14,18>fCQMPC100)
REAL HGO*HG01*MN0,NA20,K2 0fNA201,MN01,K201 ‘
C
C READING IN ALL COMPOUNDS IN EACH ROCK. THERE ARE 20 ROCKS.
C




100 FOR MAT CAS *18F)
30 CONTINUE 
C
C IDENTIFYING THE COMPOUNDS FROM EACH COLUMN.WE STARRT WITH 
C THE FIRST COLUMN OF THE MATRIX BY SETTING J=I.
C J=1
C
ENTRY S U B K S I 0 2 1  ,AL2031 ,FE2031,FEOl »MG01 ,TI021 ,MNCl,
I CA01,NA201,K2GltFl#SR01,C021*P2051,J)














IFCI.EO.1 4 )P205=AC I*J)
50 CONTINUE
C
C STEP 1 :cALCULAT ION UCF AMOUNTS OF OXTOES AND ELEMENTS PRESENTS 
C BY DIVIDING THE GIVRN WEIGHT PERCENTAGES BY APPROPRIATE




















51 FORMATCSX* *SI021'*3X,'AL203l'*3X,'FE2031'«3X»'FEO1*13X**MGQ1*> 
WRITEC12,52)S1021,AL2031,FE2Q31,FE01,MG01
52 F0R«ATC5X*F6»4,2X*F6.4*3X,F6.4,2XfF6.4,2X,F6.4,//)
WRITE C12 *5 3 3
5 3 F0RHATC5X#-'TI021%3X* 'MN01',5X,*CA01~,5X,'NA2012X, *K201ar3
WRITE(12 » 5 4 >T1021* HNO1*CA01*NA201» K201
54 FORPAT CSX *F6.4*2X,F6.4 *3X*F6.4 * 3X,F6.4»1X«F6.4 *//3 
WRITEC12*553
55 F0RMATC5X, 'Fi * * 6X * "SRO 1 %  5 X » ~C021 %  5 X * "P2 05 1 * )
WRITEC12»56)F1,SR01*C021»P2051





















SUBROUTINE SN0RM2CFE02,FE03,CA02,CA03,CA04,CAOS ,T102 2, 
1AP1,AP2,F2,FR ,NA202,NC,CC,IL,FEOI,MNO1>SRO1,CA01,P2051 ,FI 
1 , C 021 ,NA201 ,11021 ,FE20313 
DIMENSION AC14,183 
REAL IL,NC,NA201,NA202,NN01









IFCFl. GT•0.0)GO TO 60 
0 IF(FX.GT.0.6666»AP1)GO TO 200
IFCF1.LT.0.6666*AP1)GO TO 300 
00 F2=F1-CAP1*2.0/3.0)
IFCF2.LT.0.0)F2=-CF2)






STEP5JCALCULATION OF NA202 AND CA05










C CALCULAING FE03 AND TI022
C



















59 F0RKATC9X*' F 2%6X,~AP2%3X,"APATIT'* 7X*'FR'3
WRITEC12*58)F2*AP2»APATIT * FR 
WRITE C12 * 61>
61 FORMAT(7X,~CA04'#7X**NC ' * 4X * A202'* 7X *'CC~) 
WRITEC12,5 8)CA04,NC»NA202,CC
WRITEC12*62 >






SUBROUTINE 5N0RR3COR 1»Y1,KStAB1,AC,NS*Y2,Y3fY4,AN, 






























































IFCFE2032.LT.O. 0>FE20 32=— CFE20321 





IPCNA204.LT• 0. 0)NA204=— CNA204)
FE2032=FE2031
NS-NA204
Y3=Y2 *NS*4. 0* AC
C
C
C CALCULATIONOF AL2034fCA06 AND Y4
C










AL2034=AL 203 3— AN
IFCAL20 34.LT.C.0)AL2034=— CAL2034)
CA06=CA05 
Y4 = Y3 +2.0*A N 
C = AL2 0 34
Cc
1800 WRIT£ C12 * 6 3 1





65 F0RMATC5X* 'KS '.6X, mA & l ~ 9e>X,'AL2033** 3X,~Y2~)
WRITE C12»64>KS* AB1«AL2033»Y2 
WRITE C12» 66)











SUBROUTINE SNORH4CTNI,T102 3 ,CA07,RU*Y5 «MT,FE04,HM,FE2033» 
1 CA06,FE2032,FE03,TI02 2#Y4)









T 1023=110 22— TNI














2100 IFCFE2032.GT.FE031G0 TO 2300 
IFCFE2032.LT.FE031G0 TO 2200
C





2300 MT=FE 0 3
FE203 3=FE2032— MT
IFCFE20 33.LT.0.0)FE2 033=-CFE20 331 




2400 WRITE C 12 »69 >
69 F 0 R M A T C 8 X , ' T N I 5 X ,*CA06',7X, *Y5% 4X,*T1023'!







WR ITE C12»7 3)








tU t W U L L  j  1 |i1Tr n O U * H T F
*GTITE,MT,ILMNIT,XL* 
-  O I IT T !  P -RU* APAT IT »
OLVMGOfOLYFEO»DICSLC*« *  




















C CALCULATE RATIOS WGO/<MGO«-FEO) AND FEO/(MGO+FEO>
C USE THESE RELATIVE PROPORTIONS TQ CALCULATE

















LC= 0* 0 
LC1=0•0 
012=0.0

















HGFE0? = MGF E01-DII 
HYl=MGFE02 






Y6 GIVES THE AMOUNT OF SILICA REQUIRED FOR ALL 
NORMATIVE MINERALS FORMED SO FAR
TEST NOW SILICA REMAINS TO FORM OTHER NORMATIVE 
















IFCSI021.GT.Y61GD TO 2500 
IFCSI021.LT.Y6IG0 TO 2600
Q=SI021-Y6
NORM COMPUTATION WILL BE COMPLETED BY CONVERSION 
OF MOLECULAR PROPORTIONS TO WT % OF NORMATIVE 
MINERALS,BY MULTIPLYING THE AMOUNT OF EACH 
NORMATIVE MINERAL MOLECULE BY ITS MOLECULAR WEIGHT.
AS PARTIAL DETERMINATIONS STOP HERE IN THE CASE SI021 
IS GREATER THAN Y6,QUANTITIES PREVIOUSLY DETERMINED 









C COMPUTATION WILL PROCEED IN CASE SILICA PROPORTION































































3800 IFC04.LT.W01*0.5)GO TO 4000
IF(04.GT.W01*C.5)G0 TO 3900
C
3900 C S=W01*0.5 
W0=0.0 
































C THE FOLLOWING STEP4500 IS A LIST OF NORMATIVE MINERALS
C THEIR ABBREVIATION,THEIR MOLECULAR WEIGHT AND FINAL








ANORTH=AN 42 7 8-20 
























































THIS IS THE MAIN PROGRAM CALLING ALL SUBPROGRAM.% USED 
UP TO THIS STAGEtLEADING TO PARTIAL RESULTS IN PRO­
GRESSIVE PATTERN,FOR THE CALCULATION OF NORMATIVE
MINERALS ANO THE NORM COMPONENTS.ALL RESULTS ARE SUM 
MARIZ ED IN THE OUTPUT FILE FOR 12.OAT•
DIMENSION A(14,18)
REAL MGOi » MGFEOl,MGRAT,MGFE02,KLPHTE»MGTITE*ILMNIT, 
1 NE,KP,L C ,LC1,NC,NS,KStMT,IL,LEUCTEtNEPHLN,
I MN01,NA201,K20l,NA202,K202
j=l









1 K202,NA202,AL20 32,FE20 31,CAOS,T1021,CAC6,
1 FE2032,FE03,NA203,AL20 33,NA2 04,AL2 034I
CALL SN0RM4C T N1,TI023,CA0 7,RU,Y5,MT,FE04,HM,FE20 33,CA06,
I FE2032tFE03,TI022,Y4)
CALL SNORM5CMG01,FE04,MGFE01,MGRAT,FERAT,CA07,DI1 ,MGFE02,
1 HY 1, Y5 » Y6, C A08, WO 1, SI 021, Q,D,OL,HY, 01 ,TN'l ,PF,




1 WOLLST,HYPMGO,HYPFEO .OLVMGO ,OLVFEO ,DICSLC,
1 MGTITE.MT,ILMNIT,IL,HEMTIT,HM,SPHENE,PERVSK,
1 RUTILE,RU,APATIT,AP2,FLURIT,FR,CALCIT,CC)
INITIALIZE QUANTITIES USED FOR NORMATIVE MINERALS.THESE















QUANTITIES ARE REMAINS FROM PROGRESSIVE COMPUTATIONS OF 

















ADO ALL SALIC MINERALS»ALL FEMIC MINERALS AND 
REPORT RESPECTIVE PERCENTAGES.












MAKE NORMATIVE MINERALS TO THEIR PERCENTAGES
T0TAL=T0TAL1*T0TAL2
SALIC MINERALS IN X








•CLP HTE=<KLPHTE/TOTAL>* 100.0 
SODCTE=(SOOCTE/TOTAL)*100.0 
TOTAL1=<T0TALI/TOTAL>*100.0
FEWIC MINERALS IN X
ACMITE-CACHIT E/TOT AL) 
SODHTS=CSODHTS/TOTAL> 
POT NTS^CPOTMTS/TOTAL)
d i p n g o =<d i p h g o /t o t a l )
DIPFEO^CDIPFEO/TOTAL) 
WOLLST=<WOLLST/TOTAL> 
HYP HG0=(HYPHG0/T0T AL > 
HYPFE Q^CHY PFEO/TOT AL) 






































WRITE C12 # 86)
WRITE Cl 2*76)ANORTH,LEUCTE»NEPHLNfKLPHTE 
WRITE C12» 87)
WRITECl2t88)S0DCTE 














































WRITE THE TOTAL AMOUNT OF SALIC MINERALS=TOTAL1 
WRITE THE TOTAL AMOUNT OF FEMIC MINERALS=TOTAL2
WRITE(12»95>TQTAL1 
WRITEC12,96)T0TAL2












FORMA TC 5X 










'MGFEOl**4 X * 




'02 '* 7X * 'NE 
'LC',7X,'OR 
'W0',7X,'D5 
'D7 ',7X,'KP ' 
•'SALIC',//) 
'QU ARTZ'» 3 X § 




'AC MITE',3X , 
'DIPFE0',3X, 















WHEN ALL CALCULATIONS ARE CGMPLETED•START AN OTHER SAMPLE 
























































































































































Y 3 FE 2032 AH
.5536 .0169 .0015
Y 4 C CA05
.5566 .0685 .0015

















































07 KP DI2 LC 1




















ACMITE SODMTS POTMTS OIPMGO

































TOTAL SALIC MINERALS^ 71.4780
TOTAL FEMIC MINERALS = 28.5220 
S1021 AL2031 FE2031 FEOl MGOI
1.1868 .1255 .0132 .0102 .0102
T 1021 MNOl CAOl NA201 K201
•0035 .0003 .0084 .0516 .0488
FI SROl C021 P2051
T 2027
-0052 .00012 .0020 .0106
FE02 CA02 API CA03
•0105 .0085 .0106 .0267
F2 AP2 APATIT FR
.0000 .0052 .0052 .0000
CA 04 NC NA 202 CC
.0267 .0020 .0496 .0020
CA05 IL FE03 TI022
.0247 .0035 .0070 .0035
OR1 AL2032 Y1 K202
.0488 .0767 .2930 .0000
KS A81 AL20 33 Y2
.0000 .0496 .0271 .5905
NA203 AC NA204 NS
.0496 .0132 .0364 .0364
Y 3 FE 2032 AN AL2034
.6795 .0132 .0247 .0024
Y 4 C CA05 CA06
.7289 .0024 .0247 .0247
TNI CA06 Y5 TI023
.0035 .0247 .7324 .0000
RU HT FE2033 HR
.0045 .0070 .0062 .0062
FE04 CA07
.0070 .0212
HGFEOl MGRAT FERAT Oil
0.0172 0.5930 0.4070 0.0172
MGFE02 HY 1 Y6 CA08








HY 01 PF TN
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0035
02 HE AB D3

















D7 KP 012 LC1
0 . 0 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0
SALIC



















































RUTILE APATIT FLURIT CALCTT
T 2027
0.3229 1.5681 0.0000 0.1851
TOTAL SALIC MINERALS= 77.3248
TOTAL FEMIC MINERALS^ 22.6752
S1021 AL2G31 FE2031 FE01 MGOI
1.1185 .1628 .0125 .0181 .0176
T 1021 HN01 CA01 NA201 K201
.0094 .0003 .0232 .0500 .0510
FI SR01 C021 P2051
.0079 .00041 .0020 .0042
FE02 CA02 API CA03
.0184 .0236 .0042 .0095
F2 AP2 APATIT FR
.0051 .0000 .0052 .0025
CA04 NC NA202 CC
.0070 .0020 .0480 .0020
CA05 IL FE03 TI022
.0049 .0094 .0090 .0094
OR 1 AL 2032 Y1 K202
.0510 .1119 .3057 .0000
KS AB1 AL2033 Y2
.0000 .0480 .0639 .5936
NA203 AC NA204 NS
.0480 .0125 .0354 .0354
Y 3 FE 2032 AN AL2034
.6791 .0125 .0049 .0590
Y 4 C CAO 5 CA06
.6889 .0590 .0049 .0049
TNI CA06 Y 5 TI023
.0049 .0049 .6939 .0045
RU MT FE2033 HM
.0045 .0090 .0035 .0035
T 2027 248
FE04 CA07
• 0090 •004 9
HGFEOl MGRAT FERAT
0.0266 0.6618 0.3382






















































ACMITE SODMTS POTMTS DIPMGO
T 2027
5.3589 4.0072 0.0000 0.9872
OIPFEO WOLLST HYPMGO HYPFEO

















RUTILE APATIT FLURIT CALCIT
0.3304 0.0000 0.1836 0.1896
TOTAL SALIC MINERALS= 78.4799
TOTAL FEMIC MINERALS^ 21.5201
SI021 AL2031 FE2031 FE01 MGOI
1.2350 .1393 .0038 .0092 .0052
T 1021 MN01 CA01 NA201 K201


































































Y3 FE2032 AN AL2034
• 7153 •00 3 8 .0003 .0275
Y4 C CA05 CA06
.7160 .0275 .0003 .0003
TNI CA06 75 TI023
•0003 .0003 .7163 .0022
RU «T FE2033 HH
.0022 .0038 .0035 .0035
FE04 CA07
.0037 .0003
WGFEQ1 WGRAT FERAT Dll
0.0089 0-5875 0.4125 0.0003
MGFE02 HY1 Y6 CA08
0.0085 0.0085 0.7255 0.0040
W01 C D OL
0.0000 0.5096 0.0000 0.0000
HY D 1 PF TN
0.0085 0.0000 0.0000 0.0003
02 NE A 8 D3
0.0000 0.0000 0.0351 0.0000
LC OR 04 CS
0.0000 0.0 764- 0.0000 0.0000
WO 05 01 D6
0.0000 0.0000 0.0003 0.0000
07 KP D 12 LC1
0 . 0 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0
SALIC

















ACMITE SODMT S POTHTS DIPHGO
1.6567 3.6472 0.0000 0.0660
OIPFEO W0LLST HYPWGO HYPFEO

















RUTILE APATIT FLURIT CALCIT
0.1665 0.0000 0.1669 0.1954
TOTAL SALIC HINERALS= 90.3407
TOTAL FEMIC MINERALS^ 9.6593 
S1021 AL2031 FE2031 FEOl MGOI
.8905 .2168 .0144 .0264 .0323
T 1021 HNO1 CAOl NA201 *201
.0063 .0007 .1676 .0807 .0083
FI




































OR1 AL2032 Y1 K202
•0083 •2085 .0497 .0000
KS AB1 AL 2033 T2
.0000 .0786 .1298 .5214
NA203 AC NA204 NS

































HGFEOl WGRAT FERAT Oil
0.03P8 0.8319 0.1681 0.0170
MGFE02 HY1 Y 6 CA08


































VO 05 01 D6
0.0000 0.0000 0.0003 0.0000
D7 KP DI2 LC1
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
SALIC
QUARTZ COROUM ORTHCL ALBITE
0.0000 2.6541 4.3702 31.9671
ANORTH LEUCTE NEPHLN KLPHTE











































TOTAL SALIC MINERALS^ 77.3098
TOTAL FEMIC MINERALS= 22.6902 
S1021 AL2031 FE20 31 FE01 MGOI
.9654 .1922 .0182 .0264 .0273
T 1021 MN01 CA01 NA201 K201
T 2027 254

























































































































































































X  £. U  ^  /
1.2189 0.0000 0.0000 1.0922
<0 °
RUTILE APATIT FLURIT CALCIT
0.1555 0.0000 0.0400 0.4054
TOTAL SALIC MINERALS^ 75.0022
TOTAL FEMIC MINERALS= 24.9978 
S 1021 AL2031 FE203I FE01 MGOI
1.1884 .1373 .0069 .0209 .0141
T 1021 MN01 CA01 NA201 K201









































0R1 AL2032 Y1 K202
.0573 .0800 .3439 .0000
KS AB1 AL 20 3 3 Y2
.0000 .0480 .0320 .6318
NA203 AC NA204 NS
.0480 .0069 .0411 .0411
Y 3 FE2032 AN AL2034


























HGFEOl MGRAT FERAT Dll
0.0233 0.6072 0.3928 0.0039
#GFE02 HY1 Y6 CA08
0.0194 0.0194 0.7391 0.0040
WOl 0 0 OL

































D7 KP 012 LC 1
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
SALIC
QUARTZ COROUW ORTHCL ALBITE
24.9965 2.6586 29.5481 23.2955
ANORTH LEUCTE NEPHLN KLPHTE




a c h i t e
2*9469
SODHTS







































FEWIC HINERALS= 18. 































































KS AB1 AL2033 Y2












































































0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000





































QLVMGO OLVFEO DICSLC HGTITE
0.0000 O.OOOC 0.0000 3.0732
ILWNIT HE«TIT SPHENE PERVSK
0.9031 0.2132 1.1668 0.0000
RUTILE APATIT FLURIT CALCIT
0.1274 0.0000 0.0253 0.1836
TOTAL SALIC MIM£RALS= 73.2521
TOTAL FEMIC MINERALS^ 26.7479
SI021 AL 2031 FE20 31 FE01 MG01
1.2134 .1412 .0088 .0029 .0042
T 10?1 KN01 CA01 NA201 K201










































OR1 AL2032 Y1 *202
•0679 .0733 .4076 .0000
KS AB1 AL2033 Y2
•0000 .0030 .0703 .4254
NA203 AC NA204 NS

















































WOl Q D OL
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WO 05 01 06
0.0059 0*0000 0.0074 0.0000
07 KP 012 LC1
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
SALIC
QUARTZ CORDUfl ORTHCL ALBITE
42.5697 5.4860 37.0961 1.5209
ANORTH LEUCTE NEPHLN KLPHTE












































TOTAL SALIC HINER ALS= 91.1102
TOTAL FEMIC HINERALS= 8.8898 
S 1021 AL2031 FE20 31 FE01 MG01
1.2683 .1520 .0019 .0039 .0015
T1021 MN01 CA01 NA201 K201
.0031 .0003 .0018 .0008 .0039
FI SR01 C021 P2051
.0034 .00018 .0020 .0070
FE 02 CA02 API CA03
.0042 .0020 .0070 .0213
F2 AP2 APATIT FR
•0000 .0034 .0034 .0000
CA04 NC NA202 CC
.0213 .0020 .0012 .0020
CAQ5 IL FE 03 TI022
•0192 .0031 .0011 .0031
0R1 AL 2032 Y1 K202
.0039 .1481 .0236 .0000
KS AB1 AL2033 Y2
•0000 .0012 .1469 .0310
NA203 AC NA204 NS
.0012 .0012 .0381 .0000
Y 3 FE 2032 AN AL2034
.0359 .0007 .0192 .1276
Y 4 C C AO 5 CA06
.0744 .1276 .0192 .0192
TNI C AO 6 Y 5 TI023
.0031 .0192 .0776 .0000
RU HT FE2033 H«
.0018 .0007 .0026 .0000
FE04 CA07
•0004 .0161
MGFE01 MGRA T FERAT Oil



































































OLVMGO OLVFEO DICSLC PGTITE




















TOTAL SALIC HINERALS= 94.0436
TOTAL FEMIC HINERALS= 5.9564
SI021 AL 2031 FE 20 31 FEOl HGO1
1.0320 .1736 .0188 .0278 .0347
T 1021 HN01 CA01 NA201 K201

















F2 AP2 APATIT FR
0010 .0000 .0034 .0005
CA04 NC NA 202 CC
.0782 .0005 .0851 .0005
CA05 It FE03 TI022

















NA2Q3 AC NA204 NS
.0851 .0188 .0663 .0663
Y 3 FE2032 AN AL2034







TNI CA06 T5 TI023
.0063 .0136 .9328 .0000
RU NT FE2033 HR
•0018 .0188 .0026 .0000
FE04 CA07
.0043 .0073
MGFEOl MGRAT FERAT Dll
0.0391 0.8889 0.1111 0.0073
MGFE02 HY1 Y6 CA08

















D2 NE A8 D3
0.0000 0.0000 0.0851 0.0000
LC OR 04 CS









D7 KP DI2 LC1
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
SALIC
QUARTZ CORDUW ORTHCL ALRTTE
2.5060 10.2803 10.7379 35.2417
ANDRTH LEUCTF NEPHLN KLPHTE






ACMITE SODHTS POTHTS DIPMGO

















ILHNIT HEHTIT SPHENE PERVSK
0.7503 0^0000 0.9693 0.0000
RUTILE APATIT FLURIT CALCIT
0.1122 0.0000 0.0322 0.0359
TOTAL SALIC MINERALS^ 72.8984
TOTAL FEHIC WIKERALS= 27.1016 
S 1021 AL2031 FE2031 FEOl WGOl
.9870 .1461 .0188 .0473 .0447
TI021 HN01 CAOl NA201 K201
.0106 .0023 .0571 .0500 .0372
FI SROl C021 P2051
.0095 .00067 .0020 .0039
FE 02 CA02 API CA03
.0496 .0577 .0039 .0448
F2 AP2 APATIT FR
0069 .0000 .0034 .0034
CA04 NC NA202 CC
.0414 .0020 .0480 .0020
CA05 IL FE03 TI022






























HY D 1 PF


































07 KP 012 LC 1
T 2027 269





























OIPFEO WOLLST HYPWGO HYPFEO

























TOTAL SALIC MINERALS= 62.3434
TOTAL FEMIC HINERALS= 37.6566 




T 1021 HNOl CAOl NA201 K201

















X z u Z / 270



















OR1 AL2032 Y1 K202
•0382 .1511 .2293 .0000
KS AB1 AL2033 T2





Y 3 FE2032 AN AL2034
.7870 .0288 .0837 .0000
Y4 C CA05 CA06




















































D2 N£ AB 03
0*1834 0*0458 0*0215 0*0000
LC OR D4 CS
0*0000 0*0382 0*0000 0*0000
WO 05 01 D6
0*0000 0.0000 0*0287 0.0000
07 KP 012 LC 1
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
SALIC
QUARTZ CORDUW ORTHCL ALBITE
0*0000 1.8558 17.8524 9.4571
a n o r t h l e u c t e  n e p h l n  k l p h t e












































TOTAL SALIC HINERALS= 59.8281
T 2027 272
TOTAL FEHIC HIN£RALS= 40,1719 
SI021 AL 2031 FE2Q31 FEOl HG01
.9675 .1872 .0200 .0237 ,0273
T 1021 MNOl CA01 NA201 K201
.0088 .0027 .0856 .0807 .0531
FI SROl C021 P2051
.0047 .00010 .0002 .0015
FE02 CA02 API CA03
•0263 .0857 .0015 .0808
F2 AP2 APATIT FR
.0038 .0000 .0034 .0019
CA04 NC NA202 CC
•0789 .0002 .0804 .0002
CA05 IL FE03 TI022
•0787 .0088 .0176 .0088
OR1 AL2032 Y1 K202
.0531 .1342 .3185 .0000
K S AB1 AL2033 Y2
•0000 .0804 .0537 .8011
NA203 AC NA204 NS
.0804 .0200 .0604 .0604
Y 3 FE2032 AN AL2034
♦9417 .0200 .0537 .0000
Y 4 C CA05 CA06
1.0491 .0217 .0787 .0249
TNI CA06 Y 5 TI023
.0088 .0249 1.0579 .0000
RU MT FE2033 HM




































02 NE AB 03
0.1283 0.0321 0.0484 0.0000
LC OR 04 CS









07 KP 012 LC1





















ACMITE SODMTS POTPTS OIPMGO
7.5025 5.9752 0.0000 5.0336
DIPFEO WOLLST HYPMGO HYPFEO
T 2027
5 .7667 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
OLVPGO OLVFEO OICSLC HGTITE
1.6351 2.3682 0.0000 3.2983
ILHNIT HEPTIT SPHENE PERVSK
1.0776 0.3185 0.0000 0.9654
RUTILE APATIT FLURIT CALCIT
0.1151 0.0000 0.1187 0.0184
TOTAL SALIC HINERALS= 65.8067
TOTAL FEPIC *INERALS= 34.1933 
SI021 AL2031 FE2031 FEOl PGOl
.9604 .1991 .0194 .0195 .0198
T 1021 PNOl CAOl NA201 K201

















































KS AB1 AL2033 Y2
.0000 .0843 .0702 .7736
NA203 AC NA204 NS
.0843 .0194 .0649 .0649
Y 3 FE2032 AN AL2034
.9162 .0194 .0702 .0000
T 2027 275
Y 4 C CA05 CA06

















HGFEOi HGRAT FERAT Oil
0.0323 0.6137 0.3863 0.0108
MGFE02 HY1 Y6 CA08
0.0215 0.0215 1.1090 0.0143
WOl Q 0 OL
0.0000 0.0000 0.1487 0.0108
HY 01 PF TN















c s  
0.0000
WO D 5 01 06
0.0000 0.0000 0.0287 0.0000
07 KP 012 LC 1
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
SALIC
QUARTZ CORDUfl ORTHCL ALBITE
0.0000 1.7837 20.0180 22.0879
ANQRTH LEUCTE NEPHLN KLPHTE




















OLVMGO OLVFEO OICSLC MGTITE
1.2216 1.7693 0.0000 2.3335
ILHNIT HEMTIT SPHENE PERVSK
1.1489 0.8910 0.0000 1.0295
RUTILE APATIT FLURIT CALCIT
0.1146 0.0000 0.0065 0.0550
TOTAL SALIC MINERALS= 67.0542
TOTAL FEMIC MINERALS^ 32.9458 
S 1021 AL2031 FE2031 FEOl MGOl
1.0569 .1795 .0106 .0110 .0077
T 1021 HNOl CAOl NA201 K201


























































































HGFEOl HGRAT FERAT Oil
0.0109 0.7058 0.2942 0.0056
MGFE02 HY1 Y6 CA08










































D7 K P 012 LC1
0 . 0 0 0 0  0 . 0 0 0 0  0 . 0 0 0 0  0 . 0 0 0 0
SALIC
QUARTZ CQRDUK ORTHCL ALBITE
0.0000 0.9308 24.0171 38.6357
ANORTH LEUCTE NEPHLN KLPHTE












































TOTAL SALIC MINERALS^ 70.2495
TOTAL FEHIC MINERALS^ 29.7505
SI021 AL 2031 FE2031 FEOl MGOl
1.0386 .1648 .0232 .0028 .0298
T 1021 MNO1 CAOl NA201 K201
.0080 .0021 .0464 .0807 .0425
FI SROl C021 P2051
T 2027 279
•0005 •0 005 8 •0020 .0031
FE02 CA02 API CA03
•0049 .0469 .0031 .0366
F2 AP2 APATIT FR
.0000 .0005 .0005 .0000
CA04 NC NA202 CC
•0366 .0020 .0786 .0020
CA05 IL FE03 TI022
.0346 .0049 .0049 .0031
OR1 AL2Q32 Y1 K202
.0425 .1223 .2548 .0000
KS A81 AL 2033 Y2
.0000 .0786 .0437 .7265
NA203 AC NA204 NS
.0786 .0232 .0555 .0555
Y 3 FE2032 AN AL2034
.8747 .0232 .0346 .0091
Y4 C CA05 CA06
•9438 .0091 .0346 .0346
TNI CA06 Y 5 TI023
.0031 .0346 .9469 .0000
RU NT FE2033 HN
.0031 .0049 .0183 .0183
FE04 CA07
.0049 .0315
NGFEOl MGR AT FERAT O H
0.0347 0.8587 0.1413 0.0315
MGFE02 HY1 Y6 CA08









































































RUTILE APATIT FLURIT CALCIT
T 2027 281
0.2115 0*1525 0.0000 0.1764
TOTAL SALIC MINERALS= 66.5047
TOTAL FEHIC MINER ALS= 33.4953 
S 1021 AL2031 FE2031 FEOl MG01
1.2184 .1206 .0021 .0014 .0072
T 1021 MNOl CA01 NA201 K201






































































































































































































TOTAL SALIC MINERALS- 93.1155
TOTAL FEMIC MINERALS= 6.8845
